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Theme
Inertial nasigation. blended with other navigation aids, has grown in application over the past 1t0vears. Blending%%ith the Global
Positioning Ssstem (GPS). in particular. has beent an important dcselopment because of enhanced na' cation and inertial
reference performance and dissimilarity for fault tolerance and anti-jamming. Other advances include blcndirg %%ith radio
navigation aids such as Omega and ILoran-C. Newý concepts based upon using differential (iPS and blended %ithinertial and
visual sensors, offer the possibilmt of low%cost. a.utonomous aircraft landing. Navigation using scene correlation %kithon-board
digital map,, and tracking sensors is feasible.
Multi-functional uses of inertial strapdowkn sensors can be achieswd bNaddressing issues of fault tolerance (both hardware and
soft~kare) and lifetime. accuracN, bandwidth, and sensýor placement.
These ne" requirements, on sensor technology have led to atnumber of ness inertial sensor
weight. powker. fault tolerance. long life. and increased accuracy and bandssidth.

rincepts emphasiiing lowker size.

Theime
La navigation par inertie. intwgr~ecavec d~autre%aides a ]a navigation, a trouve au ciiurs des dix derniieres annees, de plus en plus
d'applIi cations. Lintegratton au svsteme de positionnement global par satellite (GPS) represente. en particulier. un progres
important. puisqueclle ameliore la pre~cision des mesures d'attitude. de vitesse et de position. lit tolerance aux pannes et au
hrouillage. D'au tres progrcs ont ýt reafisi6 avec l'inti~cration aux aides radioielectriqucs OMEFGA ou LORAN C. De nouveaux
concepts. base~s sur l'utilisation du (IPS differentiel et l'integration de mesures de eapteurs inertiels. optiques et
electromagnetiques offrent Ia possihilite dobi-nir des syst~mes d'atternssage automatique de faible cocit. La navigation par
coirrelatioin d~images grace a des capteurs ii imagene et des cartes previsionnelles stockees sur des caleulateurs embarques
devient possible.
La reussite des applications multi-fonetions des capteurs inertiels lies au mobile depend des ameliorations attendues dans les
domainesý de Ia tolerance aux panne,%(fi,&ilit des logiciels et materiels), duree de sic. consommation. poids. hande passante et
precision des capteurs.
Ces nouvelles exigences debouchent ainsi sur (etude de nouvelle,. technologies fasorisant miniaturisation. fiabilite. etendue de
mesure et bande passante.
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MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND
APPLICATIONS OF INTEGRATED
AND MULTI-FUNCTION NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Dr. David Faseng Liang
Directorate Research and Development Comunications ani Space
National Defence Headquarters
Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada
1.

SUMKARY

Advanced guidance, control and navigation
systems are becoming more functional and
integrated.
This paper describes Canadian
experience in the development and applications
of Integrated and Multi-function Navigation
Systems. The emphasis is on the development of
two distinct mission-specific inertially based
integrated navigation systems. In particular,
in a high risk development project such as the
Synthetic Aperture Radar Motion Compensation
System, the special attention given to the
detailed assessment of key error sources and a
well-planned sequence of simulation, development

KlA OK2
Compensation System (SARMCS).
rhe HINS is aimed
at Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), Anti-ship
Missile Defence (ASMD) and Anti-Surface
Surveillance and Targeting (ASST) missions.
The
SARMCS is aimed at the motion compensation of
radar returns to achieve high resolution, high
contrast and low geometric distortion synthetic
aperture radar imagery.
Even though these two projects apply
essentially the same technology and utilize
similar sensors, the mission requirements are
drastically different. In the case of the HINS,
there were available various types of off-theshelf navigation subsystems that could be

and flight test evaluation are essential to the

configured to meet the specified mission

success of the project. For Multifunctional
inertially-based systems, the hardware design
emphasis should be on IMU architectures that
minimize both the acquisition and life-cycle
cost, while the software design emphasis should
be on practical and efficient FDIR schemes.
Some comments were also offered on the trends of
CPS related future applications.

requirements. However, in the case of the
SARMCS, there was initially significant doubt
that the mission objectives could ever be
satisfied with the state-of-the-art technology,
given the extremely stringent accuracy
requirements specified.

2.

INTRODUCTION

This is followed by general comments on
Inertially Based Multifunctional Systems and on
the trends of CPS related future applications.

Guidance, control, avionics and navigation
systems for advanced military platforms and
aerospace vehicles are becoming increasingly
sophisticated as the demands for better mission
performance and the scope of functional
applications continue to escalate. Current
advanced aircraft and space vehicles require

3.

multiplicity of gyros and accelerometer for auto
matic approach and landing; terrain following;

specified at:

transfer alignment; navigation; motion
compensation; antenna and optical subsystem
stabilization; weapon guidance and stability
control.

EARLY CANADIAN EXPERIENCE

In an early Canadian operational experience
of an integrated airborne navigation system
consisting of two inertial navigation systems,
one doppler navigation system and one Omega
radio receiver, the mission requirement was only
502 CEP

Radial position of 2
nautical miles with external
aids of Omega.

50% CEP

Radial position error growth
of 1.5 nm/br without
external aids.

The rapid advances of modern estimation
techniques, high speed processors and the Ring
Laser Gyro (RLG) technologies as well as the
necessity to satisfy mission requirements in a
cost/weight/reliability/performance conscious
environment have led to increasing applications
of integrated multi-functional, multi-sensor

The integrated system as a result of
extensive flight test fully satisfied all the
mission performance specifications and yet was
found to have deficiency in coping with Omega

systems.

lane jumps in both its Inertial/Omega/Doppler

In view of the importance of navigation
systems in contributing to successful military
operations, the Department of National Defence
has extensively supported the development and

modes.

applications of multi-sensor integrated

trials to remedy the technical deficiencies In

navigation systems as shown in Table 1. This
paper will highlight Canadian experience in the
development of two airborne mission-specific
inertially based integrated navigation systems:
the Helicopter Integration Navigation System
(HINS) and the Synthetic Aperture Radar Motion

both the I/O/D and I/O operational modes.
Figures 1-4 i1] illustrate the system
performance before and after the software
modifications, where INS I shows the performance
of the original integrated navigation system,
and INS 2 shows the performance of the modified

(I/O/D) and Inertial/Omega (I/O) operational
As a result, it took considerable effort on
the part of this author and extended flight

1-2

integrated navigation solution subject
exactly the same Omega lane jumps.

to

Fortunately, all our "eggs" were nout in the
same basket.
The integrated system design was
only applied to one of the two inertial
navigation systems.
A free-inertial solution is
always available to verify the integrated
solution to detect the possible influences of
Omega lane jumps, and it can still
be dependent
to provide uncorrupted navigation data.
Therefore, in both the subsequent HINS and
SARMCS development projects, we have taken a
more conservative approach in dedicating
considerable resources to systematically
simulate and study selected candidate system
configurations.
4.

Missions Profiles

For the development of the HINS, two
representative mission profiles for the maritime
helicopter were developed for use during the
simulation studies.
The first profile is
typical of an ASW sonobuoy mission. The HINS
flight test program would seek to follow flight
profiles similar to these, so that dynamic test
results could be appropriately compared to
simulation results.
4.1.1
6).

Sonobuoy Pattern Drop:

-

drop altitude 5000 ft. speed 90 kts.
rate 1/2 turns (1.5 deg/sec), 15 deg bank
angle.
eight sonobuoys, 5 nm spacing.

(5)

Orbit/Sonobuoy Monitor:

-

-

orbit altitude at 5000 ft.,
speed 70 kts,
circular or racetrack pattern, may
alternate direction.
10 nm long orbits, 15 minute circuits.

(6)

Localize/Additional

-

contact passes between sonobuoys A and B.
helicopter descends to 500 ft at 100
ft/min, flies 7 nm downrange and inserts
two additional sonobuoys at C and D.
orbit at 500 ft for 10 minutes to monitor
sonobuoys A, B, C and D.

MISSION REQUIREKENTS

The mission requirements of military
aerospace vehicles vary significantly, and many
of the missions must be carried out under severe
dynamics and all weather and visibility
conditions.
For the design of any advanced
integrated multi-sensor navigational system, it
is important to define the detailed mission
operational environment, since integrated system
performance to a great extent depends on the
constraints, dynamics and on the accuracy of
navigation sensor in each stage of the mission.
The simulated and flight test performance
accuracy can only be properly measured with
prescribed mission profiles.
A. .:211, the
adoption of NATO STANAG 4278 95% performance
accuracy measurement is essential in ensuring
system performance integrity.
4.1

(4)

ASW Sonobuoy Mission (see Figures 5 and

(1)

Mission Alert:

-

aircraft power turned on, h.elicopterdestroyer at speed of 18 knots.
A contact
is detected by the ship sensors at a range
of 90 nm and a bearing at 90 degrees to the
ship's course.

-

(25 min)

(40 min)

Sonobuoy Drop:

(15 min)

(7)

Magnetic Anomaly Detector (MAD)
minutes)

-

use MAD to obtain a precise fix on the
target by flying 1000 ft diameter ovals at
200 ft alt, always flying in the same
direction.
speed 90 kts, rate I turns (3 deg/sec), 22
degrees of bank.

-

Run:

(10

-

straight and level re-fly over high
probability area.

(8)

Attack:

-

helicopter descends to 150 ft and release
torpedo.

(9)

Transit Back to Ship:

-

climb to 5000 ft.
transit speed 140 kts.

4.1.2

(5 minutes)

(50 minutes)

Convoy Screening Mission (See Figure 7)

The maritime helicopter provides close-in
ASW screening support to task force operation in
open ocean.
Dipping sonar is used to search a
moving sector formed by a 60 deg arc some 9-12
miles in front of the ships.

(1W minutes)
(1) Mission Alert:

(2)

Launch and Climb (10 minutes)

-

climb at a rate of 800-1000 ft/mmn to a
cruise altitude of 5000 ft.
airspeed during climb 90-100 knots.
course 235 degrees

(3)

Enroute/Cruise:

-

course 235 degrees
speed 140 knots, alt 5000 ft.,
flown 100-110 nm.

(45 minutes)

-

aircraft power on.

(2)

Launch/Climb/Enroute:

-

climb to 150 ft, transit 10 nm to the
search sector and begin first sonar dip at
point A.

-

transit speed of 140 knots.

(3A)
-

distance

(10 minutes)

Sonar Dipping:

(7 minutes)

(15 minute cycle)

this dipping sequence is repeated
continuously for the duration of the 4 hr
mission, with sonar dip pts. at A, B and C
within the sector.

cruise velocity between dips ts 90 kts.
cruise altitude between dips is
(3B)

150 ft.

Dipping Operation

-

700 to 1000 ft before dip point helicopter
turns into wind with rate 112 turn, 15 deg
bank, slows to 70 kts and descends to 150
ft altitude.

-

transition to the hover at 50 ft altitude
(max power setting, max vibration);
lower sonar, hover at 50 ft for
approximately 6 minutes.

aim of identifying, developing and testing an
integrated navigation system that beat satisfies
the mission requirements.
The prototype of the
selected system configuration can then be
developed and tested with the aim of subsequent
engineering develupment for use on board the
chosen mission platform. The development effort
can be divided into at least the following two
phases:
5.1

-

retract sonar, move to next dip point at 70
kts and 150 ft altitude.

(4)

Repeat Sonar Dipping Cycle 3B(b)
above

(5)

Return to Ship:

-

velocity 140 kts.

4.2

Performance Accuracy Requirements

(10

3B(c)

minutes)

For the ASW mission the helicopter
navigation system must maintain stabie and
accurate tactical plots over long periods of
time.
In the anti-surface ship targeting role,
high orders of absolute and relative
navigational accuracy are vital to rapid and
successful action.
There are further
complicating factors as well.
Operations must
often take place under radio silence and shorebased or satellite navigation aids may be
destroyed or jammed during wartime.
The small
crew of the helicopter must not be burzened with
monitoring the functioning of, or updating, the
navigation system.
On the basis of full scale
simulation and covariance analysis the
operational accuracy specifications are
es8aLiished as follows:
With GPS
952 Radial position error
0.016nm (96 ft)
95% Radial velocity error 0.47 knots
RMS True heading error 0.1 degree at 60" Lat
Without GPS (In-Motion Alignment)
952 Radial position error
nmm/hr
95% Radial velocity error 2.4 knots
RMS True heading error 0.1 degree at 60' Lat
5.

HINS DEVELOPMENT ZIPERIgNUCE

For the system design of a multi-sensor
maritime helicopter integrated navigation
system, a large number of equipment
The typical
configurations are possible.
approach is to use previous experience in
selecting a candidate configuration in an ad hoc
manner.
This has the potential danger of
eliminating good alternatives early in the
project and could result in a suboptimal
It is therefore more prudent to
configuration.
dedicate some resources to simulate and study
two or three potential configurations with the

Phase I - System Definition and Design.

To properly analyze the performance of
various candidate configurations, a versatile
simulation package was developed.
Since the
fidelity and performance prediction of these
configurations are of prime importance, a
substantial portion of the development effort
was dedicated to generating complete and
accurate error models.
These activities are
described as follows:
a.

Survey existing or soon to be available
navigation sensors to determine their
suitability.

b.

Identify several coap-effective candidate
system configurations that can potentially
satisfy the performance, weight, size and
reliability requirements.

c.

Generate the navigation sensor error
models.

d.

Generate a set of mission profiles to be
used for trajectory generation.

e.

Develop the inregration algorithms to blent
the sensor outputs and undertaken
performance and sensitivity analysis.

f.

Develop control and display software.

g.

Develop diagnostic software to detect
sensor failure.

In the detailed simulation analysis both
covariance analysis and Monte Carlo simulation
software were used.
Covariance analysis
software is effective for the design of
integration filters because it provides ensemble
statistical data.
Because ensemble statistics
are the c.utputs, covariance analysis can (in
many circumstances) reduce the need for
computationally inte-sive Monte Carlo
This s~atisticsl information can
simulations.
be used to assess candidate Kalman filter
designs and to project the performance of a
particular navigation system configuration.
Covariance analysis is very useful for assessing
the effects of mismatch between the filter
design model and the "real world" or truth
In addition, it can be readily used to
model.
establish error contribution tables and error
designer focus in
budgets which let the filter
on the major error contributors.
However, Monte Carlo simulation also has
its place in the design of suboptimal Kalman
Simulation can be particularly
filters.
effective in assessing the effects of
nonlinearities which are difficult to address in
the covariance analysis framework.
Also,

1 -J

certain types ,f mismat~hes between the Kalman
filter
model and the truth model are more
conveniently addressed with the simulation
An
program than with the covariance program.
example of this is the sensitivity assessment of
the effect of sea current correlation time
mismatrh.

e.

Conduct flight teats in a test airc.aft to
evaluate system performance in a realistf
vibration environiment.

I.

Assess the .avigation system's performance
by conducting extensive flight tests in a
test aircraft on an instrumented range.

Another area in which the Monte Carlo
simulation can be of more use than the
covariance analysis program has been in the
investigation of the effects of unmodelled
A. well,
manoeuvre-dependent sensor errors.
covariance analysis software will never be able
to replace the function of simulation software
f~r final checkout of Kalman filter code.

the Phase i' Jevelopmen- was aimed at
realizing in hardware the Phase I system design
by constructitn and leveloping through ground
and flight testing tileAdvanced Development
Model (ADM) to produce a fully d-veloped and
flight validated integrated navigation system
prototype.
5.4

5.2

Detailed simulation and error models for
all the relevant navigation equipment and
environmental disturbances were developed for
the performance evaluation and sensitivlty
analysis.
A wide variety of types and brands of
navigation sensors can contribute to meeting a
The iollowing
specific set of requirements.
list of generic navigation subsystems can be
considered having merit in HINS applications:
Global Positioning System (GPS),
Inertial Navigation System (INS),
Attitude and 0eading Reference System
(AHRS),
Doppler Radar,
TACAN,
Omega,
Air Data System,
Strapdown Magnetometrr,
Radar Altimeter.
However, many of the generic equipment
For
categories can be further subdivided.
example, in the INS category there are high and
medium accuracy ir rtial equipments available.
The inertial sensors can be mechanized in either
a gimballed or strapiown platform. Strapdown
configurations may use conventional or ring
laser gyroscopes.
Similarly, Doppler v.:ocitv
sen.ors and Doppler navigation systems are
available in the Doppler category.
5.3

Phase II

a.

Acquire the sensor hardware for the
preferred configuration and complete the
development of the design produced in Phase
I.

b.

Develop the data bus and interface
electronics to connect the sensors,

C.

Refine and convert the preliminary forms of
the Phase I Kalman filter
and Integration
software into real-time flight
implementable programs.
Develop the
contrnl and display software and transfer
these programs into the airborne processor.

d.

HINS Configuration

System Error Modelling

Development and Testing

Conduct static tests of the completeJi
system in an integration laboratory and in
low dynamics tests using a mobile van.

.he s.lec'ed HINS configuration is
represented in Figure 8.
The navigation bus
interfaces the primary sensors (INS, GPS, DVS)
wth the navigation computer system (NCS), which
contai.,s
ie Integrated Nay Function, described
below.
, e AHRS interfaces directly to NCS via
an ARINC 429 interface.
The Contrýl Computer
System (CCS), which serves as a smart interface
be -een the NCS and the Control and Display Uni1
(CL)U),
is connected to the NCS by a second 1553B
data bus.
The main hardware items are:
a.

Honeywell H-423 Standard Ring Laser Gyro
Navigation System.

b.

Rockwell-Collins model 3A NAVSTAR Global
Positiot'ng System Receiver.

c.

Canadian Marconi ANP-235 Doppler Ve...ity
Sensor (DVS).

d.

HINS MIL-STD-1553B Navigation Bus.

e.

HINS Motorola 6800 Microprocessor
Navigation Computer System.

f.

HINS Control and Display Computer
Subsystem.

g.

Data Loader System/Data Loader Module.

h.

HINS Control Data Bus.

5.5

Flight Test Summary

The HINS ADM was flight tested at Holloman
Air Force Base, New Mexico, and Vandenberg Air
Force Base. California, to take advantage of an
accurate, Completely Integrated Refere;.ce
Instrumentation System (CIRIS).
The flight
tests were conducted over land and sea with
At Holloman AFB,
prescribed missi-i profiles.
three types of alignments (ground, in motion,
and enhanced-interrupteu) four operational modes
(Full-Up, INS/DVS, GPSJDVS, AND INS/GPS) and
three prfiles
(high dynamic, low dynamic and
sonobuoy; were flight tested.
At Vandenberg AFB, two different types of
alignments (in-motion and ground), iive
o trating modes (Full-up, INS/DVS. GPS/DVS, t-VS
and GPS) and two profiles (sonobuoy and
racetrack) were flown.

I-s

5.5.1

Over Land Flight Tests

At Holloman AFB, the ensemble results 12i
of 4 two and a half hour full-up mode are
presented in Table 2.
The 95th and 50th
percentile radial velocity and operational
flights position error plots are presented in
Figures 9 and 10.
Fur ttie TNf'")VS mode with in-motion
alignment, ' able
osentb the ensemble results
of 4 fligh>
it'i e :<rige alignment time of 23
minutes asi.
I n -ode operations of 72
minutes.
'no co~aposite radial velocity and
position e,-ý , ate ;-sented in Figures 11-12.
Zero time for O• plots was the point at which
the inertial system was switched to the
"navigate' mode.
5.5.2

Over Sea Flight Tests

At Vandenberg, the HINS was flown over
war-: with in-motlon alignment of 40 minutes
before switching into the navigation mode for an
average of 100 minutes.
The ensemble results
[2) of 4 flights are presented in Table 4.
The
composite radial velocity and position error
plots are presented in Figures 13 and 14.
Sharply elevated position errors are present at
the end of three flights apparently due to seato-land tzansitions,
6.

SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR MOTION
COMPENSATION (SARMCS) EXPERIENCE

To attain high resolution, high contrast
and low geometric distortion airborne imagery
for the AN/APS-506 radar, it is essential that
very accurate motion compensation be applied to
the radar returns to account for deviations of
the radar phase centre from a smooth reference
path, chosen a priori.
The main task of the
SARMCS is to determine spurious high frequency
deviations from the desired motion along the
reference path; these displacements are used by
the SAR processor to adjust the relative
alignment and phase of the radar returns, after
which it removes low frequency (quadratic)
errors by autofocusing, which amounts to fitting
a quadratic phase adjustment to the radar
returns across the synthetic aperture to
maximize a specific measure of image contrast,
6.1

Motion Compensation Requirements

There are two main modes of SAR operation,
In spotlight mode, the antenna is aimed at the
designated target (Figure 15) or specified
coordinates, and wide bandwidth radar pulses are
emitted.
In the strip-mapping mode, the
orientation of the radar boresight is held
constant approximately at right angles
(Figure 16) to the nominal flight path, thus
illuminating a swath to the side of the
aircraft.
For airborne SAR processing, the ideal
situation is that the radar antenna, mounted on
the aircraft, moves along a straight line in
space, transmitting and receiving pulses at
equally spaced intervals along this path, which
forms the synthetic aperture.
However, in
general, the actual path of the antenna will

deviate from the nominal path due to aircraft
turbulence, autopilot inaccuracies, etc.
These
spurious motions, if uncompensated, can severely
degrade the SAR image.
The function of the
motion compensation sy
m is to sense the
antenna motion, and compute the deviations
between the actual path A.d the nominal path.
This information is then used to correct the
phase of the radar returns so that, ultimately,
as far as the radar processor is concerned, the
pulses look like they were emitted at these
ideal points along the nominal track.
6.2

Performance Accuracy Requirements

Since this project is in support of the
development of a SAR radar capability, the
performance requirement for motion compensation
has been specified in terms of power spectral
density (PSD) of the tolerable error in
measurement of the displacement of the antenna
phase centre along the radar line-of-sight (LOS)
(Figure 17).
The displacement error spectrum
has been divided into two components.
The
portion of the PSD below A Hz lies in the
"Don't-Care Region".
This contains the
components of the displacement error which have
characteristics times longer than the maximum
aperture time of T seconds (A Hz = I/T seconds).
Displacement error components having frequencies
above A Hz must be controlled by the motion
compensation system.
An estimate of the RMS
magnitude of the allowable displacement error
measured over the scene is:
6r = 0.33 mm (RMS).
This is the residual displacement error
along the _OS to the target not including
contributions from constant and linear
components of displacement error, which. have no
effect on image quality, or quadratic components
which are removed by the autofocusing.
The displacement error components above A
Hz affect the contrast of the SAR image while
those below A Hz degrade resolution and produce
geometric distortions of the image.
Although
the lower frequency components within the
"Don't-Care" region may affect the SAR image
quality, this error component is to be
controlled through the autofocusing algorithm.
Therefore the SARiMC project only considers error
sources above the A Hz region.
It should be
emphasized that during the early phase of the
design study, it was felt that the performance
requirement of the order of a millimetre would
not likely be achieved in a practical situation
as there are a large number of practical design
variables which could easily overwhelm this
level of accuracy requirement.
6.3

Analysis of Error Sources

In view of the extremely stringent accuracy
requirement, primary design consideration was
concentrated on estimating the magnitude of the
contribution of major system error sources to
the residual LOS displacement error.
The
following error sources are considered:
-

Uncompensated phase centre motion due to
antenna pointing errors

- computational and related errors arising
from the imperfect solution of the
strspdown motion compensation equations
-

gyro and accelerometer errors of the
strapdown LHU

-

attitude errors of the strapdovn
navigator.

The analysis indicated that the principal
sources of error in computing the LOS
displacement are the mislevels of the strapdown
navigator, the error in determining the initial
depression angle of the target LOS,
computational errors in navigation and targeting
algorithms, error in the measured relative
azimuth of the strapdown 1M and the radar
antenna boresight, and errors in the
accelerometers and gyros.
From the results
obtained for the required aperture under
conditions of medium turbulence, the error
budget of Table 5 was drawn up.
6.4

navigator. Outputs from a Doppler velocity
sensor and a master inertial navigation system
on board the aircraft are fed into a Kalmnn
filter
algorithm along with outputs from the
strapdown navigator.
The Kalman filter
optimally integrates this information and
estimates the errors in the various sensors.
The net effect is a transfer of alignment from a
Doppler-damped master INS to the strapdown
navigator.
The error estimates for the
strapdown navigator are fed back into the
strapdown algorithm and used there to correct
the relevant parameters.
This error control
scheme utilizing the Kalman filter
is designed
to prevent a build-up of long-term levelling
errors commonly referred to as tilts
in the
strapdown platform which, as indicated in
Table 5, are important contributors to motion
compensation errors.
6.5

The SARMCS simulation software is
into 3 separate packages:
a.

b.

c.

d.

divided

SARMC System Configuration

The SARMCS instrumentation that was
designed and installed on board the National
Aeronautical Establishment INAE) Convair 580
aircraft for Phase II is shown in Figure 18.
The system configuration consists of:
a.

SARMCS Simulation Software

a ring laser gyro inertial navigation
system, denoted the master INS, which is
located about three meters from the
aircraft centre of gravity.
a Doppler radar employing a strapdown
three-beam lambda configuration.

-

strapdown IMU model

-

Master INS model

-

Doppler radar model
Atmospheric pressure and temperature
models

b.

a specially designed strapdown inertial
measurement unit, denoted is KIMS (Motion
Compensation Inertial Measurement
Subsystem), which is located about 50
centimetres from the SAR antenna phase
centre.
air data sensors including a static air
pressure transducer along with an air
temperature probe to determine barometric
altitude.

The simplified block diagram of Figure 19
shows the SARMCS functions.
All of the blocks
within the dotted line are softwar- modules
which together comprise the motion compensation
processor.
The primary sensor is the MCIHS
which accurately measures rotational and
transitional motions.
This unit is mounted on
the SAD antenna in the nose of the aircraft to
provide as direct a measurement as possible of
the antenna motion.
The raw measurements from
the strapdown unit are processed in a atrapdown
navigator algorithm to yield antenna position,
velocity and attitude.
This information is then
used in a targeting algorithm to generate motion
corrections for the radar returns.
These
include, in addition to phase corrections,
adjustments to the radar
.lse repetition
frequency and range gate slewing to account for
aircraft motion. The air data is used to
compute baroaltitude which is needed to
stabilize the vertical channel in the strapdown

The Data Synthesis Package generates
realistic synthet:c data from the system
error models which include:

The Data Processing Package can process
both synthetic and real sensor data.
It
implements the motion compensation
processor of Figure 19, which includes:
-

strapdown navigation and sensor
compensation algorithms

-

barometric altitude algorithm

-

Kalman filter

-

targeting algorithms

c.

The Evaluation Package evaluates the
performance of the processing package by
comparing computed master and strapdown
navigator positions, velocities and
attitudes with corresponding accurate
reference data generated by the Synthesis
Package.

6.6

Kalman Filter Design

A baseline 35 state Kalman filter
was
developed to indicate the beat level of
achievable performance.
The filter
is
mechanized using Bierman's U-D factorized
formulation (3l.
The filter
structure is
implemented in such a way that arbitrary subsets
of the full error state vector may be selected
for a particular run by specifying values for
input parameter tables.
Similarly, any subset
of measurements may be selected.
This results
in a very flexible design tool.

I?7

An error control routine uses position,
velocity and misalignment error state values tn
correct position, velocity and attitude
estimates of the strapdown navigator after each
filter
update, unless the update occurs during a
SAR window.
The corresponding error states are
zeroed after executing error control,
For practical implementation, a Puboptimal
21 state Kalman filter
was designed.
The error
state vector is described in Table 6.
The modelling of relative strapdown (S/D)
system errors instead of absolute S/D system
errors in the state vector is a design decision
that is motivated by several considerations.
First, from a theoretical viewpoint, this is an
appropriate choice because measurements
constructed by comparing information from two
systems with the 3ame error dynamics only allow
observability of the relative error between the
two systems.
A practical motivation for
modelling relative S/D errors is that for this
case where S/D instrument errors are expected to
be much larger than master INS instrument
errors, it can be shown that the estimation of x,
and x. is essentially decoupled from the
estimation of x., x,,, x,, in the sense that no
significant correlation develops between these
two sets of subvectors during Kalman filter
This behaviour is mathematically
operation.
equivalent to having two independent Kalman
filters, one of which accomplishes transfer-ofalignment from the master to the S/D platform
while the other performs Doppler-damping of
This is a robust configuration
master errors.
in that the effects of slight mismodelling of
the lower quality S/D INU in the Kalman filter
cannot feed back through the velocity matching
measurements to corrupt the estimation of master
system errors.
One feature of the SARMCS Kalman filter
that noticeably distinguishes it from a
is the absence of
navigation-type Kalman filter
measurements that bound the inertial position
This is a direct consequence of
error.
for the specific
tailoring the Kalman filter
task of performing accurate S/D platform
The presence of S/D position errors
alignment.
has only a relatively weak effect on the buildup
of platform misalignments and velocity errors,
so there is no need to accurately estimate them
In fact, S/D position states are
in the SARMCS.
dropped altogether; the use of the o angle error
inertial error
formulation for the Kalman filter
models conveniently allows this to be done
without impacting on the filter's
ability to
estimate S/D velocity errors and platform
misalignments from the velocity matching
measurements.
It is worthy to note that the choice of
augmenting states in the SARMCS Kalman filter
is
based primarily on the criterion of
The states in x,,. xd and x.
observability.
represent only those significant instrument
that are separately observable with the
errors measurements.
given

6.7

SARHAC Simulation and Flight Test
Verification

The mission profile for the simulation is
shown in Figure 20.
It is consistent with the
flight tolerance limits of the CV 580 research
aircraft.
It involves an initial climb to an
altitude of 1000 metres, followed by a racetrack
manoeuvre after 10 minutes and an s-turn 20
minutes after takeoff.
This is followed by a
period of nominally straight and level flight
during which 23 SAR apertures are simulated.
About I hour after takeoff, a second s-turn is
carried out to control the strapdown navigator
heading error.
This is followed by another
section of straight and level flight during
which 9 more SAR apertures are simulated.
All
simulation results are obtained using the
baseline Kalman filter
design unless otherwise
stated.
6.7.1

Simulation Results

Figures 21 to 23 show the north velocity,
roll and heading errors of the strapdown
navigator, together with RMS values computed
from the Kalman filter error covariance.
Notice
that the a bound of the roll error conforms well
In Figure 23,
with the single run error trace.
the heading error RMS is reduced to the level of
master heading error after the second s-turn.
Simulation results indicating the
performance of the suboptimai 21 state filter
This plot depicts the
are shown in Figure 24.
roll errors of the strapdown navigator, as well
From the
predicted 1 a value.
as the filter
comparison of Figure 24 to Figure 22, the
performance of the two filters is quite similar
except for brief periods during aircraft
manoeuvres.
6.7.2

Flight Testing Philosophy

The philosophy for flight testing the
SARMCS system involves validating the correct
operation of subsystem configurations which
increase in complexity until the complete
This type of
configuration is attained.
approach provides a systematic method for
detecting and isolating unexpected error sources
in the hardware and/or software functions.
There are five sequential steps in this flight
test plan:
1)

evaluate the performance of the Master/baro
subsytem,

2)

evaluate the performance of the MCIMS/baro
subsystem,

3)

evaluate the performance of the
Master/Doppler/baro subsystem,

4)

evaluate the performance of the
Master/Doppler/baro/MCIMS subsystem,

5)

evaluate the performance of the full SARMCS
with all SARMCS sensors utilized.

In the first four steps, the subsystems are
tested to verify that their velocity accuracies
are consistent with expected values predicted by

the earlier simulations.
A flight reference
system (FRS) is used to provide the "truth" data
for evaluation of these subsystems.
The FRS
employs an extended Kalman filter
which
optimally integrates precision microwave ranges
from a Del Norte Trisponder system with
information from an LTN-91 inertial navigation
system.
For the FRS, three ground transponders
are positioned at surveyed locations.
They
provide a rectangular coverage area of width 45
kilometres and length 130 kilometres within
which at least two ranges with good geometry are
received by the aircraft.
Under these
conditions, the FRS provides continuous aircraft
velocity information accurate to 0.1
metres/second and position information accurate
to 10 metres.
This accuracy is sufficient for
evaluating these subsystems since velocity
errors in the order of I metre/second are
expected.

wide and 1500 metres long.
The area is near the
nickel smelter in Sudbury that refines the ore
from the surrcunding mines.
The dim lines are
roads, and the brighter ones are railway tracks.
The very bright lines are pipes that lead into a
cluster of five circular storage tanks; the
radar reflection off the circular edge of one of
the tanks can be clearly seen in the image.

After it has been verified that the various
subconfigurations are operating properly, the
final step involves testing the full SARMCS
configuration by applying motion corrections
computed by the SARMCS system to spotlight SAR
data.
The extent to which the SAR image is
enhanced is the ultimate indication of the
performance of the SARMCS.

Historically, the body mounted flight
control gyros and accelerometers were not of
sufficient accuracy for navigation.
The
navigation sensors, on the other hand, were more
accurate than necessary and yet not suitable for
flight control since they were gimballed and did
not provide the platform angular rate and
acceleration.
Recent advAnces in Ring Laser
Gyro and high speed microprocessors have made
advanced inertially-based multifunctional
systems feasible and desirable.
The RLG has
both the accuracy required for navigation and
the dynamic bandwidth required for flight
control.
Microprocessors have enabled the
processing of fault detection, isolation,
dynamic reconfiguration, flight control
compensation and redundancy data management
functions to achieve fault-tolerant multifunctional operations.

6.7.3

Flight Test Results

Currently, the motion compensation system
is already implemented in real-time.
However,
the radar data are recorded on high density
digital tape, for processing in a ground-based
facility. As a first step in the processing,
motion compensation vectors are generated and
applied to the radar data, and then the actual
SAR processing is done.
Figures 25 to 28 indicate the performance
of the SARMCS using the suboptimal Kalman
filter.
Figure 25 shows the motion compensated
SAR image of essentially a point scatterer. The
target is a satellite receiving station's 10
meter reflector-type antenna, equipped with a
dual frequency S/X-band feed.
The X-band feed
was short circuited in order to provide a strong
reflection from the antenna.
In this type of
display, the vertical scale is signal amplitude,
one horizontal scale is distance along the radar
line-of-sight, and the other horizontal scale is
distance perpendicular to the radar line-ofsight.
Theoretically, the SAR image for a point
target should Le one 6harp peak, which is fairly
close t" what is being achieved in this image.
Figure 26 shows the same radar data but
processed without motion compensation.
Here, it
is apparent that the effect of spurious
uncompensated aircraft motion is to cause energy
from the main peak to spill into the side lobes,
The implication of this for a more typical image
containing many point targets is that weaker
targets in the vicinity of stronger ones might
be completely obscured by this sidelobe energy;
in optical terms, the resulting image would be
described as having poor contrast.
Figure 27 shows a motion-compensated SAR
strip map image taken of the Sudbury area in
northern Ontario.
The strip is about 650 metres

Again, Figure 28 shows the same piece of
radar data but processed without motion
corrections.
The image is initially focused but
then starts to smear out as the aircraft
deviates from the nominal straight line track.
In this case, the deviation is a result of a 2
degree change in aircraft heading.
The
pipelines can barely be distinguished in this
image.
7.

7.1

INERTIALLY-BASED MULTIFUNCTIONAL SYSTEMS

Performance Accuracy

The navigation performance requirements for
Multifunctional Inertial Systems are in general,
similar to medium accuracy inertial system.
Table 7 represents typical system output
accuracies that are required.
The anticipated
one sigma sensor error budgets are shown in
Table 8.
Inertial navigation gyros and
accelerometers are normally orders of magnitude
more accurate than those comnonly used for
flight control.
Flight control sensor accuracy
requirements (Table 9) are much less srringent.
The paramount requirements are mount
characteristics, sample rates, structural
bending, signal to noise ratio, and aliasing
effects and computational delays.
Therefore, no
software compensation on the sensor errors will
be required, due to the superior quality of
inertial grade sensors.
7.2

Redundancy Requirements

Fault tolerant architectures with redundant
inertial sensors are increasingly required to
-eet the operational requirements of high
reliability launch vehicles, advanced aircraft,
maintenance free commercial aircraft and longlife satellites, etc.
Traditionally, fault
tolerance is provided through hardware

redundancy.
Triple and penta-triad
architectures have been adopted for commnercial
aircraft and apace vehicles.
Such architectures
lead to a large number of sensors and associated
cost, weight, size and power considerations,
However, high redundancy and reliability can
also be achieved through a minimum set of
redundant components in an integrated
multifunctional design with fault detection and
isolation (FDI) management functions.
In
general, an integrated flight control system
must ensure system integrity to provide failoperate, fail-operate and fail-safe (FO, FO, FS)
operations.
This means that the aircraft must
possess a full authority flight control system
after two component failures.
Even after three
component failures, it still
must operate safely
but with degraded handling qualities,
7.3

Survivability

Flight control sensors are not considered
survivable when the gyros are clustered at a
single location near the primary aircraft
bending antinode or when the accelerometers are
clustered at a node.
To improve survivability
of aerospace vehicles, it is necessary to
decrease the vulnerability of critical flight
control sensors to penetrator or explosive
warheads.
This requires assurances of a) no
single point vulnerability, b) the flight
control output will survive single-hit battle
damage from one 23mm High Explosive Incendiary
(HEI).
7.4

width so as to be sensitive to high
frequency effects.
However, higher
frequency components can cause undesirable
flight control allaising effects such as
flutter and pilot discomfort.
As well,
increasing the bandwidth of the Kalman
filter,
will make the overall system more
sensitive to noise, thus degrading the
performance under no-failure conditions.
As well a false alarm can cause the removal
of a good sensor leading to erroneous
detection of follow-on sensor failures.
Therefore the FDIR must be efficient and
real time implementable, while addressing
these conflicting requirements; and
b)

Failure Isolation: Upon the deteztion of a
failure, isolation is required to identify
the failed sensor.
With a wrong isolation,
a good sensor can be eliminated, while
leaving the failed sensor to provide the
system performance and FDI measurements.
Aside from direct built-in test and
verification of reasonableness, and
consistency, numerous papers have been
published on FDI algorithms, they generally
fall into the following categories:
i)

Voting Scheme: This is relatively
easy to implement and provide fast
detection and isolation of hard
failures.
It is often useful in
systems of high hardware redundancy.
A majority voting technique is
generally used to detect failures and
eliminate faulty instruments.
However, it cannot take advantage of
redundant sensor information and
requires multiple hardware redundancy.
Kerr [5) has proposed a voting scheme
based on the pair wise statistical
comparison of the solutions from a
series of sensors.
Any lack of
conformity between two solutions are
sent to a voting scheme for ,ossible
isolation of a sensor failure.

ii)

Generalized Likelihood Test:
This
approach employs a set of equations
called the parity equations to detect
a failed sensor.
A parity equation is
defined as the comparison of the
measurements between several sensors
such that the result is zero, except
for a small noise residual. A
significant increase in the residual
measurement indicates a failure due to
a shift in sensor bias.
To take full
advantage of this technique, sensor
geometry must be configured to yield
failure detectability.
This is the
most widely used FD1 techniques, since
fault detection and isolation tasks
are separately performed, and it has
been shown to be equivalent to other
methods such as the total squared
error (TSE)/maximum square residual
(NSR) approach 16].

iii)

Multiple-Decentralizea Filters:
Recently, a number of multiple
decentralized filtering schemes have
been introduced in literature.

Kission Reliability

Reliability must be considered in every
phase of the design process.
High mission
reliability can be achieved either by designing
components that have a very large MTBF (mean
time between failure) or by providing redundant
components and a redundancy management scheme so
that performance goals are met in spite of the
failures,
System reliability measures the degree to
which fault tolerance is being achieved.
It can
be used as a yard stick to compare different
fault tolerant architectures.
Reliability
analysis of a number of fault tolerant IMU
architectures with redundant inertial sensors
was performed by Jeerage [4).
He adopted a
systematic reliability analysis procedure to
compare this state-of-the-art fault tolerant IMU
architectures.
However, if any inertially-based
multifunctional systems were to be adopted, it
would be necessary to demonstrate on an economic
term the life cycle cost benefits of fault
tolerant architectures.
The mission reliability
data alone will never be sufficient to
demonstrate its operational applicability,

7.5

FDIR Management

The design of any failure detection
isolation and reconfiguration system should
consider the following design implications:
A)

Failure detection:
Rapid response in
detecting failed or degraded sensors.
This
requires the system to have a large band-

1-o

Bierman [7] has developed a flexible
decentralized filter.
Brumback and
Srinath [8] proposed the computation
of multiple (local) estimates
conditioned on different subsets of
the sensors.
A statistical overlap
test is used to determine the validity
of the local estimates, and a failed
sensor is identified from analysis of
the invalid local estimates
Carlson [9] has developed a federated
filter
by extending the work of
Bierman providing usable and
physically meaningful local filters
and allows master filter
rate
reduction via local data compression
(prefiltering).
The accuracy is
dependent on the selectable master
filter
rate, and provides a high
degree of fault tolerance.
In Canada,
we have attempted to investigate three
FDIR techniques to detect soft
failures in multi-sensor integrated
navigation system.
These are:
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doubt usher in abundant opportunities for
civilian aerospace, marine and land applications
and for wide ranging innovative military
applications.
Even for the system design of
highly accurate performance requirement, the
design risk can be adequately managed with a
well executed sequence of simulation,
development and flight test evaluation
activities.

Residual test,
Chi-square state-vector test, and
multiple model filtering based on
a Bayesian fault isolation scheme.

CPS RELATED FUTURE APPLICATIONS

The success of Desert Storm operations,
amongst other things, convincingly demonstrated
the utility of CPS and scene correlation/terrain
reference systems and smart munitions.
Recent advances in mobile communication
technology will usher in abundant opportunities
to integrate communications, navigations and
position reporting systems.
Highly accurate
differential GPS will find greater applications
in constricted waterways, terminal guidance,
precision approach and stand-off weapons.
The
integration of GPS with scene correlator will no
doubt enhance accuracy of terminal guidance
systems, mission planning efficiency and terrain
following/avoidance applications.
This type of
integrated system should also find significant
applications in low flying aircraft and aerial
surveillance systems.
9.

CONCLUSIONS

The advent of strapdown RLG, GPS, terrain
reference systems, multi-sensor integration
filter
and fault tolerant FDIR techniques has
extended applications of IMU and CPS far beyond
the traditional navigation domain.
The
successful development and applications of these
technologies in military operations will no
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CANADIAN DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS OF
MULTI-SENSOR INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
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TABLE 2
ENHANCED INTERRUPTED ALIGHMENT,
FULL UP MODE (95TH PERCENTILE)

TIME
(MIN)

POSITION ERROR
(NM)

SPEC
(NM)

VELOCITY ERROR
(KKNOTS)

SPEC
(KNOTS)

60

0.011

0.016

0.26

0.47

115

0.010

0.016

0.27

0.47

TABLE 3
INS/DVS
IN-MOTION ALIGHMENT,
OVER LAND (95TH PERCENTILE)

TIME
MIN
60

POSITION ERROR
RATE

(NM/HR)

SPEC

VELOCITY ERROR

SPEC

(KNOTS)

(KNOTS)

(NM/HR)

1.45

1.00

TABLE

0.94

2.4

SPEC
(KNOTS)

4

IN-MOTION ALIGHMENT,

OVER WATER (95TH

INS/DVS

PERCENTILE)

TIME
(MINS)

POSITION ERROR
RATE (NM/HR)

SPEC
(NM/HR)

VELOCITY
(KNOTS)

60

0.19

1.00

2.26

2.40

90

0.67

1.00

2.28

2.40
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TABLE
ERROR BUDGE

ERROR SOURCE
I.

MAX CONTRIBUTION
TO RMS (MM)

Sensor errors
- accelerometer
-

gyro

0.02

0

0.09

8

RSS TOTAL (sensors)

0.09

8

2.

Computational error&

0.10

9

3.

S/D heading error

0.02

0

4.

S/D mislevels

0.18

30

5.

S/D azimuth alignment

0.05

2

6.

Azimuth angle encoder

0.05

2

7.

Interpolation errors

0.10

9

8.

Initial depression angle

0.15

20

9.

Contingency

0.15

20

0.33

100

RSS TOTAL (all)

TABLE 6

KALMAN FILTER ERROR STATES

X,Y

MASTER POSITION ERRORS

X, Y

MASTER VELOCITY ERRORS

X, Y, Z

MASTER PLATFORM MISALIGNNENTS
S..................................................................................................

X, Y

MASTER ACCELEROMETER BIASES

X

DOPPLER SCALE FACTOR ERROR

Z

DOPPLER BORESIGHT MISALIGNMENT

X, Y

SEA CURRENT BIASES

X, Y

RELATIVE S/D VELOCITY ERRORS

X, Y, Z

RELATIVE B/D PLATFORM MISALIGNMENTS

X, Y, Z

S/D GYRO BIASES

TABLE 7
NAVIGATION PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Radical Position
rnm/hrError Rate
Velocity Error
Reaction Time

(CEP)
3 ft/sec
15 minutes

(RM)
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TABLE 8
NAVIGATION SENSOR REQUIREMENTS

(ONE SIGMA)

Gyro:
Bias
Scale Factor
Alignment
Random Noise
Turn-on Transient
Accelerometer:
Bias
Scale Factor Stability
Alignment

0.008 deg/hr
5 ppm
25 p rad
0.002 deg/lhr
0.007 deg/hr
40 p g
35 ppm
40 p rad

TABLE 9
FLIGHT CONTROL SENSOR REQUIREMENTS

Gyro:
Bias
Scale Factor
Alignment
Resolution
Range
Accelerometer:
Bias
Scale Factor
Alignment
Resolution
Range

1.5 deg/hr
0.11
I millirad
0.02 deg/sec
400 deg/sec
4 milli-g
0.1 %
7 millirad
2 milli-g
20 g
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Figure 18 :Location of SARMC Instrumentation on
the NAB Convair 580
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Figure 21
North Velocity Error & RMS For
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Figure 22
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Figure 23
Heading Error & RMS For
Strapdown Navigator
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Figure 24
Roll Error and RMS for 21
State Kalman Filter
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Figure 27

Motion-Compensated SAR
Stripmapping Image

Figure 28 :Uncompensated SAR Stripmapping Image
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ABSTRACT
Several recent techniilogical develiopments (including the
advent ouf GPS and the sirtual expliision of ciomputatioinal
capability) oiffer unprecedented opportunil:,,s for radically
different appri a~chesIit porils inrg weapon s sic in c:apabilities. In
the past high-rate raw scns dtt
lar wiuild base tii be arnplcud, iir
significantly pie. prucr-ssed Iin a separate I dellicatedý comiputer.
befoiie such data ci 'uld be used sitihin the cetihirluls if a real tinle
isea pion system appl icatiion Dutn rg such sampt ing/pie- pri cesinir
much ofi the minfinirattil cinir-nt coutld be list. The current
coumptitaioinal capability expliision inow pertmits highly' complex
algitoitim ic siol utlions it) be executed wi thini real timein. Stic h
ctimpittatimunal capabilities within anl intil-atraed av ionics
aichitecttrc ioffer ippirtunitites fu.r maximum rate tusioni tf all raw
signals diiectly frotm the s-'nsuirs. where they are generated, with
ftrfat in lo ss. As an enxam ple, wthen unfitilered GPS
little or ito inlo
informatioin is direccil y-/iptim ally cimbinbted at niaxi mutm rate with
inertial data. not oinly is the navigatiton accuracy inicreased, but
effective susceptibility ito GPS signal diupiut/jainmitig is
significantly reduced. Ad littitnally. the resultant highly precise
GPS/INS position. velocity. attitude, and time informatiton can
serve as a ciommoin integrating agent fur etmbrriming the infoiirnatiitn
frotm avariety tif tither missioin snosand cimmunicatitmn
A system engineeting protcess is requtired it
devices.

Th

P Ir.Ilako
lo-DITIIbc o N
tl

i~aN11'wlIl,

rhpteiaotsdSo
longet- Ii q uesti n

si.
ntbu
thenitinisi
Pihc accceptaitce b% thle ! SAl-M
established appi ia~liinrg the end t
s
Cii1MmatIdN a1 allcads "ell
1i990t Pot iler :ciiritandei ot tie Tac:tical Alir t inniiand TIA(',
G nrial Russ. stated duitn dire TAC faY iii July 1990 kinllwis
-GPS is here til stay, we hasc fret d ittour pilots, loiiiCIt. get It Intour

Pret Opiciattin Dceset Stormn
aitrialt as quickls as possýibir.
sitiplsv salidated and aitplit t d this airscptancc NunitirOus ai tides
in the ciitl. technical. and tuilitaiy louttats have c~xpiaundcd tin the
PS contribtition it) that opctation. One defense journal. Defense
News quited seniot Detense officials that ot the namcruius success
sutorisii the variiius space sslstrii asse t ciontributiions ti that desert
wkat that it (iPS was notsiststilicatis
In the- (Uoal View see thno
of the June 1991 CIfeitiir of ýhr GPS World. in an article entitled
"After the Stoinii DuD Otti, als Back Selectise Availability."
U'SAF General Doinald J. futsna. Commatnatder-in-Chief* of the
U. S
Space Coummand. is quu'itd: (it) *wuild i-c diffcut-II Ito
ovrteth
auofheNVTRGSstmdrigDsl
Shield and Desert Storm ioperations' and 'this syistemn has priived
t ea
nulfe
ucs.
t ea tsnlfe ucs
In Operiations Desert Shirld and Deserrt Stoirrn the Allied forees
alsit demontstrated tremenedous ingenuiuty in the use and application
of the available GPS equipmetnt, Although the GPS receiser
equipment available to thenm ptifot md verry wrell thr systemt has
the pitiential fur providinlg signif~icatitly gir ittrr spabmlitiv. Had the
full GPS systemr poitential been inore flexibly rxploiterd. the Desert
Stiirni air- campaign would has e likely pioduir d reyen imore
inpressive tesuLi1s.
ihe challenge fir the miniruiiy r
i asni
rd uc~lreIopnen
community is to viguiruitsly exploit the simnlr hr 'us inrival if the
G PS. the exploision in Ci iii putat i nat capaibilits and
tlabi lityviI
the integralted aviotties architectures fiir wrIpill sssemns These
facitors tiller tunprecedentied ippoi unit irs lit mitiirh greater
e'xplioitationtiii
astiluirs seilsir lusin.ioi The li-sLd It srnsor fiision
achievable is stioutly intlluentreil by the asilitics architecture Tie
avionics arch itectutre can al'ii soiftl ic antivy eiliance or degrade the
seirsor fusiin resuilts

~is

FFDERATEI) AR(IITE(TURE.S
volsel t tl dedicted.id
Hfisoitircally'. thleanitrtaft av itotics. have CeI,single frittittionmm. echlanical setli'r systemIS to. m ire rece nilys.
sensoir systems which have become quite suiphisticated in thein
funictionality atid accurtacy The earlier sensirs were develoipeil.
refined. and added toi the aitrcraft as stand-atitte (feerlcated) devices
which proivided crew- members the increased ability toi pcifoi m
their mission mlote rffertis'elv 'thr fustiontitif intifuiratuin tuimr a
multitude iif these avionics sutbsy stems %a.arqndplt(,
crew member) skill. Fur example. instrutenet flying requires the
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pilot

to

nmethodically

and

rapidly

"cross-c heck"

sevetat

irs~itruments that make up the "perfoiniance- and "control"
instrutment eroups. lie must absorb this multitude of informiationl
and make conttinuous and real-timne decisions about the type and
quriaitiiv oiicontrol inputs to apply in order 10 ichreve the requi ied

flight path precision. In ihis case the pilot menially performs the
ILusmon1
if the s arous elements oft Information required for sate
insirumentfliil-ht
Incidentally the auto-pilot, when engaged.
pef-ormits similar fusion and comitiol decisions for a subset of the
fly ing tasks.
Incicaise in the earlier avionics capabilities tspicaltv came
tiorn evolutionary tire eases tit Sensor acc Lilacs, range. reliabillit,
all if.dabi its. etc. The mire tecenits dceseloped Sensors hav e
er11irhedded Ini them quite
impreCssive cirinipirier prirces~ing
CIp~rirrirrreS to enhance Senrsorpetfforinarree. lIt mote recentl%
dvye ipvd yensirs. funrctionral outputs fIrin ot her scrisoits ate
addedcto, enhance their pct'ohimnarre
IHisse s v tire ptiisided
intis iratirr. being the output of another Sensor, is ty prcailt
pioce ssed rather than the Urnpriocessed ii firm at ion asjiaifahI close~r
iti the sensor detector. In the past there had been Valid arid practical
ic asori v Ior thins Tsr i of these reasirirs ssetc the techrilirgý
jaflahiihb ts atnd tanidai di/atiiii cinsrarints
[ii recent past. ti inpirtat usal and data buis technoiloire recither
div i unt exist. 'r rhv'r peif'rmaince v.is iiadcvliiaie. i'r the mt-tlsori
didt not re-quire ithe -c'iiiplexiis
With1 timle as techirilnesadvanced, the Senisor perfoitmirice increased, tire compruiatioinal
arnd data bus caipabiliiies were devcii~pcd and riniprivcd, arid the
mnissinon teilmirirernen s-ariarited" sisre v0nura
Ir ,isinIrrus
Ourprirs airiorig the asrinnies black boixes. Huisseser. each scrnsuit
essdpririatily ftiiin tire necessity for Stand- aloine nipetatruin.
that is withirirtihe nceCssitv fur
iriririrrication iif much
iniotinatirito
io ir fiiir other svnsits. Where iniformation was
needed I,, hue shared wsith oither sensirrs. tire foirrinat if that
inmformration s%as ty pic:illy cioisirainy d tii that availabte at the postplicesse d Outnput serinmg the primar y Sensior prirpise.
Desprite
vi lue
vhailclvgvs
III
pisiVidurig
1,r inuiiple
rerlUlnirnterits. this limiti ed Integration conrcept wsas successful tii
thiat performance,. of ,. me e ilsiis vsas imiptniv ed. to a lesser oir
z-ýattr deicre by addinig to it rrfi~r,rriaion friim i-tier sesors
N~t'v f the infuirniailttiuri thatwasprov~ided fritinr nither rsenirs was
at rhc post-priccssed outpuit level nit ii tire doirarin if1 Outiputr
integration.
This pilst-pitrcossinc moidifives rue *rass slenal,
isiriabie lirun tiv deteviur. iii banidwidth. nioirse siutc.aird
othe r ecccimii ii
crini pviva ion echaracteritis
Alt hi rgh
theoretic ally' it posibile toi "undi- the outpuit prOCISsiriv. if the
oi rritprice ssirig, is knrrvs i. this is nit ptacr cajl due sierra i-ti'noie isss.dituitiir.
aidispcatvhig ei.The impact if this
pust-prucessniir is thrat it linmits thredegree iii which the Itnfrmttationt
lwn
imothe r sen-srs can be LliiiiiCcv. %shereappropriate. to iii plkic
the perfonrriane tif otiter Svensiors
ADVANCED AVIONICS ARCHIITECTuRES
In erintrast to the federated aviornics arcitL-ecturecs, the
ineruei aioriris arcirttectures offer niurric-rirs advantaces
These: advantages cain be:undierstooid from a broader perspective ot
avioinics system flenxibhitlity. redundancy. faiult triterance, real-time
rev iiifigurabiIi ty. deer-c ased life cycle cost.-adaptability, and tither
attibues.Thee
achiectresconistof ult-luclim. ofiaie
programmable miodules in cornmmin avioictis ecrinisirres. Many iii
the missioin functioins can be perfirmned by individlual or grorups iii
miodiuleThis erirrept replaces the discetne firtctinis if the
federated avrionics architeetitres. The Inteurrated C'ommuntincatrions.
Navigation, Identificatiun Avionics t ICNIA) and the rIntegrated
Electriunic Warfare Systemi IINEWS). are examples of such
architectures, and are the basis fort the U.S. Air Fiirce Advanced
Tactieal Fighter (ATF). recently designated as the F-22, and thre
U.S. Army's next generation helicopter the I-IIX Thre U.S. Navy
is considering this avioinics architecture fur its, AX system

Selestioin 0! odutarasinissadr satpc
highminrersi ii
the North Atlantic Treaty ( gin i/anion (NAT( I in paiticuaat ih
Four Poirer Group conrsistingCii titUited States. Unirted Kingzdomi.
Fiance. aiid Geintansn.
The e~seitee of the Liucsnirn befoicte his
group is not vs nether nacknteeiaed as ioiiics Shoul d be c~nii
ndered hut
what formi should ihe stanidaiJ, take for ihe as rnics architectures
and for ,lneof miskes elcinients. the niodules.
%iami advantages re sulti 0Iii.nthe iii teejod archaicc lure
concept.' Thlvs
iii ills raw Signals are hrii'it01 11110a SiiiirLe
framework s%here real-time muanir
aement of the a ad.iablIc ieou ices
caii be esv~Ivrsd IThisl~Irir~tie crly ofer "Il
ipp innct
t~
orC.11
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. be it t
account t ii tail iiI CSv t'r
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s.svh
lurer as
just iderntil iv
ciriv dusciiatdr1ruingI a urIM11Ir .ird rrnndim1
i-esponse.
llcihtaps the nwii is gnii,:in
ti
irdradn.itago It re , e as ioi-ic.
as the mauini esage nit this paper, is that mist- t tire siritals ar,asattable ill varrirus t.1 MIrSanid Stages oIi pi. 'cssinrgl wsith in tire
physical conrrine of thIS aterrctr
1 W:I
IL
Sc'nsiir t ur11 ng
ra in 21trim
vim b mitic ,If tskitr
three yeisoiis toi lant scate fusi, in iti
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.ij
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Cv
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comrbininig O using i if* intfinriiatr,'i hor oither seursis
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ot relative nravigatiion. attitude. i't timne nfotniatoni. isprcse
jointily vsith that rif GPS arid INS. then addirrirral benefitv areý
asaitabie, For exaimrple the refereitee braves. arid other err rs. oi
these srilsits are oiften ibsers able and estinrable. thurs Pris idlinga
citus-calrhratrrt furwicioni
For thrive scrisoirs %Nrere this cro's

~ties

vallibrtiri1
Is sigirlilcarit.v svrall irpprN~irrrrrrrs IlIrrtrndlratel
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SCIlSOIrS
n r~ap.s coulJd he relaxed. thus redircirrit' tire coruCnpisr.
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In virie
mass
orie than onec
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tif sig nalvvs
MIiih have the (iPS ii ti as a ciommoni
i'
isusnce - Alsoi
wshen irirrnloimttr' frnuitioherteit is lotitiý irised vsith that
G;PS and INS. the referVlL
city
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A,:,t
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iie
fvsh'iii
itgaer tchivi~res.
Itaris essecE:.al
ii cm pha ssr/v vhvsbewt
that toi real te
this visirri. system and cv-mrnnrent Ilevel nriderrii air lysis. and
v ni airraeiiu e
iienttr
ysyi
sv 5ts t ti
and pe frfirt- satirMis ii anle-offS. lire fi'lowii
vitg sct.lions uif this
paper describe a GPS/INS rirtegrated avioinics aretritectuic case
Study that Was f'istvi ntu~nicnmteited
ii Referenee 1.
itgae

CONCERNS WITH CURRENT MILITARY CPS/INS
IsTEG.RATION APPROACH-ES
rhe fedterated architecture, with its limitatrions. isthe prevalent
envirirnnrnt that current rniuut~uy (iPS user equipment is desigined
to iiperate within Neither the Stanidard GPS Receiver lIlA nut the
new Mliniattirteed (;['s Aitbointe Receiver INIAGR) provide raw%
itiinosphenici delay crimnleder) psenidn-range arid delta-range dhata
from the (iPS satellites. Instead these receivers pre process mhits
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The next 32-state -educed -or 2,r filter conbicte the eftteus tit
the following 19) sates into the rema ining ciror tents ýs
A\ppendix).
Anomnal, States

--

3V%-ocitv Scale-Factor Asy mnitrv Statesautti
d& 6 Acceleronmeter Misalignment States
c. 4 GPS Code Loop Error StatesI
These 19 error states are primarily the mnst inisignificant
error contributors kit thie rettiamiing 51 states. 'Itic iesultitte 32
,tate educed-order fillte I, turned and its performiance cottipared

....-

ta itihit'ie

tutigeiC5'21)(1

-emaitting ertort ternms (See Appendix)ýFgr

mot

Inignficat

cio

contributors of the remnatning 32 states. The resulting 23-state
jeduced-order eror fillte is tutted and its performance compared to
that of the truth model, A moderate amount of tuning notise 15
added to insure filter stability. As expected the pet for mance of the
231-state reduced -,rder filter is sotnewhat deeraded font that ,fthe
12 and 5 1--state fi lters.
The final IS-state redluced-tirder filter is genricated by deleting
the following, 5 states (see Appendix).
a. 4 Ciode Loop States
b. User Clock Drift
These 5 en-or states are the least significant oif the 23 primary
errtr contributtirs.
Deletion iif these states should only be
ctonsidered under sevlere comnputatioinal limitatioins. A significant
amotint of trining noise must be added ito insure filter stability,
especially for those coniditions %here f~ewe than 4 satellites at-c
available. The petfortttance of the tuned IS-state i-educed order
titeetis significanttly poorir than oif the 51, 32 itr 23-state filtets.
Hiwever, the projected performance of the joint ISstate reducedorder filter pruttuises, to be better than the F- If6 I5 state ciscaded
htci lte ertirninnce dernnitsrated duriing recent F-16 (PSYII,
flight testing iReference 10I). With four satellites available. theprojected perfornmance of the jotint IS-state filter is 10I fee
compared ito the demnonstrated performance tof 27 feet of the F- 1
cascaded filter.

FILTER EVALUATION
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a. 3 Accelerometer Scale Factor States
b. 3 Gyro Scale Factor States
c. 3 Vertical Channel States
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The subsequent. 23-state rediteed-order filter is generatedN
by combining the effects oft the following 9 states into the
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The performance if the 12-state
to that of the ituth model
Peduk~cd-oidet tiller is slighils deeraded hiorn that of the SI-state
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The reduced order filtei~s described abose .,w excekised usingMSOFE simulation agatsit this mission profile DuitIgI1the taketiff. climb out, and cruise enOti tleo the taree,,t area four GPS
(
ni h
iuae-scniilsI
saelie ai
-second 03,.13 mtnute) point. A single-run %Ionte Carlo simtulation
is perfoiimed front take -off until the 21 O)second point for each,
itfleradheiihmol.Ts,::rmncacl
reud
after the completion of descentt to a low%altitude,
The position and eoct
neri pert irmatmee plots, for this
tinitial 2MO4second segnieni. ate showt Iin Fteures, 2a and 2h. The
appruipriately labeled per formankc pl~as prov ide the Kalman fillte
confidences expressed in I -siettia %valuesfor the tuned 18, 21, 12
and 5 I-state reduced otdcr filters (gray ltine) as %hell as the
tstmafiion of error (black line) These arc presentd as riot sumn
squared (RSS) three-dimensional ptisition and velocity enors
(tnagnitudes tif the position atid %cliocitv error sectlors) versus time
Not attempt is made to locally optumizie the perforniance otf any of
the filters.
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Befoire the sinmulated tlig-hts each filter is aligned using the
lit fact
Figure 2a. 3-1) Position Error (ff), Take-off to 2000 Sec.
Hliht filter. No separate alignment filter is required
aligning with the fltght filter has several advantages. Durning
aligntment /cet velticity. baronmetric altimeter, and the Jour (iFS
measurements are itucitipotated. This priivides the filter with the-----------------:_
Opportunity tit imimediately heginm estimtating thiose error states
7__
wh ich at-eobse rvihlhe. TIhe si,,tni I icant adva titage diutIing alIIgn in enI
is that the flight filter begitis building up the cros- ocir-latito l..-teims in the etivariance nmatrix hetween those obsers abletates.l
---A representative attack aircraft weapon delive-rs mission is
generated tisine, PRt ILEN. This mission Iliuthit trialectory Is
u~
-shoiwn in Figure 1. J lie tip portion tif the Fienre: shows the u-nmiv
mission protfile. The significant segments riuritg the 0I - 2(0)0~
sectind perioid tof the simutlatioin are the takeoff. cruise. and descent.
The significant segments. during the 21M1(- 281(X)
sctoiid' per iod are
Figure 2b.3-D VeliieitY Error (fps), Take-tiff to 2060 See.
the ingress. pop-up maneuver. weapoin delivery, vsasive
maneuvers, and escape. This period is shown atsainenlirgement in
At tie 2(ttt) secitnd potinti Ito the nmission, and appriiximatciy
the bo'ttoim portion if Figure I This issthe segmctit that is
10Ititntutes prior tit time-iin-miigut 0 TI)i. varyitig qialittes of OF'S

~

~

~

coverage arc atssumned. A s paniac %Ionic Carlo siunatitaon run is
performied lor anradditional Millisecond 13.13 minute) period til
each ieduc:ed oidci fltlci agi initt eLah assiurttd (uIIS oc~icaL!C Lase
Each GPS coverage cawe, and it, asNsociated pistiti"n anld ici
slI malt in pc rfornIia lce
f1Isoreach ecduaced
oider frilter Is
illIustratred in Figures la and ',h through Figures Sa and Nb bcli,
These plots pros idc the Kalman filter ciinfidences k1-,sigma ýal
-'im ii~nrr-'r' a-sthre,. limeini
l RS
sitr ar---------%loct nror plots
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Figure 4a. .1-1) Positionr Error (fl), Three Satellites
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Figure 3a. 3-1) Position Error (flt, Foiur Sautellites4.-
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Figure -4b. ?.D- I elrmein Error ifpsi. Three Satellites
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the mote":sgirificatrills reduced-otder fitters agaitnst the St-ga
fi tIer. hs
hiic perrirm alice is sc's ci ,sc t~othat ifithc
truth model
1it-siatc tilter) pe'rtorintaice lo shiwi'i Also ttiil the stpcrii"
plerformance of the 5I-statell'zcr~.
epecially in velocity. When the
four satelIlite mcasurementns are available. the positiitn performiane
dtt'ferenccs arc flirtsignificant, appro~ximiately 6-7 tt firthe 5I-state~.case cmrn Pared it) approiixmately 8-l1t ft fur the lb8-state case. The
setircity per1for mance is signtificantly better for the 5 1-sltae versus
the I X-slate case,
%\'hten the uiserhead satellite is assumed itt asaitablc (lh
three-satltc11ite ea sel the I 8-statc filter position estimation erroir
perf(irinance (h lack Inme
i degrades by approximately a facitor if
tw.The perfoirniaitc of the orther 'reduced order filters remnain
essentially the same as the fullI satell ite etiserrige ca se. Niote that
plot (gray
t he I b-state Kalmatt filter I-sigma position confidence
linet ts significantly larger than that of the orther filters. This large
dtffecrence in filter cirtfidence is driven by the moderate amoiunt of
tuning noise inciirpirrated in the 18-state filter to insute filter
stability und er conditions if little or nit satellite avaitabitity.
Without this additional tuning noise the lb-state tiller became
uinstable.
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estimation accuracy of the vertical channel I (aromnetrict errors due
to growing uncertainty of the atmospheric correlated Markov error
growth.
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Figure Sb. 3-D Velocity Error fps), Two Satellites
The next case analyzed is that of a single satellite and
barometric altimeter measurements.
The position error
performance is somewhat degraded in comparison to the earlier
cases. Noteworthy is the velocity performance of the 51 and 32state filters, where the err-or increases are minor, Also note the
advantage of additional states in the two higher order filters.
especially during the first 4WE seconds.
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performance of cascaded filters iReference 10).
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7.3DPositionEro

-D Positioni Error (ft), Otte Satellite

7.3DErr(t

fZeoStlis

eoStlie

7b. .1-I Velocity Error (fps), Zero Satellites
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Plots 7a and 7h show the pe rforniance of each filIter i hen only
barometric altimeter measurement, are available. In this case each
filter relies on the qualits of estimates of the INS and barometric
measurement errors. Of course the estimation quality of thes
errors depends o~nthe estim-ition 'tiltvy ofthe OPS rneas.,.. m:
errors during tetime %&
hett GPS mecasurem ents are available, The
poiinerror pefrac
ssrrsnl
odtrte51-state
fi Cr0.
reto the othier filters. The velocitys erior performance:
is also quite good, especially whetn compared to the selocity

-

Figure 6b. 3?-D Velocity Error (fps), One Satellite

This final case is the rnost ink listing. It is a simtulationt ot a
situation where only occasional GPS me asuremtetnts friom v ario0u
at-e available. Altltort.'h in reality the iitnc distribution of
thle sporadic availability ot GPS me asuirements is expected to he
randiom, here it i~s appioximaited with a singele satellite

Although a particular singtle satellite is chtosent it is believed
that very similar perfoirmance will result with any other single
satellite, except the vertical orte. The barometric altimeter is
ilready providing substantial information itt the vertical direciion.
rhe lotie uff-verticail satellite significantly helps bitund the gitowih
of horizontal positiotn errors. The majority of the error grtwth
observed in these position error plouts is due ito the liss of'

measurement available onlly oncei esry 310 seconds ott a rotatn,
basis, that is each satellite is isailable only once es-ery 120
seconds. The results aic intetesting. especially for the 12 and SI state filters. The piositioin error pet formance is near that of the four
satellite case, within a tacto ,If twi or silThe velocits
performtance of each of thewe filters is nearly unchanged from the
four satellite case.
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The above GPS/INS case study demonstrates that a significant
of navigational performance improvement can be realized fothe case where fewer than four satellites are aval.ible by modifying
the standard UPS lIlA receive, and MAGR to output pseudo-range
and delta-range data on the MIL STD 1551 data bus and by
incorporating a non-cascaded integrated aircraft Kalman filter.

Figure 8a. 3-D Position Error (ft), Occasional Satellites
-7.-Additi
--

perfect. A straight and level flight is precisel straight and level.
In ealt)i) iltsLin
aleser egee utoilus.aicnophysically
capable itt flying these segmients as perfcctlv Thus any rolling.
-'hing. yawing, or linear acceclerations. even rclafisely .mail inl
magnitude should help the filter l's makin-e the less obsersable
errors beciime more observable.
onal significant performance improsetnient can be
realized by incorporating as many significant error states into this
single integrated Kalman filter as possible based un the aircraft
meor and the throughput coins~iranLN.
For the applications ý here the positionl. selOcity. and attitude
accuracy are thle prim ars syse in cinirilbui. is to sscapon -on -tareeLMiss distances, this GP)SAINS integrationi appi.'ach promrises t,
significantly reduce thosc error c:011nrp1ncnils and pros ide
significantls moie robust missillo iicpblilty.
W

Figure 8b. 3-D Veliicity Error (fps), Occasionzal Satellites
SIMULLATION RESU LTS
The. RSS Poisitiont and Nelocity errtor results tiir each assumed
UPS covera'e case art sho%%riin the. previous Figtei.,; 3 a - b.The.se. simulatliin results predict that a non icasiadted Kalman filter
reccising pseudo-raflee and delta-range mieasuremet~s and
mo'delingt stenilteatt UPS and barimittirialtimric te~rineasna mint
significantl hrette r in ar tual ft1c h! than the
errirs \Aill peritoii
ciirient cascadid approach.
Thi. a stlts of the ici' satcllite. tsw pios di. i *'bst case"
nianci.
tth
a~ppivimaiiiin (Upper hb.'nnd i hr caiscadeid filltii pci.
I
I hlis is
fessi.i than 4 satirllites undert thesey same. condititns
her~iisr ihi cascaded tiller des tot usc the. tilteied UPS tecceiver
copirimesippmslni
..
and s clocity data ssbcn tr ssti thtan 4 satellites
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AN OVERVIEW OF OPTICAL GYROSCOPES FOR NAVIGATION
J.G. Mark and D.A. Tazartes
Litton Guidance and Control Systems Division
5500 Canoga Avenue
Woodland Hills. California 91367 USA

SUMMARY
In the 1980's. Ring Laser Gyroscopes (RLW) displaced the
mechanical (spinning wheel) gyroscope as the angular sensor of
choice for navigation. While the RLG remains the standard
navigation grade instrument, several other optical gyroscopes
have recently appe~.red. The multioscillator (or four-mode
gyro) represents a new generation in laser gyroscopes. Systems
based on this technology are now being delivered for use on
commercial and military aircraft. Another optical sensor, the
fiber optic gyroscope (FOG) has been incorporated in inertial
measurement units (IMU) and proved itself capable of AHRS
(attitude and heading reference system) accuracy. This gyroscope should find many applications in aided navigation systems. Integrated FOG/GPS systems appear attractive as low
cost navigators. This paper addresses technology involved in
these optical gyroscopes anddiscussestheir advantages anddisadvantages in relation to present and future applications,
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Alternating Current
ac
Attitude and Heading Reference System
AHRS
Counter-Clockwise
ccw
Clockwise
ew
Degrees
deg
Fiber Optic Gyroscope
FOG
Global Positioning System
GPS
Interferometric Fiber Optic Gyroscope
IFOG
Inertial Measurement Unit
IMU
Inertial Navigation System
INS
Left Circularly Polarized
LCP
Nautical Mile per Hour
nmi/hr Right Circularly Polarized
RCP
Ring Laser Gyroscope
RLG
Second(s)
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INTRODUCTION
1.
Present-day optical gyroscopes employ the Sagnac effectl to
permit observation of rotation relative to inertial space.
Sagnac's work dates back to the early 1900's in conjunction
with attempts to identify the "ether." However, the effect that
bears his name and which deals with the behavior of counterpropagating light waves within a rotating cavity was later found
to be rooted in general relativity. Application of this physical
phenomenon to inertial sensors was not practical until the
advent of the laser. In the early 1960's. laser gyroscopes were
demonstrated for the first time and the interest in optical rotation
sensors as replacements for the mechanical (spinning wheel)
gyroscopes was launched. While the earliest embodiments of
the laser gyro exhibited many problems, they also offered promise of improved reliability, extremely high dynamic range, and
excellent linearity at high angular rates. The Sagnac effect also
led to the FOG which, when properly mechanized, offers many
of the same desirable properties with promise for lower cost. At
present, there are two main classes of optical gyroscopes. The
first type makes use of the Sagnac effect in resonant cavities,

It is comprised predominantly of several forms of RLGs. This
category includes the conventional two-mode gyros as well as
the multioscillator devices. The second type makes use of the
Sagnac effect in a_ interferometer. The interferometric fiber
optic gyro (IFOG) falls into this category. The discussion will
focus on various forms of RLGs and the IFOG.
2.
HISTORICAL AND MARKET PERSPECTIVE
Mechanical gyroscopes have long been used as rotation sensors
for platform stabilization in guidance and navigation systems.
While these devices demonstrated very good accuracy, the mechanical complexity associated with the spinning gyros and the
stable platform led to compromises in reliability, weight, bandwidth, and dynamic range. With the advent of the laser, optical
rotation sensors became a possibility and an intensive effort to
develop the RLG was initiated in the early 1960's. The hope
was to develop a relatively simple instrument whose accuracy
would meet or exceed that achievable with the mechanical gyroscopes of the time but which would also offer better reliability
and a potential for reduced cost. Another important consideration was that the wide dynamic range achievable with an optical gyroscope would permit the development of "strapdown"
inertial navigation systems (INS) wherein the complex mechanical gimbals required to form a stabilized platform were eliminated. Indeed, the RLG used in a strapdown configuration has
become the backbone of most present commercial and military
navigation systems. Presently, the next generation of ring lasers
is being developed and introduced into aircraft. New instruments include the multioscillator gyros which employ optical
biasing to circumvent lock-in effects. Systems based on these
gyros are being delivered for use in commercial and military aircraft. In addition, both the two-mode and multioscillator RLG
systems have benefitted from improvements in component
technology (particularly in the area of mirrors). This has
resulted in smaller and lighter weight systems.
In parallel with RLG development, work was also being done
in the field of fiber optics. The FOG was made possible by
advances in the areas of light sources, low loss couplers, polarizers, -nd integrated optics. These components are important to
the telecommunications industry but are also essential to fiber
optic rate sensors. FOGs are attractive in that long fiber lengths
can be used to obtain very fine angular rate resolution (the optical paths in FOGs are measured in hundreds of meters versus
path lengths of tens of centimeters for RLGs). The ability to
wind long lengths of fiber permits the construction of small
gyros with acceptable performance.
The FOG was first considered to be a rate gyro but was later
shown to possess rate integrating characteristics 2. In the area of
navigation grade instruments, the RLG (both two-mode and
multioscillator) remains clearly in the lead at the present time
although navigation grade FOGs have been demonstrated and
are included in future inertial navigation systems. On the lower
accuracy end, the FOG promises many advantages, including a
lack of moving parts, high angular rate resolution, low noise.
low weight, cost. and power while retaining most of the
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desirable characteristics of the RLG such as dynamic range and
bandwidth. FOG-based IMUs have been delivered and demonstrated to meet their performance goals. These IMUs are very
3
well suited to a wide variety of applications .1 including smart
munitions, rate gyros, missile guidance, and AHRS, as well as
embedded GPS navigators.
SAGNAC EFFECT
3.
The Sagnac effect deals with the propagation of light in a rotating reference system. Due to the rotation, the frame is not inertial and a general relativistic analysis applies. Interestingly
enough, a classical treatment of the problem (as performed by
Sagnac) yields the correct answer but for the wrong reason!
A simple view of the Sagna- effect consists of the following.
Consider a closed path created by a cavity or waveguide in
n
which counter-propagating (clockwise and counterclockwise) beams are propagating. When the system is rotating.
the effective optical path "seen" by the beam that is traveling
in the same direction as the rotation becomes longer while the
path "seen" by the beam traveling in the opposite direction beThe difference in path lengths is a measure of
comes
.
rotationshorter.
The Sagnac effect may be exploited for gyroscopic purposes in
one of two different manners depending on whether the sensor
5
is mechanized as a resonator or as an interferometer . In a resonator (such as the various forms of RLGs). the clockwise (cw)
and counter-clockwise (ccw) beams form resonant modes in a
cavity. These modes can be viewed as a fictitious standing wave
pattern which exists in the cavity. The Sagnac effect ensures
that the standing wave remains fixed in inertial space and therefore provides a reference for measuring rotation. A detailed explanation of the RLG readout scheme appears in a later section.

At least one of the mirror faces is partially transmissive to permit
observation of the laser beams. Combining optics, typically in
the form of a prism, are used to coherently recombine (heterodyne) the cw and cow beams in order to permit the observation
of the interference and hence the standing wave pattern (also
referred to as interference fringes) created by the counterpropagating modes. Detectors are used to measure the intensity
of the interference fringes.
As discussed in the previous section. the Sagnac effect renders
the standing wave pattern stationary in inertial space. When the
gyro is rotated, it is the body which rotates relative to the standing wave. Measurements of angular rotation are performed by
observing the changes in the detected heterodyned outputs. The
operation of the RLG is best illustrated in Figure I which depicts
a fictitious circular RLG. In this figure, a virtual standing wave
pattern is created by the two counter-propagating waves. When
the gyro is rotated, the detector moves with respect to the interference pattern and dark and light areas will alternate. Each
dark/light cycle represents one half wavelength of the laser
beam along the circumference of the pah. The number of dark/
light transitions can therefore be geometrically related to the
e
lihtrntoscateefebegmtialyeaedo
angle of rotation as indicated in Figure 1. By counting the number of fringes traversed, a measure of the total rotation angle is
obtained. The scale factor of the instrument is based on purely
geometrical relationships as given in Figure 1 for the "circular"
RLG. A similar analysis can be made for any polygonal gyro.

,,,

-

In the case of an interferometer, light waves awe launched in opposite directions into a cavity or waveguide. Rotation of this
path causes an optical length difference between the two
counter-propagating beams. This equates to an optical phase
difference which can be detected by recombining the two beams
as they exit the path. The interference phase observed is a measure of rotation.

4.1

Two-Mode Gyros

67
The first, and still most prevalent, ring laser gyros , are twomode resonators which support one cw and one ccw mode (the
distinction between two-mode and multioscillator RLGs will
become apparent later). A resonant cavity is formed with a
block of glass possessing three or more sides and with very
high-quality mirrors on each comer to close the cavity. Bores
in the glass permit laser beams to propagate. The bores are also
filled with a gas mixture (generally Helium-Neon) which
serves as a gain medium. One or more cathodes and one or more
anodes are used to support an electric discharge in the gas. This
serves as the pump for the laser which then resides within the
resonant cavity. The RLG is, therefore, an active resonator.

cw

ccW

RING LASER GYRO OPERATION
4.
The RLG has undergone considerable development over the
past two decades. The two-mode RLG is the most common uptical inertial sensor while multioscillator gyros are showing
much promise for the next generation of navigation systems.
The following describes the principles of operation of these two
optical gyroscopes. Many of the topics discussed apply to both
forms of ring lasers.
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Figure 1. Circular Ring Laser Gyro (RLG)
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The scale factor remains geometrical, involving the ratio of
enclosed area to path length according to the following

/
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4.1.1
RLG Quality
The RLG makes use of the laser within the cavity to provide the
signals which create the standing wave pattern and hence the
measurement capability. As is well known, the laser is based on
stimulated emission of photons. However. the gas medium
which supplies the gain for the laser also occasionally emits
photons which are unrelated to the laser signal. This is known
as spontaneous emission and leads to noise and random walk in
the RLG angle output. Spontaneous emission is described statistically through quantum mechanics and cannot be eliminated.
However, in order to reduce its impact on gyro performance, it
is important to maximize the active signal. This is accomplished
by designing a gyro with high gain and low loss which results
in a high "finesse" (analogous to Q in a resonator).
For the reason discussed above, it is exceedingly important to
w
incorporate extremely high-quality mirrors into the RLG.
loss is required to minimize the impact of spontaneous emission
and hence reduce the "quantum limit" which is a measure of the
best noise V_..formance (and hence angle random walk) achievable with the gyro. For reasons to be discussed later, it is also
essential to minimize the backscatter generated by the mirrors.
4.1.2
Technical Challenges in Two-Mode RLGs
The most severe problem encountered in the RLG is that of
lock-in. At low rotation rates, it was observed that no fringe displacement was obtained. That is, the RLG was apparently insensitive to low rates. This is illustrated in the output versus
input curve shown in Figure 2. The cause of the lock-in phenomenonisbackscatterwithinthecavity, usually resulting from
imperfections or particulates on the mirror surfaces. At low
rates, the two counter-propagating beams in the resonator are
,ery close in frequency because their optical pathlengths are
nearly equal. Coupling ofone beam into the other (which results
from backscatter) causes the two modes to "lock" together
thereby making the gyro insensitive to the actual rate. In the
schematic representation of the RLG given in Figure 1, backscatter amounts to friction between the standing wave pattern
and the cavity. When the gyro is rotated at low rates, the standing wave pattern "sticks" to the cavity instead of remaining
fixed in inertial space. The detector therefore does not observe
any shift in the interference fringes and the gyro does not register the rotation. At high rates, the "friction" is overcome and the
gyro is capable of measuring rate.
Lock-in Circumvention
4.1.3
In a two- mode RLG, the method of overcoming lock-in consists of mechanically biasing the gyro to the point where lock-in
becomes negligible. The conventional means for accomplishing this is the use of dither wherein a large amplitude sinusoidal
excitation is applied to the gyro body. The angular rate corresponding to this motion typically is on the order of 100 deg/sec.
The output of the gyro must then be compensated for the dither

/

tJ

LOCK-4N
/
//

RATE INPUT

/

Figure 2. TWo-Mode RLG InpuV'Output (No Dither)

motion so that the true rotation of the vehicle can be determined.
There are many effective techniques for accomplishing this
compensation.
One additional draw back of dither is increased random walk as
well as mechanical problems described below. As the sinusoidal motion crosses through zero velocity, a small lock-in error
usually occurs. Since the gyro reverses direction twice per
dither cycle, a random accumulation of these errors occurs
thereby leading to random walk. The random walk coefficient
improves with the square root of dither rate but is usually the
dominant source of random walk in a dithered RLG.
An alternative method (which avoids the randomwalk problem)
of biasing the RLG makes use of large angle rotation using a
turntable. An angular encoder provides the relative angle
between the instrument cluster and its base. This technique is
referred to as rate biasing. Rate biased systems with small path
length RLGs have been delivered for missile applications and
excellent accuracy demonstrated. Nonetheless, because of the
mechanical complexity involved in rate biased systems, these
remain much less prevalent.
Mechanical Design
4.1.4
As mentioned above, most RLG systems today ,.mploy dither
as lock-in circumvention. Unfortunately, dither places serious
constraints on the mechanical design of the system. In order to
achieve the high dither rates required, high frequency (typically
several hundred Hz), high Q mechanical flexures are used. Loss
of dither energy to the outside world is detrimental in terms of
achieving the appropriate motion. In addition, coupling of
dither motion to mounting structures may have undesirable
effects such as acoustic noise. Thus, hard-mounted dithered
systems are generally not practical. A relatively low frequency
suspension is usually used to isolate the sensor assembly from
the outside world.
Another important consideration in the mechanical design is
that coupling of dither torques between the three axes of the
instrument block can lead to coning motion of the entire
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assembly. This leads to apparent gyro bias errors in the navigation solution.

Quantization

L

The mechanical design of a sensor assembly for dithered RLGs
is therefore extremely critical and must be approached w auconsiderable care. While state-of-the--art dither controllers tend to
mitigate the problems due to non-ideal mechanical behavior, it
must be highlighted that the mechanical aspect of dithered systemns remains a very real and relevant challenge.

Bias Stability:

A
L

Scale Factor Nonlinearity.
Random Walk:
Spontaneous emission
Dither induced :

Cavity Length Control
4.1.5
The RLG operates as a resonant cavity. However, the gas mixture which supplies the pump for the laser exlubits a welldefined gain curve. Certain ranges of optical frequencies (or
equivalent wavelengths) excite the stimulated emission and
result in lasing action. In order to ensure proper operation of the
gyro, it is essential that the cavity be tuned to the proper resonant
frequency. That is. the length of the cavity must be an integral
number of the propi wavelength. For the Helium-Neon gas
mixture normally used, this wavelength is on the order of
630 nanometers. It is obviously impossible to mechanically establish a cavity whose length is accurate to a small fraction of
this value by design! Furthermore, the thermal expansion or
contraction of the glass used for the cavity will cause the length
to vary as a function of temperature. The solution to this problem is the use of an active scheme in which the total laser intensity is monitored and the mirror positions adjusted to maximize
this intensity. The mirror motion is created by pietil--electric
transducers which causes minute displacements of the mirror
faces. Nonetheless. because the excursion afforded by the mirroT transduceis is very small (typically only a few wavelengths).
it is essential that the cavity be made of a low expansion glass
so that the mirror travel is sufficient to compensate for expansion over the entire temperature range. If this is not the case.
then "mode hops" must be performed wherein the path length
of the gyro is quickly changed by one wavelength to establish
anew control point. L'nfornunately. a mode hop causes a loss or
a corruption of data during the time it is occurring. Frequent
mode hops or mode hops during high dynamics are therefore to
be avoided,
Gain ,edimn
4.1.6
A gas mixture within the cavit, suppiiw, gain for the laser. The
design of the RLG cavit\ should be such that gas flowvvswthiothe
gain bores remains balanced. A net flow arounid the •.iv
causes gyvro bias and can be:a domi~nantcor- 'r 50,0cc ii: arl:. RL
L(;.
The gain medium is also a consideration ine
'erat-rliute,.
lifetime. In very small R LGs vs 'h infacorahle viluoue ti surface
HI
persmeablity canoraomse luiimet
ratios. Hehumn permcablhty .an .ompromise lifetime.

"tios.

4.1.7
RLG ErrorModels and Scahnk, LAws
The performance of a RLG depends very heavily on its si.'e
The paramueters used to describe gyro performance includc the
random walk coefficient, bias stability. reslutimn ialso kr',wn
asquanti.ation). and scale factor stability. Because the sensitivity of the gyro is determined by the ratio of its area to it- pathlength, it follows that all else being equal, the perfoimance
should improve at least linearly with pathlength. However.
most of the parame'ers are actually much higher-order functions of length. The following scaling laws are provided as
guidelines. Because of the interaction between many elements
in the gyro design, these laws may not be perfectly accurate but
they do illustrate the concept "a little pathlength goes a long
way."

L5/2

L2

I
L3

Reference 6 provides a more detailed discussion of error
sources and mechanisms. It is noted that in the above expressions, the qualit) of the components which form the RLG are assumed to be independen: of the pathlength. Thus. reducing the
size of the RUG may not significantly reduce its cost since high
quality components (mirrors in particular) are still required. In
effect. qual':y becon-es more critical as pathlength is reduced
In addition to the scaling of the gyro parameters themselves.
other performance considerations apply to the mechanical design of the gyro and its mounting structure. For example, ran.
domwalkinaditheredgyroumproveswiththesquarerootofthe
dither amplitude. However, as discussed earlier, mechanical
cross-coupling between gyros can cause coning motion which
appears as a navigation gyro bias. The coning error is propor
tional to the square of the dither amplitude. Thus, while it may
be possible to improve random walk by raising dither amphtudcs, the penalty incurred is a coning rate which increases rapidly with amplitude.
4.1.8
Vibran,n Sensitiiity
While the RLG itself is insensitive to vibration. its mechanical
configuration ma% lead to dynanmic errors when it is used for
navigation. For example. it the RLG flexure (which permits
dither) exhibits ani, cross-axis comp'.ance, then the set of three
g ros in an inertial system no longer forms a rigid body and
large navigationerrors may resuh during vibration. This is adifticult "roblem because the flexure must be compliant .with a
very high Q) abhot one axis while remaining extremely stiff
about the otier two perpendicular a.s. A surnilar problem is en
countered it the pickoff employed to measure the relatie re.
tLion ot _ie RLG iranie vsih respect 'o it. case exhibits an\ sensiiv iv to aCCelerati '.
t
4.1.9
.tat,,, the ,-9A• de RL(
. h
'(
Thle vvO
biis
-ilt e R LG represents a nmaiure roiattion •eisir
in•. hich
in rca:•)ahle stios. offer, go)k_ bias
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a.cu

~>-!'d

irciniheic.ohr'gishiasiaiitxsac'
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ra,c.
ot, random vw
alk. arid extremel! h'. dynanmi range
RLGs with paihlength on thL order tf 3'-1centimeters nwO. tormn
the hasis for most nnoiern. I - niiiWchal Mile pen hor
1
nay Titor,
ig
in the
ilthtarv and L•_ntio:r,.lal markels The tw ,- insc, RLG
is evolving vs ith redu.cd si/e 1' ices no. madepsiuble hv im
pnived coinponents ai-,, nec. error cOmpensation techniciucs
Gyros with pathlengths i!t 1 itt, 20 centimeterv ni's olter per3
form.Ance comparable to thai or earlier 0.-c.m gyro0.
4.2
Multiostillator (, ror.
While the l,%.,-mode RL G was develhpecd into an acturate I,vlie for measuring rotation, its ncxd for mecha,,ial biasing
(i.e.. dither or raie bhix has been priblematic from a practical
standpoint ais well as an aesthetic one. Dither hatsnow been per.
fected but early on it privd to be a major problem area in terms
of gyri performance. Even at this time, dither impOses severe
constr.unts on the mechan.al designs of RLG systems and

causes increased noise, random walk, and physical motion of
the sensor assembly. From an aesthetic standpoint, dither and
rate bias are unattractive because they imply instruments with
moving parts which are not truly strapped down to the vehicle.
For these reasons, means of optically biasing RLGs have been
attempted since the early days of RLG research. This has led to
the class of RLGs known as multioscillators. These gyros ate
currently being delivered for use in conmmercial transports and
military aircraft. They offer advantages which include enrylow
noise, are truly "strapped down." and may be used as very wside
bandwidth. scry high resolution angle sen< :g dev ices. They
has e no moving parts and generate no acoustic noise. A descr ip
tion of their operatiin follows.

4.2.1
Operation ilfthe .tifltoscillcior RLG
As discussed earlier, the t'wo-mode RLG is a resonant ca. aty/
which supports a standing wave pattern. To-mode RLGs&are
planar by design so that only linearly polartized modes nia be
resonant in he cavity. Furthenrore, In order to cn-,are ,table operation. one of the two polarizations is suppressed. In a malti
oscillator gyro. both polarizations are used to form a left-hand
circularlv !po)larized(LCP) mode and a right-hand csrcuar!. Ix)
lari/ed rRCP) mode wotch coexist wi:hin dieca'It.. In thec
mulzioscillator des.ices, these two modes are sp ,iiapart in ireIn effect, this corresponds to having t,0 gyroTs aJ.,110
quen,:c
within the samte resonator. Sepa:ati'ii of the LCP anrd RCP
modes is accomplished by maki:ig their optical path, dt!ercn
This can be done with an optically active cr Lstal
in the beain
p
wth
Ahich rotates polaritation states and conscqucn:\.,
introduces a differential phase between the LCI' and RCP
5
waves . A more a:tractv alternative makes ti.e of image rot a
tion' When a set of mirrors creates a beani path which does not
're m a plane, an image roltates in space asIC•.
is ref`,,cted arciud
the path. A net rotation may be obtained through acomplete,:ri
cuit. The image rotation also leads to a o.lartzation rotation
which splits the RCP mode frum the LCP mode The ad' antage
of the image rotation mechanization is that it does not require an
additional element to be present in the beam path thereby avoiding scatter and loss.
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Figure 3. Mode Splitting in a Multioscillator RLG
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Once the LCP and RCP 1Trivles are p•pi 'he. Irra, be trcated as
C
[
two separate gyros each poxssessing clockw Ise and counter-clockwise beams As such, lick-in may ocur on cach oh the
gyros thereby preclud:-ng rate measuretnenms. In irder to avoid
this, a magneto-ontical effect is used to bias the cw beam awa,-ATE
from the ccw be n. Ti-is is generally accsinplished with aTOGR
doped glass element in die beamn path which, when subjected to
a magnetic field, causes adifterential phase shift between the cw
and c. c beams. Furthermor-. the shift is in oppost:e directions
LCPI1CCW
for the LCP and RCP moires. The phenomenon responsible for
I
the circular polantation lependent phase shift is known as the
Faraday effect and the g.ass element ret. )irisible for its occurrence is known as a Faraday rotator. The frequency splitting in
,
an out of plane multios illator gyro is illustrated in Figure 3.
FARADAY BIAS
+RATE
The multioscillator g.ro measures rate in mI:ch the sante way
as two indeperndent gyros (one LCP and one RCP). However.
because of the built-in split between the cw and ccw modes,
each gyro appears to be biased to a large rate (the Faraday bias)
thereby avoiding lock-rn. As illustrated in Figure 4, when true
rotation rate is applied to the multioscillator. the rate sened by
one of the two gyr,,s (LCP in Figure 4) increases kvhile the rate
sensed by the o'her gyro (RCP in Figure 4) decreases. By subtracting the outputs of die two gyros, it is -,ossible to cancel the
Faraday bias while doubling the true angular rate measurement,
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41
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Figure 4. Effect of Rate on Multioscillator RLG

Thus, the rate sen-iiyV (scale factor) of the mul'oscllai•r
is essentially double dtat of a conventional two-mn, de g.ri, tof
th. same size but still determined by the geometrical ratio of
projected area to pathlength.

4.2.2

Techwsial Challenges in Mulutioscillator Gyros
While the most significant problem associated with two-mode
gyros (ije., lock-in) is avoided in multioscillators, other problems arise because of the optical configuration. The Faraday
split which is employed to separate the cw and ccw modes
requires that a glass element be present in the beam path. Interaction between scatter sources on the surfaces of the Faraday
rotator and the mirrors causes mode coupling which in tumn,
leads to gyro bias. However, by minimlizing the tumoumt of scatter through the use of state-of-the-art mirrors and rotator coatings arid by employing designs which minimize sensitivity to
scaiter, the bias stabihit- difficulties can be mitigated.
4.2.3
Advantages of the Multiioscillaor Gysro
While the strong point of the two-mode RLG has always been
its bias stability, the multioseillator gyro presents many advantages. Elimination of mechanical biasing requirements for
lock-in circumvention make this gyro exceptionally well suited
for low noise. nsultitsst.tion ftlight control) applications. The
elimination of dither leads itoa random walkiwhich approaches
the quantum limit. The scale factor stability is exceptionally
good due ito the absence of residual scaiter-induciid lock-in
effects Present in dithered gyros The doubling of the scale facWTr
ensures that smaller instruments can be used, and the lack of
dlither-inducedI mechamical noi~e implies superior angle ncasurement and flight control capabilities. The mechanical designs are simplified due to) the absence of high frequcwncs.
high -Q dither flexures. In addition, since the miultioscillaior is
a true strapdoixn sensor. it may be used for accurate pointing and
tracking applications as well i~sfor nasi1gatton purposes.

4.2.4

Me, hanical Desiin
A, in The two-mode RL(;. the gyro itselftdoes not exhibit vibration or g sens IItis ity . A soundmnechanical design is still requilred
to avoidl re~ tiffication of errors in the nas igation frame. Ho, ever, the restrictions Incurred becaiuse of nicý hxciical hia,;t:V in
a two mnde RLG are eliminated In regards L, the
iFigure
:or Wbl rs-s
npirents2K
tii
'ic.icrc
Till--:;illIIAnC0iis tIre'l 10tr A bl.:'-INpin
a~ 01oý

~

one axis. High frequency, dither-induced coning is also eliminated and the absence of dither implies that somew hat higher
frequency isolators may be used.

4.2.5
Cavity Length Corarol
As in the case of the two-mode RLG. the multioscillator gyro
cavity length must be controlled to ensure resonant operation
within the gain curve provided by the gaseous medlium, In addition. it is important thai the LCP and RCP intensities be balanced to ensure common mode cancellation of errors when the
output of the two gyros are Subtracted. Cavity length control
may- be accomplished in several different ways. One method
similar to that used in iwo-mode RLGs involves maximizing
total intensity while others auleMpt to control the difference
between the LCP and RCP intensities.
4.2.6
State of the Atfultioscillozor RLG
While the multioscillator gyro has been under development for
the past twv. decades, activ'ity has been iniensified in the past
five years. Technology has progressed rapidl. to the point
where nas gaorin grade instruments with pathl engths on the
order of i) cm hase nowx been produced and delisered. Developtuent continuesont the inultioscillator to further enhanice bias
stabibti. and other key perfortttan~c paramneters. As in the case
of the Isso-nmode RLC., pasihlength and comiponent ciuality are
esc
Tt~o perfOrmtiare. The multioscillator's many betnefits
make It vcr-, attraatis for present and future 5 y stenis.
5.
FIBIER OPTIC GYRO
The SecWTndcategor% of optical g~ rosdiscussed is that of Sagnac
inierfcronie tersTems
betrnoftefbrotcgrt
(FOG) falls %withinthis caiegors.

5.1

Principle of Operation
The !nierferoinetric fiberT Optic gyro0 11FOG; Is baSIcalls% o1mposedt oif a light souirce. a coupler, a fiber coil. an,!a dcte'10r
') shows a generic cornil~iuraiiori for ant IF)'IG Ight is
lar 5 KeIonj asue
ýcl,!
pid'itvc
a f!be cti coil
1:,
r aý X":.-"ss UIecst;,ri
co h Sacrica cffted

SPLITS LIGHT INTO CW AND CCW BEAMS7
FIECOMBINESi RETURN BEAMS
SAGNAC EFFECT
S~tR~A
f

At

CCW CWWHERE
t)E 11 CTOR

AS A RESULT OF ROTATION
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Figure 5. Interferometric Fiber Optic Gyro (IFOG)
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the optical paths seen by the two beams differ in proportion to
the rate applied to the gyro. Upon recombination, the two beams
interfere and the intensity detected is a function of the phase difference and hence the rate of the gyro. It is shown, in Reference 3, that the phase difference is, in fact, proportional to the
angle traversed during one transit time of light through the fiber
coil and not the instantaneous rate as is conmmonly believed.
Thus, the FOG's output characteristic is that of a rate integrating
gyro with a very short memory as opposed to an RLG %&hichis
rate integrating over an indefinite period of time.

5.1.1
Fiber Optic Gyro Modulation
The interferometric architecture of the FOG implies that sensitivity is poor at low rates. This is illustrated in Figure 6 which

shows detected intensity as a function of rate input. In order to
obtain good rate sensitivity, it is necessary to modulate the FOG
to phase shifts which are odd multiples of innt. In early FOGs.
this was accomplished by winding the fiber on a piezo-electmc
man,irel. An excitation was applied leading to a modulation of
the light m the fiber. The development of integrated optics permits the replacement of the piezo-electric mandrel with an
electro-optic modulator within the beam path as shown in Figure 7. Light passing through die modulator is phase shifted in
proportion to the voltage applied. Hos ever, the modulator is
not selective as to direction of bean travel. Differential phase
shifts betsecn the cw and ccw beanis are sustained for only one
transit time of light through the coil. Thus. modulation must be
applied every trarisit time. A detailed discussion of FOG modulation may be found in Reference 5.
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Modulation may take the form of a sinusoidal waveform. However, state-of-the-art devices often employ complex digital
to achieve maximum sensitivity and to avoid probiAMPLER
modulation
•.

RATE

2

ferns with clissortiors.PHSIF
5.1.2

Closed Loop Fiber Optic Gyro Operation

Gyro modulation improves sensitivity at low rates. However.
high rate nonlinearity, intensity variation, photodetector sensitivity. preamp gain, and background intensity all contaminate
the open loop output of the FOG. For this reason, it is important

-s

for higher accuracy and greater dynamic range to operate the
t
FOG in a closed loop fashion I. This may be accomplished

through the use of the same electro-optic device which supplies
the phase modulation. Because a Tate in the gyro appears as a
interferometer phase shift, it may be nulled out by applying a
phase rebalance (in addition to the modulation) with the modulator. However, the fact that the modulator can produce a differential phase shift between the cw and ccw beams only for a
single transit time introduces a complication, because a given
angular rate causes a persistentphase shift between the beams.
Thus, in order to null out the rate induced shift with a phase modulator, it is necessary to increase the phase applied at least every
transit time. Since available voltages are bounded, the phase
cannot increase indefinitely. A periodic "reset" is required to
maintain the voltage supplied to the phase modulator within
prescribed limits. The magnitude of this reset must be exactly
2nt of phase to ensure that the gyro is not perturbed. Ablockdiagram of a typical closed loop FOG mechanization is given in
Figure 8. As in the case of modulation. adigital implementation
of the rate rebalance loop is attractive because it permits more
precise control, tracking, and integration of the rate rebalance
signal. A more detailed discussion of the closed loop FOG may
be found in Reference 5.
5.1.3
Phase Modulator Scale FactorTracking
The above discussion of the FOG describes the modulation and
rebalance techniques. However. knowledge of the conversion
between voltage applied to the electro-optic dev ice and the actual phase shift generated is assumed. Modulation amplitudes
equal to odd multiples of /2an and rebalance loop resets of 21t
must be established. An error in the scale factor which relates
phase to voltage may be observed by comparing the intensities
measured in the course of± I1/27rmodulation against the intensities obtained during tl-1/2n modulation. A loop which measures the difference in intensities may be mechanized to control
the voltage which corresponds to 2nt.

5.2

Polarization

y
52onreciprocty
Many phase shifts in a FOG are reciprocal. This means that the
shift experienced by the cw wave is the same as that experienced
by the ccw wave and no differential phase is observable to contaminate the rate information. One error source which may be
nonreciprocal is the coupling of different polarizations within
the fiber/coupler circuit. This error often leads to an unmodelable uncertainty in the gyro bias and limits performance. Polariation nonreciprocity may be minimized through the use of
high quality polarizers, short coherence length sources. and polarization maintaining fiber and/or dcpolari/ers.
-

-

5.3
VibrationlThermal Sensitisit,
The index of refraction and the physical length of the FOG coil
are affected by temperature and pressure. Differing tirnditions
as a functionof time as light propagates through the coil can lead
to a rate error known as the Shupe effect. Typical conditions

-o
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SAGNACPHASE
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.ATE)
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OUI

onsro~s
Figure S. Closed-Loop IFOG Operation

which excite this phenomenon include a changing temperaturegradient or an inhomogeneous optical path subjected to varying
temperature, or time varying stress resulting from a vibration
input. Thermal Shupe effects lead to a gyro bias which is a funetion of temperature and gradient changes while mechanical
Shiupe converts ac translational vibration into an erroneous ac
rat. Both of these effects may be reduc.,: ,tough coil winding
methods which favor cancellation of S:...;,c errors. Thermal
modeling techniques which account for temperature changes
..rher improve performance while mechanical
may be use,;:
design can ui:,,te the mechanical Shupe effect.
Electronics
5.4
Short fiber length FOGs are made possible by very fast electronic components which are used to generate xtioulation. data processing. and loop closure. It is noted, howeever, that the electronics play an integral role in the performance of the FOG and that
very careful design must be pursued. A digital approach to modulation. demodulation, and loop processing typically offers the
most flexible and effective means of controlling FOGs while
asoiding many of the instabilities associated with analog
electronics.
5.5
Advantages of Fiber Optic Gyros
While the FOG is more demanding in terris of loop electronics
as opposed to RLGs. it does present many advantages. The
FOG requires no mechanical biasing, and is rugged enough to
be operated in a hard mounted configuration. High-speed clectronies permit very wide, hand operaton with relatively short
fiber lengths (on the order of lO)-to-,-ICX)0 meters). This leads
to small size, weight, and cost without sacrificing performance.
The FOG also provides extremely fine kj..nii'ation thereby permitting it,; use not only as a rate integr i':rug dev ice but also as
a very low noise rite sensor.
5.6

State of the Fiber Optic G(;ro

IFOGs ltve bect conru,.tcd and lcmi,!ntratcd for many ap
thd mirket, p•enloop
piLct;tions. At the lo ",,:r f,, uice
o die
gros hisc bee". l;> nitici
or ittuntis ts In the AIIRS (Attirude and It, ,ing Rcfercne Sitcm) and smail IMU arena.
I degihr cl iss sy,,tems have been nlight tested, delivered, and are
now beginning prsoditction Navigation grade FOGs have also

been proven and form the basis for FOG navigators. It is anticipated that FOG technology will continue to evolve rapidly
thereby leading to smaller, lighter, more cost effective inertial
systems.
6.

CONCLUSION

Optcalgyrscoesform the basis for the majority of future
Optial
groscpesOctober

INS'. The two-mode RLG is presently the most mature of the
optical gyroscopes. Navigation systems which perform better
than I nimiflu are readily available both for military and commercial applications. Imnprovements to the component technology. the basic understanding of the physics. and the development of effective control mechanizations now permit the use of
smaller RLGs.
One major drawback of the two-mode RLG is its need for mechanical biasing. The multioseillator RLG was developed ito
avoid this problem. Four-mode multioscillators are now capable of navigation grade accuracies and offer a number of advantages. This form of RLG has been demonstrated and deliveries
have begun both for commercial and military programs.

Finally, the FOG with its small size and low cost has been demnonstrated for AHRS class accuracy (I degihour typical). FOGbased IMI.)s are being constructed for several different applications. Navigation grade gyros have also been successfully
demonstrated and these will be integrated into the next genera.
tionof
iertal
nvigaionsystms.T.
Each optical gyroscope discussed above offers unique performance capabilities to satisfy most of the requirements for inertial angle sensors, It is expected that they will remain dominant
in the inertial navigation arena for many, years to come.
7.
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Abstract: The Hemispherical ResonatorGyro(HRG. is
a new-technology rotation-sensinginstrument based on
the precession of a standing wave around a vibrating
hemispherical form. This paper presents the principle
of the HRG and describes the design and performance
of some actual instruments.

nuned b\ the geconetrs of the reonatirand the ,hara,1t11istics ot the niode exc:ited F-tom this it mIa.be oncluded
that the ttRG scale tactor is larnel. independent both ot
rotation rate and of Young', Nlosulus tor the resonator
matel ial. This latter inplies Io%scni
sit it%oft ( ale tictr tot
temperature.

Delco Systems Operations has developed a new-technology gsro. the Hemispherical Resonator Gy rot HRG i. that is
ideally suited to strapdown navigation systemns. The HRG

In applying Br\an's disco.er\ to the deselopmen tj4
practical e, roscope. Delcoselected the hei,,pherc. ,h.•pc
for the resonator because it is nherent!. strong and readh I\
manufacturableand can be supported on a shalt at it, .entcr.
where flexing is minimal.
It is convenient to utihe the hemisheres lowest-irder

The HRG is a Nearly Ideal Rotation Sensor
"Solid-state" reliability
- No rotating parts
- Internal dissipation less than 10 nanowatts
* Insensitive to magnetic fields
*Nuclear ride-through capability
* Negligible acceleration sensitivity
- Same performance on earth as in orbit
- igh acceleration tolerance
H
- Operates to 500 g
- Survives to 3,000 g

f two pairs of
antinodes. In the model discussed in thi, paper. the standing
wave amplitude is less than 4 micrometers. Since. tor a
hemisphere, the higher-order resonant niodes do not occur
as integral harmonics, the lowest-order resonance can be
driven \, ithout exciting higher-frequencx harmonic , ibrations.
Figure I shows how the alignment of the standing wave
responds to rotation of the hemisphere. Oneantinode axisof
the vibration pattern is initially aligned with a reference
point. When the hemisphere is rotated, the %ibration pattern
precesses - it lags behind the rotation of the hemisphere by
30 percent. For instance, during a 90-degree counterclockresonant tlexing mode. which consist,

* No temperature control required
offers great reliability and long life due to its inherent
simplicity.
The Hemispherical Resonator Gyro is not a gyroscope in
the classical sense, since it does not utilize a rotatine mass.
but only in the functional sense of being an inertial rotation
sensor.1890
sensor.
The rotation sensing property of a thin-walled resonator
having the shape of a figure of revolution was discovered in
1890 by G.i. Bryan. a British physicist. His observations
and their implications for the HRG are summarized below,
Experimenting with wine glasses. Bryan demonstrated that
the standing wave pattern of a ringing wine glass precesses
around the bowl when the glass is rotated about its stem. ile
also showed. on theoretical grounds. that the ratio of the
precession angle to the rotation angle is a constant deter-

Bryan's Discovery
• Wineglass experiment
- Vibratory nodes precess when glass
is rotated about stem
paper (Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society)
- Precession of nodes arises from Coriolis
effect
- Angular gain can be computed from
geometry
Implications
Wide-band, flat response
- No rate threshold
-
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Figure 1. Precession of Standing Wave
wise rotation of the resonator, the antinode axis precesses
clockwise relativetothe resonatorby0.3ofthehemisphere's
rotatiun angle. or 27 degrees. This scale factor of 0.3 is a
geometric property of the resonator and holds constant for
any rotation angle and any rotation rate.

important evolutionary improvements have been gained in
vacuum integrity. contamination control, and electronics.
To limit aerodynamic damping of the resonator. it is enclosed in a %acuum. Gases enter the interal volume from
three sources: outgassing of absorbed gases from resonator

The mechanical components of the HRG, shown in Figure
2. are the resonator, the forcer housing, and the pickoff
housing. These three parts are all monolithic pieces made
from fused quartz (silica) with metallized surfaces. The
resonator is a hemispherical shell with a central shaft. The
shaft is attached at one end to a forcer housing and at the
other to a pickoff housing. In the assembled HRG. the outer
surface of the resonator clears the electrode surface of the
forcer housing by a few tenths ofa millimeter. and the inner
surface of the resonator clears the pickoff electrode surface
by about the same amount. The resonator is driven and
controlled electrostatically by the forcer electrodes, and the
location and anmplitude of' its flexing pattern are sensed
electrostatically by the pickotf electrodes. These elcments
of the HRG are enclosed in a vacuum.

and housing interior surfaces, leakage of atmospheric gases
through imperfections in seals, and permeation of helium
through the quartz housing. A gas getter is incorporated to
maintain low internal pressure. Surface and particulate
contamination are controlled durinn manufacture.

Fused silica %%asselected as the structural material for the
HRG primarily for its high 'Q' and extremely low hbsteresis. These material properties impart two important characteristics to the gyro: low damping. which is essential for
high performance, and mechanical stability across vibration. shock, and thermal environments. Other desirable
properties of fused quartz are its low thermal expansion and
its great inherent strength when adequately surface-finished.
Three uenerations o fdevelopmental gyros. showrn in Figure
3. have been constructed and tested. Each generation has
achieved a substantial improvement in resonator damping
time constant. The value of 1.800 seconds achieved with the
third-generation gyros corresponds to a Q of about 12
million, thus validatine the selection of fused quartz as the
structural material. The tenfold reduction in damping losses
obtained from the first to the third generation resulted from

improvements in processes for surface preparation and
metallization and in HRG geometry.
Growth in resonator time constant has played a major role
in improving drift stability and reducing drift noise. Other
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Figure 4. Electronics Architecture
processor through differential amplifiers that provide cornmon mode rejection and are used to determine the amplitudes of the resonlator's in-phase and quadrature flexing
components and the flexing pattern precession angle.
An outstanding characteristic of the HRGi is its vet-v low
level of angle random walk. w~hichi is the result of reduction
in electronics-generated noise, especially that from power
supplies and phase jitter in crossover detectors. Further
reduction can be anticipated. because the theoretical linit is
an order of magnitude below the operating, performance isf
the current commsercial instrumentThe I-IRG mechanical assetmbly is a simple, monolithic
structure that has no wearout nmechansism, operates at the
sub-milliwatt po~wer level, and is virtually immune to)
environmental stresses. Accisrdinely. IIRG reliability is
determined almost entirely by its electronics. The electronicsarecomostof low-power elemnents, including microprocessors and semi-custom interface circuit elements,
With a maximum required voltage of less than 300 volts.
these electronics are also expected to provide very high
reliability,
The dominant gyro life consideration isa gradual increase
in intemal pressure. resulting in increased demands upon
the gyro electronics. All electronics are designed to operate
with a gyro time constant as low as 100 seconds. The gyro
performs to specifications over this entire range of time

conlstant Nalues. The operation of the gas getter assures a
minimum 20-year life before performnltce degrades
beyond requirements,.
The prittcipal l-IR6 errors arise as a result of interactionit
between the gvro~s mechanical assetitblý and its electronics. [-he nlechanical assemibls is character/ed b\ a ni iinal
ax isvtllttetric configuration hav\ing, smnall phN sical devt;ilions, such as lack of restonator/housitiw concenloicit\ or
circuntferential variatiorts in r.csinatior Ihick nesN. theleictronic,, comtpetnsaite forsuch ph\ sical de%iatriiis. the electrotsics thetisel\ es are characiert/ed b\ nomniial belsas ii
piaris frniathei
errors ariswel
tiuthosaison w1Perhfornianc e%
h
rmrl ii
flcutos efrac-rosa~
nissninbt
nchathiea
charalctrisnicso deviations of theraw
aonofhemhllAasnhN
chrteii-,rd%
Fxtettsise vibration testint, has ýý,nirtttled that s rhratii itsensitive drift ocusonly fiir\shi ationreucici fl
bendingz and flexing. resonatlces, vi/.. the resonsatorirl lilsti,
frequettcy (approximately 2.50C It/) and the resonator'
bending frequenc\ lappruxiiratelx .4.0(1X li ). It ilso
stenm
showed the need for a stiffer. non-ntifles ered rcsitlalr
support tor higher-perfornizaice gsros. sshich led lo the
contrcniuain
dobeeddsI
hf eoao
dul-ne
Family characteristics for resonators 58mni in diamieter.
3t0ion in diameter, and 15mm diameter are presented in
Figure 6. With the exception of calculated acceleration
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Benefits of the HRG
*

Intrinsically simple, low parts count

* No wearout mechanism
* No "moving parts" (resonator oscillation is less than 4 micrometers)
* No temperature control required
* No high voltage
*

Potential failure mechanisms are minimized
- Metallization failure - Processes monitored, parts tested
- Contamination - Assembled in cleanroom
- Loss of vacuum - 20-year (minimum) design goal: vacuum effects continuously monitored and
compensated for
-

Drift coefficient stability - Gyro inherently stable: on-padion -aircraft calibration provided for
electronically

* Outputs whole angle of rotation
• Resonator continues to measure rotation during power interruptions

sensitivity. ,alues for the 58tnm diameter resonator are
from test data. Theon was used to pioject performance into
half and quarter si/C instruments.,
gros wvith 30rtni resonators are currentl]. beine fabricated for test.
In unmar,,the HRG representsa re.olutionar, advane m

It can respond rapidly, from a completel, dormant state.
coming to stable operation Aithin a tew seconds. It has no
significant thermal dnft transient and requires no temperature control. It operates, 'ith ,er" lo%%random noise, a
requirement for rapid. accurate g, ro•ynipassing.

inertial technolog. and provides the combination ofcharacteristics needed in the next generation of inertial reference
,, stems.

It has inherent charactenstics making tor low cost. lone life.
and high reliahilit,: it is a solid state desice ha ing no
wearout mechanism: the parts are fully interchangeable and

It is a strapdos n gyro that meets the multifunction needs of
ads anced integrated avionic,, architectures, pros iding navigation accuracy beyond that presentlx. available and also
pr(,viding a wide-band. low-noise attitude reference for
tracking. pointing. and flight control.

suitable for autoiated assenbl,, and it operates at lowA,
power and low s oltage.

It exhibits very low er
senvity to military operatings
environments, including highly dynamic environments
(acceleration. vibration. shock, and angular velocity) and
temperature extremes. It also is able to continue accurately
sensing rotation during disruptions such as those caused by
nuclear radiation.

Thebasictechnolog\tofferssizeiperth)mianceicottradeoffs,
that make it adaptable to a wide range of applications,
including sen 2ýccurate naigation for aircraft and strategic
missiles. precision pointing and tracking for directedin
nt
for
ic
e
I
energy
eapons. small guidance units for ballistic missile
interceptors, tactical missiles, and reentry vehicles. and
ultra-small attitude references farhypersekoity projectiles
and missiles.
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Summary
Fiber Optic Gyroscopes have emerged from the engineering
laboratories and come into production. Conventional gyros will
be replaced by the fiber optical gyros in most applications in
the near future. LITEF has developed a family of gyros and
systems based on these gyros. The introduction of the new
technology brings many advantages with respect to function,
performance, size and weight.

LITEF's Gyro Family
development program which
The LITEF fiber optic gyro (FOG)
started in 1983 has resulted today in a family of gyros covering
a wide range of accuracy requirements. Fiber optic gyros are the
gyro technology of the future. They have clear advantages over
conventional mechanical gyros:
-

no moving parts
no acceleration sensitivity
robustness
high shock immunity
high reliability
low power consumption
low manufacturing cost

These advantages make it quite clear that the fiber optic gyro
will rapidly replace the mechanical gyro in most applications in
the near future. LITEF has recognized the importance of this
technology and has developed a family of gyros which meet market
requirements. This FOG family comprises three variants, namely
the K-2010, K-2020 and K-2030.
The highest performance gyro, the AHRS quality model K-2010, has
been built in a prototype series over the past few years. Gyros
of this model type were integrated in the FOG Attitude and
Heading Reference System (AHRS), which was a modified version of
LITEF's standard LTR-81 AHRS for commercial airlines. In May 1989
this FOG-AHRS was successfully flight tested at the DLR in
Braunschweig (Germany). The results were comfortably within the
requirements of the ARINC-705 specification in all points and on
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all flights. In the same year, the LITEF K-2010 FOG instrument
was tested in a comparative test-program sponsored by the German
government and performed by the independent IABG test
facility
at Munich.
In this test-program the LITEF fiber optic gyro
emerged as the clear winner.' 11
The other end of the performance spectrum is covered by the
K-2030 which resulted from a development program whose aim was
the achievement of high component packing density. The K-2030 met
its
project goals both in physical size and performance. This
instrument will find use in low accuracy space-critical applications.
The K-2020 lies in the middle of the performance range where it
meets the requirements set by an augmented AHRS system. It is
smaller than the K-2010 in order to satisfy the requirements for
low volume.
Based on its
experience with the K-2030, LITEF started
development in February 1990 of a three axis fiber optic gyro
Inertial Sensor Unit for application in a flight control
system. The restriction on size of the unit required a
considerable miniaturization effort. This product is
designated LFS-90. This system is described in more detail in
the chapter "LFS-90 System Design".
All LITEF fiber optic gyro systems operate with a closed loop
signal processing technique. This offers various important
advantages over open loop operation:
-

high scalefactor linearity
high bandwidth
unlimited input rate

The signal processing technique is

covered by a number of

special LITEF patents.
The LFS-90 unit was the basis for a family

of FOG systems:

-

LFS-92

3 axis rate gyro and accelerometer unit

-

LFS-93

single axis rate gyro

-

LCR-92/MAHRS

attitude and heading reference system
with level sensors

-

LCR-93/pAHRS

attitude and heading reference system
with micromechanic accelerometers

A description of the functions and applications of these
systems is given below. 3) 4) 5

LFS-9

System Design

The LFS-90 is
equipped with three fiber optic gyroscopes
orthogonally oriented to each other on a common mechanical
structure. The optical architecture is a triad configuration with
one common lightsource for the three gyro sensor-axes, a coupler
array, three sensor modules and three photodetectors.
The LFS-90 consists of five modules: three Sensor-modules, the
Opto-module and the Electronics-module.
The Sensor module is connected to the Opto module via a fiber
optic link. The Electronics module contains all the components
required for three gyro axes.
Sensor Modules
A Sensor module is the sensing element of the gyro. It comprises
in essence the fiber optic coil and a Multifunction Integrated
Optics Chip (MIOC).
This MIOC realizes the functions of the
polarizer, the beamsplitter and the electrooptic phase shifter
and is connected at one end to the fiber coil and at the other
to the fiber link for connection to the Opto module.
Opto-Module
The Opto-Module functions as the interface between the optical
and the electronic components of the gyro. It contains the
semiconductor
light source and the photodetector with its
preamplifier. The current suipply for the lightsource is placed
on the circuit board of the Opto-Module and the read out couplers
which are necessary to guide the returning light to the photodetectors are located in the Opto-module. A preampiifier converts
the photo current to a voltage which is
processed in the
Electronics Module.
Electronics Module
The following functions are implemented in the Electronic Module:
-

Modulation signal generation
Closed loop Sagnac phase compensation

-

Data filtering
Interface control
Self-test

The Electronics module is
sections:

"* Sensor Control Section
"* Processor Section
"* Interface Section

divided into the following three main
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These sections contain the functions as described below:
* Sensor Control Section
The Gyro Loop Control is laid out to operate with three fiber
optic gyros. The incoming signals from the Opto Module are A/D
converted and processed in a digital ASIC which realizes all
control loop algorithms. The output signals of the ASIC are D/A
converted and applied to the modulator of the MIOC in the Sensor
Module. The ASIC performs the main control loop directly in
hardware to provide the fastest possible rebalance.
*

Processor Section

A digital signal processor performs the data processing algorithms and supports the required interface functions. The tasks
performed are in particular:
-

Acquisition and processing of the measured sensor data from
the ASIC. Compensation of these values with the calibration
data resident in an EEPROM, and transfer of the required
information via the dedicated interface.

-

Performing power-up, background and initiated Built-In-Test
functions in order to guarantee correct operation after
power up and to detect failures during operation.

The operational program is
required calibration data is
* Interface

stored in EPROM memory and the
held resident in EEPROM memory.

Section

The Interface Section provides the required link between the
Inertial Sensor Unit and flight control computer.
This is
realized by implementing two UART interface section into the
ASIC. The interface is controlled by the digital sigral processor.
Performance Data of the LFS-90
Total Drift Error
Drift Stability
Total Scalefactor Error
Scalefactor Repeatability

200-/h
24 _/h
1
%
500 ppm

Data rate

60 +/-

Power Consumption
Size

12 W
160 x 100 x 35 mm

Weight

< 700 gr

Output Format
electrical
addressing
sensor information

(3a)
(10)
(3c)
(1a)
5 Hz

RS 485
serial
hardware select line
3 x rotation rates
time tag
status word

LFS-92 System Design
The LFS-92 Inertial Sensor Unit is an extension and improvement
of the LFS-90 ISU. This unit contains in addition to the fiber
optic gyros, three micromechanical accelerometers. The data of
the accelerometers are also processed by the instrument digital
signal processor to provide velocity increments. The measurement
data are error corrected and processed synchronously with the
gyro data. The gyro and accelerometer data are both available at
the system interface in the same data package:
-

gyro data
accel data
status word

three 16 bit words
three 16 bit words
one
16 bit word

The interface is a digital RS-485 serial link with a data rate
of 50 Hz. This system has a built-in power supply to run the unit
with 28 V DC.
Performance data of the fiber optic gyros are as follows:
Gyro Drift Error
Gyro Drift Stability
Total Scalefactor Error
Input Range

36 _/h
(3a)
4 '/h
(lo)
0,5%
(3c)
2000 I/s

Included in this system are three accelerometers of Litef's model
B-290. This is a servo loop pendulous sensor with a differential
capacitance pickoff. The servo loop operates with electrostatic
caging of the pendulum. The whole sensor is made from silicon and
is processed with similar technologies to those used in semiconductor manufacture. This makes automated batch fabrication of
miniaturized sensors possible. Approximately 200 accelerometers
are placed on a silicon wafer. The accelerometer is mounted
together with its associated electronics in hybrid housing. The
output of this hybrid is a digital signal.
The performance data of the B-290 accelerometer are as follows:
Size
Measurement Range

Scalefactor
Repeatability
Stability
Bias
Repeatability
Stability
Axis Misalignment
uncompensated
compensated
Power Supply

25 mm x 25 mm x 6 mm
10 g

+/-

< 1000 ppm (la)
< 200 ppm (I a)
< 2000 Mg (la)
< 500 gg (1c)

short term

short term

20 mrad
200 jg
+/-15 V, + 5V

The physical characteristics of the LFS-92 unit are:
Size
Weight
Power Consumption

52 x 100 x 160
1,1 kg
20 W

mm
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LFS-93 System Design
is a single axis derivative
gyro unit
optic rate
The LFS-93 fiber
It
Measurement Unit.
Inertial
from the three axis LFS-90
and the associated optics and optocoil
comprises one fiber
optic gyros
other LITEF fiber
components. Like all
electronics
instrument also operates with the closed loop electronics.
this
interface are
The performance data of the gyro and the electrical
Differences in other
to those of the LFS-90 unit.
identical
parameters are as follows:
-

power consumption
6 W
size 107 x 88 x 34
mm
weight
600 g
no enclosing housing

The sensing axis
107 x 88 mm area.
into a customer
housing for the

is aligned parallel to the surface normal of the
The unit is specially designed to be integrated
system. This is the reason why an individual
gyro unit has been omitted.

Optionally the gyro axis can be oriented parallel to the long
axis of the assembly. The dimensions and the FOG coil form are
different in this case.
The switch-on time of the LFS-93 is less than 70 msec. The
routine of the LFS-90 unit after system start
extensive self test
has been deactivated here to achieve fast reaction time. The
background self test routine is continously running. It monitors
the power supply, the sensor temperature, the control loop and
the output data.
The software protocol has additionally to the LFS-90 unit a
simplified communication mode. The LFS-90 unit can decode 8
different commands and respond with the required information. The
data exchange is described in a Interface Control Document (ICD).
The LFS-93 gyro is usually operated in the data mode which sends
is
gyro data with a fixed datarate when it is activated. It
LITEF's standard that the systematic error soures in the gyro
output data are error corrected by means of the internal signal
processor. Consequently temperature sensing and associated data
processing for temperature modelling in the customers computer
is not necessary.
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LCR-92/

uAHRS System Design

The MAHRS measures the rotation rates of the vehicle and calcuattitude angles relative to the horizon and heading
lates its
relative to the north direction of the navigation coordinate
system by quaternion integration. The system is equipped with
bubble level sensors as a vertical reference. An external flux
valve magnetic sensor unit is required for pre-flight alignment
and heading augmentation. The body rates and body angles are
delivered to the aircraft avionic system.
The MAHRS is

designed to meet the following standards:

-

TSO C4c
TSO C5e

-

TSO C6d

The qualification is
HIRF and lightning.

Bank And Pitch Instruments
Direction Instrument, Non Magnetic
(Gyroscopically Stabilized)
Direction Instrument, Magnetic
(Gyroscopically Stabilized)
in

accordance with RTCA DO-160 C including

This system is specially designed for applications
weight and small size are essential requirements.
size
volume
weight
power

where

low

276 mm x 105 mm x 130 mm
3.2 liter
2.5 kg
25 watt from 28 V DC

The performance data of the pAHRS are listed blow:
0.5'
2.0'

max
2a

static
dynamic

heading
augmented
DG mode

2.0"
24°/h

2c
max

dynamic
incl. earth rate

body rates

0.1"/s

20

max 1%

attitude angle

These numbers apply to the digital outputs. The system is
equipped with an ARINC 429 databus and optionally with a synchro
interface. On the ARINC 429 databus the following labeled output
data are available:
-

-

Magnetic Heading
Pitch and Roll Angle
Body Pitch and Roll Rate

Body Yaw Rate or Pseudo Turn Rate
Platform Heading
Discretes

As an input to the system is
-

Flux Valve Input
Discretes

necessary:

The allowed input ranges for body angles and rates are:
pitch
roll

+/+/-

heading

0 -

360*

body rates

+/-

2000°/s

90°
180°

Alignment
Pre-flight alignment is performed automatically after switch on
of the system. Valid data are available 30 seconds after switch
on. The alignment can be executed during flight as well as on the
ground. During an in-flight alignment
procedure the aircraft
must fly straight and level.
Magnetic Field Sensor
A standard flux valve magnetic sensor unit (MSU)
is used for
augmentation of the gAHRS. The excitation of such a sensor can
be delivered from the system. The appropriate output is available. For flights in regions with strong magnetic anomalies, the
MSU input can be removed by a compass controller and the system
then operates in the DG mode. The input for the compass controller is available in the system.
Calibration of the MSU is performed automatically by the pAHRS.
For this procedure the pilot has to fly a special maneuver which
takes 4 minutes maximum. The calibration data which are calculated during the maneuver are stored in a special MSU calibration
memory. This CALPROM is an external module which is plugged into
a connector on the frontpanel of the unit. The module is linked
to the tray and in case of removal of the pAHRS from the aircraft
this calibration memory can easily be transferred to another
system. A new calibration routine of the MSU is not necessary
after change of AHRS boxes.

LCR-93/uAHRS System Design
The function of this system is the provision of pitch, roll and
stabilized magnetic heading for use by aircraft displays and
other avionic systems. Additionally to the LCR-92 this system
provides linear acceleration. The system comprises three axes of
micromechanical accelerometers which replace the two axes level
sensors.
The system has inputs from the magnetic sensor unit (MSU),
the
air data computer (ADC)
and from two VOR/DME stations. By
processing these data, the LCR-93 delivers the aircraft ground
speed, wind speed, wind direction,flight path angle, drift
angle,
track angle and NS-, EW-velocity.
The system has three modes of operation:
-

alignment
normal mode
DG mode
basic mode
compensation mode

The system automatically performs the alignment routine after
switch-on in two phases. Phase one fulfills
selftest
functions
and coarse alignment.
After 30 seconds valid body rates,
accelerations, attitude and heading data are available. Phase two
of the alignment with the specified accuracies is completed after
further 30 seconds.
The normal mode requires true airspeed data and magnetic heading
input for augmentation.
The directional gyro mode (DG mode) is activated whenever the
discrete input to the system is set to the DG position. The
magnetic heading augmentation is deactivated in this case. The
heading output of the system is subject to the gyro's drift
error. The switch is also activated by software to disable the
input when erroneous magnetic heading data are detected.
If true airspeed data are not available the system will automatically revert to the basic mode. The basic mode affects the
accuracy of the pitch and roll angle output.
As described for the LCR-92 unit the magnetic sensor unit (MSU)
has to be calibrated in the aircraft. The calibration routine and
calculation of the compensation coefficients is performed in this
operation mode. The coefficients are stored in the MSU-CALPROM
module.

Fiber Optic System Applications
The family of Inertial Measurement Units as described above
have applications in the following areas:
LFS-90
The LFS-90 is
a three axis rate gyro unit for flight
control or damping applications. It has been developed for
an RPV program in Germany. The performance parameters and
the requirements of drones, missiles
the small size fulfill
and comparable applications. The size and the weight of the
unit make it one of the most attractive deNvices on the
world market.
LFS-92
This IMU is similar to the LFS-90 but has in addition three
micromechanical accelerometers. The fiber optic gyros have
a lower drift
error compared to the LFS-90 gyros. The
application of this system is the high accuracy flight
control where acceleration data are required. The small
size, low power consumption and low weight are attractive
parameters which fulfill
all typical requirements of RPV's
and other aircraft.
LFS-93
This single axis fiber optic gyro unit is the ideal sensor
for most rate gyro applications. Its closed loop operation,
short switch-on time and digital interface makes it
a
powerful instrument for a large variety of users. Today
this instrument is
installed in a navigation system of
autonomous guided vehicles
for factory transportation
equipment.
LCR-92/gAHRS

and LCR-93/MAHRS

The pAHRS is
a low cost, low weight and small size Fiber
Optic Inertial
Measurement System which delivers attitude
and heading information for aircraft
avionic systems and
can replace conventional VG/DG installations
in aircraft.
These systems are designed primarily for use in:
-

trainer
aircraft
utility
aircraft
business turboprop
commuter aircraft
lightweight helicopters

The digital
output and optional synchro output meet the
requirements of modern digital
avionic systems as well as
conventional analogue installations.
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SEXTANT AVIONIQUE
25, Rue Jules Vidrines
26027 VALENCE Cidex
FRANC E
RESUME
La socits SEXTANT Avionique possede une large gamme
d'acctlfrombzres pour Ies diffdrentes applications de
Navigation. Depuis 1980, un souci constant d'al~quazion
aui besoin aconduit SEXTANT Avionique I d~velopper des
capteurs micro-usinds et en particubier des acceldromeotres .
Plusieurs types de mat~riaux ont Wt utilists et nous
exposons les raisons du choix du silicium pour les
acEIldrom~trs destinds amx AHRS .
L'architecture de I'acc~ltromEitre, les technologies utilisees,
lea modes de fonctionnement sont d~crits.
Enstute sont developp~es lea performances actuelles des
diffdrents types dacchldrom~tres silicium, ainsi que leur
domaine d'applicauion .
En conclusion, Its perspectives A plus long terme soft
evoqu~esa
LISTE DES SYMBOLES
g
E

Ces centzales profitent du savoir faire sp~cifique de la
socidtl dans les domaines de I'andmobaromntuie. la
magn~om~tie et lea techniques de centrales inertielles;
h~es
L'application de ce concept aux Equipements de l'an 2000
se doit d'inidgrer les technologies de rdalisation de capteurs
les plus promeuteuses .
C'est ainsi que pour le systerne de reference de navigation
de P'h~licopt~re TIGRE. dans un souci constant
d'ad~quation au besoin, ont ett d&veloppds Ie Gyrolaser
Triaxial PIXYZ et le Micro ACc~ldromttre Sllicium
MACS]I0.
Ce dernier~qui sera l'objet de cettc presentation, eat
particuli~rement reprdsentatif de l'6volution des microtechnologies appliqu~es A la r~alisation de capteurs . 11a
etd developpe avec l'aide du C.S.E.M. (Centre Suisse
dElectroique et de Microtechniqucs).
DESCRIPTION DU BESOIN

2

Acceleration de la pesanteur (9,8 ii/s )
Module d'tlasticitE d'un matdrnat ( Young)
(N/mm2)
y x,y~z
Accelerations lineiques suivant lea trois axes
de Iaccdl~romnire m/s2 )
a x,y~z
Vitesse anguLaie suivant ces m~mes axes
( rAds)
E0
Pcrmittvitt ditlectrque du vide (F / m)
doDistance moyenne inter-Electrodes(j)

USNTRODUCTION
L~asocidtE SEXTANT Avionique posskde tine large gamme
d'acc~ldromttres pour les diff~rentes applications de
Navigation et de Conduite du vol.
Elie fabnique tin nouveau type de centrales de navigation et
de pilotage. les A.HRS "Attitude and Heading Reference
Systems " qui uitilise de manitre optimale lea diffdrentes
mesures de position ct de mouvement d'un mobile dans
l'espace, acctlerom~tes, gyrom~tes, andmom~tes,
magndtorMtres ainsi quc lea mestires de position optuques
oti radiotlcctriques ;Radar DOPPLER, Rdcepteur
OMEGA. G.P.S.

L' AHRS fournit principalement lea informations de cap et
d'atitude n~cessaires au pilotage et Ata navigation et Ies
informiations de vitesse angulaires et d'acc~ldradon pour le
pilote automnatiquc .
-Un ensemble captwas. compose de capteurs gyrmm~iriques
et accdlerometxiques permet de mesurer lea vitesses
angulaires et lea accelerations du porteur.
-Un ensemble algorithmique AHRS, basE sur celiw d'une
Plateforme Inertielle Pure, realise lea traitements
concernant la plate-forme virtuelle (calcul des angles
d'atitude par integration des vitesses angulaires, calcul des
vitesses et positions par integration des accelerations ).
Cependant, lea techniques dhybridation de Ia plateforme
avec: des informations compidmentaires permettent
d'utiliser des capteurs plus simples et de limiter la
degradation des performtances dana le temps.
Hybridation en cap magnedtiquc avec le magn~tom~tre
Hybridation en vitesse air ou sol par anmom~trie oti
radar Doppler
Hybridation en position Omega ou GPS.
Cette ouverture au niveati des caract~ristiques
mdtrologiqucs a amene SEXTANT Avionique A
reconsiddrer la fonction accdleromdtrie . Les
accdldromktres, momns performants que lea accdl~ron~tres
de classe inertielle. devaient toutefois etie momns
encombrants et moins co~teux .

Les caracthritiques d~c
ceux-ci sont brievernent d~crites ci-

apirts
Etensdue dle Mesure
Eneur de biais :

4 It20 g
0 - E.M.

Erreuwde facterdechell

5 . 10-4

Les qualitts mecaniques du quartz peuvent cepeodant.
suivant son utilisation, Wte affect~es par les depots
mWtallques rendus n6cessaires par I- fait qu'il est isolant .
Ses proprtetts piezo-tlectinques peuvent e-tre un atout pour1
Isconcepiion de capteurs i rtsonateur.

Elles devront etre garanuies dans tout le domaine de
vibration, temptrature et dans le temps.

Le silicium permet d'uuliser des mattenaux et outils dec
fabrication communs; I ceu~x de la microelectronique donc:
mons; chers. et des technologies dec
masquage plus simples

L'optimisation des coOts aconduit SEXTANT Avionique A
considtrer les micro- technolog ie s pour dtvelopper un
nouveau type dlacc~lrwOtteu.

L'impossibilitt d~cWeinir des arrets de gravure dans le
quartz rend le contr6le de l'tpaisscur dec
certains profils
(membranes. bras de suspension) imprecis car seul contrlC
par le temps de gravure .

LES MICRO-TECHNOLOGIES

De plus, la possibilitet d'integration

Les micro-technologies ont rcndu possible la conception et
rtalisation de dttecteurs tres petits qui utilisent les
excellentes propridtfs m*,caiques du silicium ou du quartz.
-Encombrement r6duit grice aux techniques de la
microflectronique ;Les proc~dds de gravure aniswtopique
suivant les directions cristallines bien derinies associees
aux techniques de photolithographie permettent la
rdalisasion collective de motifs mecaiqits complexes et de
faible dimension .
- GrAce Aleur constitution mono-cristalline, le quartz et le
silic urn presentent une hysteresis faible ct une stabilitt
rnecanique Clevee .
- Integration du traitement du signal sur un merne hybnide
ou une meme puce car le detecteur et son flectroniquc sont
dec
m~me nature ou n~cessitent les memes techniques de
connexion .
- Disponibilitt des matitres premieres et maturitt des
proc~dis technologiques derives des technologies decla
kmict*Ictronique .
- Et surtout .reduction drastique des cofits grAce aux
techniques d'usinage coflectif.

CHOIX DU MATERIAU
Le quartz est un materiu traditionnellement utilisd pour
ses qualitts mecaniques et de stabilitt (risonateurs,
references de fr6quence, tube de Bourdon) . 11est donc
particulierement adaptt Itla rdalisation de catus
Le siliciumn a toutefois des propri~ts intrinseques; module
dtlasticitt, derive en temperature et stabilite equivalents A
ceux du quartz,
Leurs prmncipales caracterstiques sont regroup~es dans Ie
tableau ci-dessous . Les stabilitts mecaniques du quartz et
du silicium y sont compar~es par l'interm~diaire de Ia
stabibLte en frequence dlans Ic temps de rtsonateurs realists
dans ces me~mes matinaux
E
(N/mm2)

cIE/E x dT
(K- 1)

D/

SILICIUM

1,66E I1I -85E-6

3E-5

QUARTZ

0.9E I I

ý0

-47E-6

que pour le Quartz.

de I'diectronique de

traiement du signal sur le detecteur silicium tie peut etre
ard

En conclusion, Ie quartz es le silicium sont deux maxriaux
utilisables. par leurs caracteristiques m6caniques. par
ailleurs assez voisines, pour la rtaiisasion de capteurs.
En fait, le choix du mattriau influe beaucoup sur la
conception du ditecteur . Ainsi, cc sont le domaiane
d'application et les difidrentes conuraintes techniques et
6conomniques qui imposent un argument plutl& qu~un auntr
ct, finalement. Ie choix de [a Mitire technologique pour la
dalisaton du capwwu.
CONCEPTION DU DETECTEUR
Le silicium permet globalement , dans le cas qui nous
pr6occupc. d'envisager des coai~s de production momns
evs
La structure est construite par assemblage de cinq plaques
de siliciun et dc verre par sotidure anodique sous pression
et nature de gaz controlees. Le verre assure l'isolation
electrique, le silicium. Ieg~rement dlope. les fonctions
m~caniques et electrques .
La uranche decsilicium centrale est usinee par gravure
anisocropique dans une solution aqucuse de potasse pour
definir une masse sismique maintenue par des bras de
suspension.I
A proximitd des deux faces de la masse sismaque. des
electrodes sont ddposees sur le verre et definassent ainsi
deutx condensateurs dont les variations suivant la position
decla masse sismique sont opposkes. permettant Ia
detection de la position decla masse .
La figure I montre un detecteur &latdetc sa masse
imqe
La masse sismique peut etre suspendue de deux manieres
differentes definissant deux versions de detecicurs dont la
sensibilitt pourra 8ire ensuite, adaptde au besoin en
changeant la section desbras .
Les deux configurations sont illustr~es en Fig. 2 et 3
L'analyse a Wtmende avec differentes 6tendlues dc mesures
pour Ics versions "Deux bras" et "Quatre bras" .

do+z

Wasm d'inertie
do'-Z

Fig. 4
Pour le inodee 'Deux bras"
6C- K [ -y, +yO+k, y, k.2 yt2

+ k.3 y.3 +k,, y, y, +a&

Pour le modble "Quazre bras"
Fig. 1 D&WtCCur MACSI®M:Eclatt

SC- K (y,

+yO

kk_,;y

(0,

+&.)
a,.,

avec "ri,ft~f,, les accelerations suivant I axe sensible. et
perpendiculaise
fOx, Cly. Ml,les vitesses de rotation suivalfl ces axes .

~les axes

/
/

Dans le tableau Tab. I sont compardes les valeurs de ces
diff~j'erts coefficients.

- -

/

~(Caracteistiques en boucle ouverte)
0.1 g

30 g

30 g

2

4

2

4

K (pF/g)

26

26

0.085

0.085

ky-

6 E-4

0,08

6 E-4

0

k2 (g-1)

0.18

0.08

5,8E-4

2,6E-4

U3 (g-3)

1,55

1,15

l.6E-5

1,25E-5

kzy (g- 1)

I,3E-3

0

4,4E-6

ax (jg/rad/s2)

22

Etendue de mesure

03 g

Nombre debras
Fig. 2 Version "Deux bras"

ay qig/ad/s2)
erio ra"al
Fi.Qutr
Le signal utile est la difference de capacitts; 8C=-CI - C2
entre la masse sissnique et lea deux electrodes (Fig. 4). 11
s'expnime comnme une fonction de I'acc~lration appliqu&e
au ddtecteur suivant Ics axes X ,Y, Z. et les rotations
de ces memes axes, en I'absence de forces
autour
ileerostaNques.

(gg/(rad/s2)2)
y(g/rds2
a2 (jtg/(rad/s)4)

0

0,15

22

5E-4

0

0,15

0

5E-4

0

2,2E-5

0

7E-8

21

0

1

0

0

2,2E-5

0

711-8

Tab. I comportement des deux dameteurs
La version quatre bras se caracteris par un couplage d'axe
kzy inexistant et une sensibilitt Ala rotation moindre.
Ccci definit les caractenisuqucs mecaniqucs du detecteur
envisage. Les performances, calcul~es stir ces deux types de
dUsecteur ne permettent toutefois pas d'envisager leur
utilisation pour des applications accflro AHRS.

LaLsservissement de la masse I deviation tiulie par uric
boucle de position aminotdnt I' influence des dMaui~s et
dkives m6c~aiques et apporte une amithoraimo impontante
de la pitcison dui capteur.
LA polarisali
de ces Ilectrodes peranet. par ailleurs, I&
crabon de fouvs ecutrostatiques asawamt avec laide d'une
Electronique daLsservissemnent , le mnainuien de la masse A
position fixe, nsa dWispstif suppl6mentaire cornme un
circuit magneutque et des aimarns.

___

avec V I et V2 les tensions entre les Mlcxirodes et la masse
sismique.

Fig. 5 Capicu~r non. asscrxi

Le cerme K(V 1 2 - V2 2 ) repirtsente la force de rappel
2
exercee par Ilasservissement et le Lerme K(V, - V'22) x
2z/do peutiftre assinuld iune raideur de wille sone que Ia____
raideur m~canique du systerne puisse CIre reglee. Enr effet,
la frequence de rdsonnance du systhme f= 1/2 ,rKMOT"XM'____
peut etre ajust#,c pour modifier la foncuon de uransfert
dynamique de I'acctlromerre asscivi.

-

-~~.

DESCRIPTON DU CAPTEUR___
Vtrsion non asservic;
Enr fonctionnement en boucle ouverte, la sensibiliC de
Facceleromrrfre est dtfinie par Ia raideur des bras de_______
suspension et depend du deplacement auiendu de la masse
soit. indirectement. de la linftritt escomptde . Les
&~placements de la masse stsmique sont mesurds au point
milieu du pont capacitif defina par le d~tecteur
(Voir Fig. 5) .Fig
Version asservie:
Enr fonictonnement asservi. des tensions VO+Vs et VO-Vs
sont appliqu~es aux deux flectrodes .Ce d~calage V0
permet de hIintaser la rtponse du capteur:

-.

'

*

-

.

____

6. Capteur asservi

REALISATIONS ET RESUL

TA.TS

CBTENUS

Vs=4V~yM XUric
Lainfonrnation de sontic du capteur est ainsi directement
accessible sous forme lineaire analogiquc amplifiadc
facilement utilisable par Ie calculateur sans circuit
spi~cifique complexe d'anaiysc de signaux .

version asservie de MACSI®: est en cours de
d&veloppcmc-i. pour le besoin A.H.R.S pour applicawin
hilicoptere, porteur dont Yenvironriement vibratoire est
particulitremerit sa~vtre.

L'asservissement permet par ailleurs la r~duction des
erreurs d~ies aux unperfectionis m~caniques.
Le d~placement de Iamasse sisinique devient nMgligeablc et
la non Iin~arnEi du capteur. donc: les erreurs de recuficauon.
faibles . Lt couplage d'axe kzy est. par ailleurs. annulE .
La bande passante du capteur est facilement ajusti~e en
inttgrant un filure dans la boucle d'asservissenient .pression
(vour Fig. 6

Cet acc~kromýLrc ridalise un compromis entre un
comportement titcs amoru., pcrrneuant u'6viter Ics erreurs dc
rectification ct uric bande passance Elev~c Ce probleme est
paru~culitrement important car le niveau dc vibraluon du
ponteur est bien suponeur Acelw de Iacceldration stauque.
Par ailleurs. les probltrmes dc packaging. report de
dUcecteur sur substrat cdramique, precision Oe
positionnement ci stab:lIti de Ia laison. stabilitt devant la
ambiante ct sursout tenuc et stabilitt en
temporature ont etc opumritss pour LCicW
application.
Les rtsultats obtenus sont resumeis par les, courbcs de
pr~cision (fig. 7) ct stabiiatjt court terfnc (fig. 8).

CONCLUSION
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RESUME
ULISS NG est une centrale de navigation Inertie OPS.
concrd! sant la synergie entre Inertia et CPS et
aboutissant 1 un bon compromis coCA performances
Elle appartient a la famille UILISS qui equ~pe de~a
differents types d~avions. Son recepteur OPS integre,
minialuris~i douze canaux code P est compose dJ'n
module radio frequence et d'un module de trailement
num~rique et repridsente au total 0.7 1. 0.7 kg et 12 W
La poursuite en parall~le des satellites conduit A une
precision, une continuite et un lissage maximum dle la
navigation, tout en minimisant le temps de reaction etlla
taille de I'horloge
Le couplage serre§ lnertieGPS, c'est-a-dire une aide
inertielle directe. associee A un filtre serriJ de navigation
(Kalman), a Met conqu pour optimiser les capacit~s
opdrationne Iles. les performances. ainsi que ]a stabilite
de Ia solution dle navigation
Quatre versions du r~cepteur GPS embarqu6 ant 6t6
dbvelopp~es C A-SPS. C A-PPS e,: PIY)li et
PIYLl L.2
C-est la version code P(Y) bi-frequence qui est
presentee dlans cet article
Des essails en vol. sur chasseur Mirage Ill. vont 6tre
effectuds au Centre d'Essa~s en Vol de Br~ligny (CEV) a
partir du mois de mai

ABSTRACT
ULISS ING is an Inertial-OPS unit and an interesting
example of INS OPS synergy and performance/cost
trade-off It belongs to the UILISS family of INS already
fitted to a number of different aircrafts Its miniaturized
code twelve channel embedded receiver, with its RIF and
digital modules, totals 0.7 1. 0.7 kg and 12 W
Its parallel tracking maximizes navigation continuity.
smoothness, accuracy and minimizes reaction time and
oscillator size
The tight InertiaGPS coupling. e t ight inertial aiding
and light hybrid navigation Kalman filter, has been
designed to favour operational capabilities.
peromane
5lut~n ad
sabiityparagraphe
Four versions of tne SAGEM embedded GPS receiver
have been dlevelopped GA SPS. CiA. SA-PPS and
PlY)liand PYil 11'2 The P code version is presented
in the paper
F~ight tests are b~eing conducted on a Mirage Ill at the
French Offic~al F' ght rest Center of Bretigny starting in
May
1
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INTRODUCTION

Bien des choses ant etP Ocrtles ;utr 'exceptionnelle
compi~mentaritiJ du GPS el de lInerte. sur les multiples
niveaux possibles d'ntpgration materie; logiciel et sur le
compromis correspondlant entre lefficactle de Ia
.Gynergie et le rapport p~rformnancesicoCA Anrsi, nous
n'entrerons pas dlans le detail dle ces sulets, par ailleurs,

(ct references 121. 131,161, [81, r121)

En resume. celle comnplementa~rile exceptionnelle vient.
d'une part. de !a Ires bonne precision a long terme du
GPS (position t,1omiensionnelle et vilesse) et, d'autre
part. de la grande handle passante el de la tr~s bonne
precision a court terme de l'Inert~e (position
tridlimensionnleie. vlesse el acceleration)
Elie provient auýss, de leur egale et remarquable
Couverture de toule 'a planete. 24 heures sur 24. gr~ce
a Iautosuffisance el limmunit6 au brouillage dle Ilinertie
(contrairement au OPS) et gr~ce aux informations de
temps lornibes par GPS et d'attiudle donn~es par
I'lnerlie.
Les clifferents niveaux possibles d'integration mat~rielle
ou logic~eis vonit de )a fourniture d'equipements
sebpares, GPS et centrale inertielle, a une complete
nlegration clans nrensemble unique ou un soul lNtre de
Kalman adaptatif peut contr~rler J la fo's les canaux
OPS et, la nav'gation hybride
Entre ces deus extremnes. la synergie va d'un minimum a
un maximumn. bien que celte derni~re lim;te, pour iddale
qu'ele Soil. puisse condlure a une solution
pratiquement irrebal~sable
Le rapport performances'co~il et le compromis sur
leffticacit6 de Ia synergie se porte g~nenraleme'nl sur
'als performances. cest-adclre la precision. Ia
resistance au brouillage. les capacites d'ivoiutions
dynamiques (probleme dle masquage d'antenne), la
dynamique maximale (facteur dle charge). les
interruptions GPS, les possibilte~s d'alignement
inertiel rapide en vol ou a Ia mer,
!als contraintes d'nstallation dans un aeronef
le
nombre d'ibquipements. !es encombrements. le poids.
Iacnmato.lchrebsiniqeapusu
momns grandle facilitui de validation et de test.
!al contr6le d'int~grite. la lidbibte. Ia robustesse. la
redlondlance, la slabilitd de la solution de navigation
hybride
Get expose a pour objet de presenter la centrale
tnerieýGPS UILISS NG. qul est un exemple interessantl
d etcct
eI yegee u
xeln apr
performanc. s'co~it Les souu-ensemlbles Inertie et GPS
sont dcrits en detail dans les paragraphes 2 et 3. Le
4 preisente le couplage serre choisi pour
tieleelurpdosbedeasyegeNSP
Le paragraphe 5 t'a~te des essais en vol sur avion de
combat Mirage Ill
2 - "TOUT EN UNINTEGRATION PHYSIQUE INERTIE-GPS
2.1

NOUVELLE
U LISS

OPTION

DANS

LA FAMILLE

La centrale Iner~eGPS ULISS NG (figure 1) presente
loption GPS a u sein de ia faimile des centrales
rierielles UILISS La tuchnologie UILISS a 616 conque
atmn de repondre a une gamme d'applications allant
d'une simple centrale nertielle de navigation A celle

iutufl contralo do navigafion-oftlique Sa conception a
.ibouti A doexcellontos performances inortielles, uno,
fiabiltid at une maintenabilitd remarquable, ainsi qu'uno
grande facilif4 d'intdgration fonctionnelle et une
souplesse d'adapf ofion et d'instillation.

confrale ot no repr6..entunt quo 15% du volumo
dloctrontque totail Its sont d6crils au p-aragraphe 3

ULISS NG

~~~2.2UN

lit

-IIS
toguro r SysitmeritiotrwGIPSULISSNG

La m~me tochnofogie dle haut niveau d'intdgration est
utilis4e par les diffdrenfes versions dle la famillo UILISS,
doff 1200 exemplaires sont acluellement en service sur
quatorze types d'avions d lffrenfs dlans douzo forces
aeriennes et a6ronavales. Quelle que sot! la version. le
format (314 ATR) 01 le poids (16 kg) resfent identiques,
Le coeur inertiel et plus de 80 0% des modules
6lectroniques Gont communs ti toute la famille
La technologie UILISS s'appuie sur une conception
moduloiro neftoment orienl~e logicielle. sur l'6fot do I'arl
en mati~re d'inertie, sur des options d'entrdes/sorties
couvrant e'nsemble des applications of sur des
r~sorves pour des options futures. 10 bloc diogrommo
fonctionnol d'ULISS NO est donnoJ figure 2. Dons Io
m~me equipement Idger of [o faible volume, soni
rassemblds:
to r~copfeur int6grd CP'S (la nouvelle option UILISS),
le ccour inertial consfilud d'une plate-orine A cardans.
miniature of periormante. ufilisant I'4101 do I'art en
matidre do gyroscopes secs accord~s (S 040) a1
d'acc~ldrom~tres secs (A 310).
- rdlectronique du cceur utilisant dos composonts VLSI
of micro-6fectroniquos,
-lo calculoteur do navigation, d'une puissance do
1 MIPS. dont les bonctions m~moiro of calcul sont
disponibles pour des fonoctions outres quo la
navigation inertiollo.
- 1'61ectroniquo d'enlrde/sortio capable do diffdronfos
interfaces standards follos quo dos bus mull iplexds
A I Mbils, type 1553 ou Olgibus, bus ARINC of does
iontr~os/sorfies analogiquos ou discrdfos,
lablimonlation des fanclions prdcddontos.

avOcIEM

"TUnENUN

NG ddmontre. par sa taille ef son foible poids.
quoconcept "Tout en un" permet d obtenir une
synergio matdrielle INS/CPS romarquable. sans
La r~duction doans un rapport 2 du nombre des
equipements apporte presque to m~me taux do
r~cducfion drasfique pour los volumes. le poids. Ia
consommation ot la charge bus, of coci prdsenfe un
intdrdt tout particulier pour los adronofs do haute
performance.
Dons le cas des modernisafions d-avions. I installation
do 'option G13S dloviont quasimont "indolore" (exception
faite do l'installation anfenne quo est A faire dlans fous
les cas) dans Ia mesure ou l'encombrement.
avec ou sans GPS. ost le n,~me.
La validation globale du syst~me avion le lest et les
dchangos d'irformalions sur 10 bus soni grandementl
simplitids

-

I a figure?2 monfro aussi los dibffdrontos sortion.
disponiblos inertia pure. CP'S pur of aioid, navigation
hybrido.
UIISS3 NO 06! 6quopd d'un cable coaixial do Iiaiison jivoc
loanfonno 0115 quo poul Aire soit uno ilntonnim fitto ao
-ion prejaniplificatour fleble bruit cO uon tinfanniq
ad~iptafivot ivoc non mod~ule atllictroniqiun do conlri~hi
Dans l'dlecfronnquo du Dy,06memo for, roux module, Ili' of
trailomont nurnflriquo do rolcepeour OPS sont
somblabtos uw~ , -eros modulo', (iloclroniqoosD dqi I~i

3 -UN
3.1

RECEPTEUR EMBAROVE
"TOUT EN VUE"

CRITERES GENERAUX DE CONCEPTION

L'archifoclure du r~ceptour. illusfrde figure 3, est issue
do la prise on compte dos bosomns ufilisateurs
(performance. infdgrit6 0, flexibilitO dlans un
environnoment do dynamique ot do brouillage solvolre)
of do I'utilisation d'une technologlo moderne o rds
intdgirde. Los points forts sent log suivants.
*Poursulte

paraIIolIe "Tout on vus"*.

L'oxprossion mainfonant tammili~re do "lout on vue"
d~signo Ia pessibiliftO du r~coplour CPS do poursuivre
loun loo satellites visitiles Avoc to dtiplaiemont do la
constollat ion do vlngi et un satellites of plus. jusqu'.1
onto safollifes pourronl Aire visibles on un point donnd
Un consdquonoca, it o*t notililiablo do disposer d'autanf
di ornaux phyn~iquoris indilpoindants quo do satellites
vi:;iblo, dfin do bilynmfilor .% maximum door, rifeeroat ions
dinponihlibo

grande souplosse do developpement 0t
de'volution, tout etant r~gl6 et contr6ld par logiciel.

-une

*

poursuite parali~le "Tout en vue" et la tres grande
miniaturisation resultant de l'utilisation d'une
technologie numerique tres integrde ont permis
d'obni doexceilontes performances avec une
conception relativement simple dlarts un volume r~cduit.
Coci n'aurait sans doule pas 6t6 r~alisable autrement

'"~'La

-

~

3.2

DESCRIPTION

MATERIELLE

Le recepteur GPS (figure 4) se compose do deux
un module radio frequence
modules differents
bifr~quence 0r un module digital.

f

ttgure 3 Bloc diagramme sirnplifte du receprour GPS integre CodL P
(douze canaux paralle/es)

Le concept

-

"Tout en vue" maximaliseSU

-Ia continuitd ot le lissage des sorties do navigation
(en offter. dlans les applications adroportdes. les
satellites sont firdquemnment masques en raison do
l'inclinaison do l'avion dlans les viragos ot los
manoeures),figure
Ia lordcision des sorties do navigation qui augmonto
avec le nombro do satellites accroch~s.

la fiabilitd a01 int~grit6 des sorties do navigation. dlans
la mesure ob i r~duit le temps doe detection do
satellites on panne et aulorise uno redondanco
mal~rielle.
La poursuite do bous les satellites visibles so fair par des
canaux physiques. ind~pendants e1 parall~les. 11n'est
plus aulourd'hui besoin de d~montrer los possibilites
bien supdrioures do la poursuiteor0 du traitoment
parallole synchrone un traitemont sequontiol ou par
rapport a m45mo un multiploxago rap'de. en termos do
rejection des interferences ae dynamique et do
robustesse. La poursuito parall~le minimise aussi le
temps do reaction A la mise sous-tension - sans qu'il soil
n~cessaire do disposer d'informations oxternos
(position ou temps), - grAce A Ia mise en oeuvre d'une
01 absonce doedblai do
recherche initialo optimis6eor
pr~chauffage doel'oscillatour local. Lo bosom do stablt
a court erine do l'oscillateur local est moindro, grAce au
traitoment parallele qui pormet on outre doechoisir un
oscillatour do dimension r~cduite.
-

at
*Mlnlaturisatlan
entlerement digital.

traitement

Presque

L'6tat doeIart doea tochnologie permol un traitoment du
signal
GPS
presque
enti~rement
digital
Coest ainsi qu'apres Ia conversion analog~que,
numdrique dlans le module RF. toil so fair en
num~rique. grAce a l'ulilisation do circuits ASIC or
do "VLSI"
Cello solution a des avantagos evidents
-

une grandle miniaturisation du repteur GIPS. Ce qj
reprset un plus pour l'int~gration INS.GPS.

-

l'optimisation du rapport signal a bruit.

-

un fonclionnoment ind~pendant dos conditions do
temperature e1 du temps (conlrairemont
a1
I'analogiquej.
une rane fabiteperformanlo

4 - Recepteur GPS -Tout en vue- fnttgre'
(0.71/ -0,7kg- 12 W)
Le module radio frdquence (125 x 110 x 30 mm)
contiont 1l6tage do reception IRF) or110 synth~tiseur do
fr~quences. LeLiago do reception effectue pour chacune
des voies Li CA. Li (P), 1L2(P) los changements de
frdquenco n~cessaires. iamplification o1 le filtrago
[a frdquenco de base. Los signaux sont
jusqu'
convortis on num~rique A la sortie du module RIF. Le
synthdt'sour delivre. 6 parlir d'un oscillatour local. toutes
105 fr~quences 01 los signaux d'horlogo n~cessaires au
traitomont des signaux GPS. Un module RIF
bifr~quence, d'une dimension si polite, n'a pu 6tre
realise quoen uji~sant los technologies RIF do poimb.
tells quo dos amplificatours FET faible bruit a AsGa, los
filtres acousliquos a ondoes doesurface or la technologie
ECL en 'VLSI". Cos composants 6iectroniques no
contr~buont pas seulemont a r~cduire Ia consommation.
mais permlttont aussi d'oplimiser le rapport signal
a bruit
Le module digital (118 -156 -10 mm) ost double face
or comporte 24 canaux parall~les Un processeur
unique ost cdcldi au traitement du signal. au contr6le
des boucles et au traitemont do Ia navigation GPS Los
transferts do donneos intornos ontre GPS or Inortie so
font au travors d'une interface DMA directo qui minimise
los retards 01 autorise une dalataion precise qui aurait 6t6
difficilo a r~aliser avec des 6quipements GPS o1 Inertie
s~pares~Le cnoix dYASIC VLSI en tochnologie CMOS 0r
d'un procosseur do signal num~rique suffisammont
pu~ssant ont aussi conirsbue a Ia miniaturisation do
1ensemble 01 a une faible c o ns o m m a Ii i n.
Los caracteristiquos physiques obtenues pour ce
receptour GPS niegrib code P sont
volume
0.71I,
poids
0. 7 kg.
-Consommalion

Q2W

Cps caracieris!,qups sont ceiles do la version Ia plus
PlY) Li L2 des recoptours GIPS integr~s

mif*
We
rgberZ

Pt Y) bifrequence L1!L2 6 ou 12 canaux
avec PPS-SM et AOC (6/12).
0,71- 0,7kg .12W

ae

e %megQ

~~oqcefac

CoOW)D
'c6

2.Md~rt

lcE

.6caraý.i'..

Mc~ures

Technologie industrielie

milhtaires SAGEM

Le choix de la modularitd ayant eld faitdes la
conception du r~cepteur. une gamme complete de
recepteurs intogr~s est ddrivde dlela version la plus
sophistiqu~e par simple ddpeuplement des modules

ainsi que le montre la figure 5
- 6ou
reeptur
1 caaux
CA psaffectation.

-

r~cepteur C/A 6 ou 12 canaux PPS,
recepteur P (Y) Li 6 ou 12 canaux.
r~cepteur P (Y) LI;L2 6 ou 12 canaux.

Une des originalites reside dlans le fail que les canaux
des ASIC sont configurables enti~rement par logiciel en
CIA
L2.Une
L, P l ou

3.3

DESCRIPTION

LOGICIELLE

en

sous-fonctions

qui

militaire

suivarn le mode choisi par le moniteur d'accrochage
.ceci termind, 0 genere ou mesure la phase de
code. leDoppler et leDoppler int~grd, laphase dle
porteuse et les marqueurs temporels associes, les
indicateurs de boucles et, enfin. il collecte les
informations de navigation satellites.
2- Le logiciel
dlegestion des canaux et des satellites
est dlivis6 en trois sous-tonctions §:g-stion
sate~ites,
gestion canal et moniteur d'accrochage. 11procedle A

dle la meilleure mani~re possible. des
satellites aux canaux disponibles. en fonction dle la
procedure en cours dans le rdcepteur (initialisation.
navigation. reacquisition apr~s masquage). 11
dlabore et envoie, A chaque canal. tes parametres
n~cessaires a l'accrochage d'un satellite donne, en
fonction de son dtat antdrieur et des informations
disponibles pour calculer les param~tres
d'accrochage Ce logiciel b~n~ficie pleinement du
grand nombre dle canaux
grandle souplesse dans la gestion des canaux
est apportee par le fail que les canaux sont
configurables entierement en logiciel en C/A, P Li1
ou P L 2.

Le logiciel est de conception modulaire. Toutes les
fonctions lides au GPS sont realiseies par un processeur
unique. Le logiciel GPS, organisd autour d'un moniteur
temps reel, comprend les fonictions suivantes logiciel
de contr6le canal. logiciel de gestion des canaux et des
satellites, logiciel de navigation et enfin logicrel
d'interface. Toutes ces fonictions sont elles-m~mes
divis6es

(L)prgce

Mnteg'ne

~Technoiogie

4L

figure 5 - Gamme des recepteurs GPS
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6tre

impldment~es en diffdrentes t~ches temps rdel, suivant
le besoin.
I-Le logiciel canal est le coeur du traitement dle signal
GPS. 1t commandle les, boucles de code et de
porteuse afimde Ies verrouiller sur les satellites,

3 - Le logiciel de navigation possede trois sousfonctions principales :le fraitement des mesures
OPS, le decodlage des informations de navigation ef
leur traitement et le calcul dle la position GPS. de la
vitesse et des parametres specifiques (ODOP. EPE.
etc..Y
La premiere sous-fonction Lilabore une *pseudo-

distance- pour chaque satellite. ýi partir dle la
distance mesuree en fractions dle millisecondles. du
nombre entier de millisecondles et des diffdrentes
corrections a appliquer 6 chaque mesure :erreur
ionosph~rique mesur~e, correction troposph6rique,

relativisle, offsets d'horloge du satellite ou ou
r~cepteur.
La seconde sous-fonction est un ddcodage
classique des informations du message de
navigation, tel qu'il est decrit dlans le document
lCD 200. en particulier des ephemerides, de
l'almanach. des parametres d'horloge satellites. des
differents indicateurs de validiti, des drapeaux et
des indlicateurs do qualite qui peuvent influencer Ia
navigation ou le mode d'accrochage du rocepteur.

1 - une sortie de navigation hybride~e, compronant les
positions vitesse et attitude issues du filtre de
Kalman.
2 - une sortie tnert~e pure (position. vitesse. attitude).
3 - une sortie GPS pur (position. vitesse)

La troisi~me sous-toniction calculo Ia solution
puroment GPS en position. vitosse et offset
d'horlogo. a partir de toutos los informations
disponibles sur 1ensemble des canaux
L'amrilioration do la precision doeposition. a mesure
que le nombre dle satellites acquis augmento. est
tres significative. Cette sous-fonction elabore aussi
le facteur geom~trique dle Ia constellation utilisde

4.2

aint

q'udequlr1
inicteu

d

lasoltin

GS.

Los sorties 2 et 3 sont des sorties seconcaires.
Do plus. le systemne delivre le signal 1 PPS 1 pulse
par secondoe) ainsi qu~un temps OPS tres precis

une aide a l~acquisition rapide a la mise en route du
recepteur et une aide a la reacquisiion en cas dle
masquage lors de6volutions ou de brouiilage.

-

une aide en permanence aux boucles permettant

-

d'am~lorer Ia resistance a la dynamnique et au
brouillage du recepteur GPS.

donn~es avec le calculatour de navigation doe la

4.1

ieritlle.1

L'acquisition el Ia reacquisition rapide sont
possiblos grace a linitialisation des etats des
boucles do poursuite do phase do code et do phase
porteuse avoc des donn~es suffisamment prdcises.
Ces ooinnees d'initialisation sont caiculees A partir
dos position et vitosso du v~hicule mesur~os par
linertie, des ephemerides satellite ot du temps

SERRE INERTIE-GPS

4 -COUPLAGE

GENERALE

DESCRIPTION

AU GPS

L'aide inertielle au recepteur OPS integre comporto
deux aspects

4 - Le logiciel d'interface gore les echangos do
centrle

AIDE INERTIELLE SERREE

Le schema fonctionnel general du logiciel do lULISS
NG est donne en figure 6 .courant.

Pour ctlaque boucle dle code CA. on calcule los
valeurs d'init~alfsation suivantes.
p ýz -0Pa (o) modulo 300 km

-~

P~10) P
7a (0)
Pour chaquo
calcule.
(1 (0)

-

Le couplago sorre entre Ilnortie et l0 GPS comprend
deuxvoles .
- iaide doelInertie pure au r~cepteur GPS.

-

le filtro do Kalman doenaviqati, i~ hybrido qui reqoit
des informations do diff~ronies sources, dont le GPS
intdgrd, mais dgalement provonant doelalgorithme do
correlation d~altitude (TERCOR), du baro-altim~tre
ainsi quo d'autros moyens do recalago (radar,
syst~mes infrarouges).

-

Cos informations sont d'abord selectionnees et fkltrees
au moyen d'une foniction test sIection dont Ie r~le est
do dletletr d'evontuellos degradations ou pannos,
ro etor los donn~es non valides, slelocionner los
meilleurs parametros doentree et effectuer les
pr~filtrages n~cessaires
Le filtre do navigation hybrido a doux modes do
lo mode "Navigation normal- el le
fonctionnoment
mode "Alignomont" permettant un alignernent rapido au
sol. en v 'ou a Ia mer.
Trois typos do sortie sont disponibles

rnoculo

porteuse, on

o.-

pour chaque satellite poursuivi

-cu,

figure 6 -Bloc diagramme fonctionnel simplifoi du
logiciel do lULISS NG

-

pai (01

boucle do phase

.

2

-

p ot ý' ropresentent rospoctivomont Ia pseudo
distance mosurbeeot sa deriv~e.
4') et $ representent rospoctivement le Doppoer
nt~grd ou la mesuro do phase do portouse et
sa deriv~ee
Pa et Pa reprdsentent la distance antennosatellite et sa deriv~e calcul~es a partir des
position et vitesse vehicule issues do l'inorlie
pure, des derniors ephemerides en m~moire et
du tomnps
Le mrodele simplifi~i dos boucles de phase do
uorle el do porlouso ainsi que los dlonnees
d'in,!aisation (aide en acquisition reacquis,
tion) sont d~crtts on 1Igure 7.

L'amehorat~on de la resistance du rocoptour GPS
au brouillage et a la dynamique ost realisee grace a
une aide dynarnique se-ree des boucie-, do code e,
do porteuso
Cette aide en, dyncim~quo beneficie do la bande
passanto mporlart&e et doela grando Precision a
court termo des 'noSU,.S inortiolles (force specifique
et angles d'attkrtde) pou' calculer Ia composanto
"iiaute frequence" de a dynamique do I'antenne
OPS dans cnacon deF axes antonno satellite Cetto

dynamique calcuIde est soustraite en temps reel
clans~ ~~le bouSes
Grace A lintegration physique ou GPS tres prebs de
l'inertie et ý l'interface directe rapide entre Inerlie et
GPS, un contr6le serre est possible en temps ree.,
se concretisant par une dlatation tres precise, un
retard minimal des informations et une aide
inertielle performante A haute frequence. Get
avantage determinant permet d'utiliser des boucles
relativement simples du second ordre et conduit a
une solution robuste et tres performante

a

.~

,,

*~*temps

/

Yn~-4

'.=aucune

~Les

-
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Pour chacun des satellites poursuivis. on effectue le
calcul suivant (a 50 Hz
dit

A

~a

u

.

A

'a

1.P
a = A R,

A'

+ALI

+g')dt

A A(A0'

(A

C'

~ sont

les vecteurs position respectits du
satellite et dle l~nertie,
eSt le vecteur
antenne-satellite.

unitaire

de

laxe

est le bras de levier entre l'antenne
OPS iertel.centim~tique
t l c~r
est p~cfiqu
a frce
meur~epar
f iaes orcesp~ifiqe meur~epar
I'lnerlie.
g

eta
rieduvtu
lvitu
es a)eie
Iespace inen~iei ý

-

x cans

Comme indlique tigure 7. Vaoe en dynamique d l~a est
Line a~de en acce eration Eie est realisee a la
frequence de 1COO Hz La precision par rapporl au
reel. ext nedlieure que 1 mns, etl quasmlent
extrapolation
n'est
necessaire
gains de boicie Ki et K2 son? adaptes en tonction
de la dlynamiqL~e mesuree, et ceci inoepenoamnment
pour chaque canal
La encore. l'integrat on physique du GPS a Inertie et le
fonctionnemnent CPS "Tout en vje- er parail~e et
synchrone sont tres tavoralbies
NAVIGATION

HYBRIDE

SERREE

ULISS NG rea;,se t'e navigation hyor~de irio~mensionnelle performante et sophistiquee grkce a un f~ltre
Ce Kalman elenou. ur'que
Ce f~ltre ext aussi utikse pour 'lahgnemen! au sol. en vol
ou a la m er. permentant un temps de reaction tres rapide
ainsi qu une transition lissee et une in~tiaisation
precise du modle navigation 11 est base sur une
modelisation dynamique precise dle la cineratique et
des senseurs

-

posiion x. Y. Z.

-

vitesse x. y, z

-

biais acc~lerom~tre en z,

-

derives gyrometres x. y. z.

-

parametres d'altitlude baromnetriquie.

erreur C'horloge GPS et sa d~rtv~e
Le fitlre de Kalman tratte des observations multiples
venant du GPS - mesures de pseudo-distance et phase
dle porteuse
Cu baro-altimetre, de ia correiation du
terrain. C'autres mnoyens dle recalage Ce position. ainsi
vitesse nulle en mode alignement
du recalage elfectu~i
que
Le pr~traitement
par la fonction test/s~lec-

Cu

u

di

a~ttiude x. y, Z.

tt-

F~

representent les temps de cycle dle
!aide inertielie (20 ins) el du contr~le
canal (1 ms).

x'=

i-

I

f(

AtIct

Le fi~tre Ce Kalman comnprend les etats suivants

I

A F4

sla
vtlesse angulaire de l'avion
mesuree par 'inerte.

~

4.3

figure 7 - Mod6le simpif: de l'aide inertie/le dans les
boucles de code ou porteuse

01

est 1'acc:6l6ration de la pesanteur.

tionpretiltrage est base sur les indicateurs de validite et
de qualit6 disponibles et sur les innovations et
covariances issues du tiltre.
Celte fonction r~alise egalement un contr~le d'integrtl6
de lIlnertie (detection de degradation lente) ainsi que du
CPS. pour le r~cepieur aussi bien que pour le segment
espace.
Le filtre permet de calibrer les composantes ]our a jour
et a long terme des erreurs gyrometriques et
acc~lerometriques 11 b~n~ficie de la resolution
de fa phase de porleuse pour un
alignement et une convergence rapides. ainsi que pour
une vitesse hybride ires precise.
Le fitlre est con~u pour s'adapter a la pr~cision et aux
deux modes SPS et PPS du GPS (filtre bi-mode)
Globalement. l'integration fonctionnelle de I'lnertie et du
CPS aide inertiele el navigation hybride - est coni~ue
pour garantir une tres grandle stabilite de la solution dle
navigation hybrtde. grrice a 'utilisation d'un algorthme

de Kalman-Bierman numeriquement stable et a une.
correlation long terme tr~s faible des mesures utilisees
compte tenu dle 'aide inertielle pure directe et du f1,~re
d'hybridation en boucle ouverte
L'hybridation serree INSiP fournit une navigation
plus precise grace a une modebisation fine des erreurs
GPS et a l'utilisation optimale des ncmot.nons CP'S
disponibles .il en resulte une meilleure efticacite des
missions operatio nne lies.
Les algorithmes d'hybridation ant ete etudies et mis au
point sur simulateur. La figure 8 presente les
performances obtenues en simulation avec un e
constellation de 21 satellites sur un scenario dle vol
typique d'avion d'armes construit a partir
d'enregistrements de trajectoire reelle Les courbes
reprdsentent les erreurs dle position et vitesse
encadrees dle leur ecart-type respecttf i 3 o. -3 o
caicule par le filtre dle Kalman

5

-

5.1

-

5.2

CONDITIONS
LES ESSAIS

ET

REFERENCES

POUR

L*ULISS NG est montee dlans 'a ba~e equipemnent du
M1irage II vor ftgure 91

ESSAIS EN VOL SUR AVION DE COMBAT
PROGRAMME

D'ESSAIS

Ce programme a ete conqu en trois etapes. afim de
remplir les objectifs suivants.
-

entin. montrer les benefices cle la navigation hybride
serree pos,*,oni et vitesse tres precises. aitgnement
rapicde en .ol et autocan~ration des composants
inertie s

demontrer en vol I':ntegration physmque Inerte GPS et
la erfrmace
u rcepeurOF' coe ~Mirage
!apefr
maenenegr dan Ilnerteie.P
cd PY
fr~qenceinterib
ans 'Ineiie.d'environ
aemontrer ensuite. par ouventure du Comra~ne de vo,.
Vapport de 'aide inertielle serr~e pour !a disponilbite1
du r~cepteu' OPS let donc sa performance).

.... ..
.

.. .

figure 9 - Essais en vol sur Mirage M/
La figure t0 mron*,re le prof.l ie vol type des essais sur
IIl Gniaque vol a une o~ree C'environ une heure
a une heure et demle. avec une vitesse moyenne
250 m s, a une altitude de t5000 pieas.
Les vois comprennent des phases de tonneaux
encnaines et de vol inverse, afin Cevaluer !a vitesse dle
masquage
GPS
apri~s
du
rea~quisition,
Des v;rages de 3 a 4 g on, 6ga~erent ete effemtes, en

.. ... .

.. . .

.. ... .

..z '

.. ..

ItI

... .

.

..

...

figure 8 Erreurs de nadvigationi optimrre i0rrte PS couplage serrI- ,posrionl ef vitsseý

restant en visibilite de certains satellites. atin de tester ia
tenue en dynamique dju recepteur OPS integre
L'instrumentation avion est composee d'une centraie
ULISS 60 de grandle precision. utilisee comme
reference de navigation, d'un calculateur et dlun
enregistreur doe vol. La reference dle position est donnee
par plusieurs syst~mes de trajectograph~e
-

un systemne de trajeclographie laser, SIRADA, dlont ýa
precision annoncee est dle 1 m f1 oif,

-

un radar dle trajectographie.
une trajectographie difttrentiel cans un premier
temps, et inertie/GPS diff~rentiei clans un secondi
temps

-

Les systemes Cjarmes modernes devenant de plus en
plus periormants, leur qualification en vol necessite un
systeme Ce tralectographie tres precis durant toutes les
phases Ci vol d'essai, ce qui n~est pas toujours possible
avec les systemes de reference tradionnels
La f~gure 11 presente le principe d'un systemne doe
trajectographie GPS ojifferenttei compose d'un recepteur
GPS mulltcana.ux de reference au so] et d'un systeme
Inerlie GPS multicanaux A bord de Iaeronef Une
evaluation de ýa tralectograph~e OPS dOferentiel est en
cours au Centre C'Essa~s en Vol de Bretigny
Les essais de trajectographie GPS aifferentiel en vol
basse dynamiqje. commences fin 1991. sur Caravelle
au CEV ole Bretigny. ont donne une erreur Ce position
inferieure a 1 mna 1 oi (voir figure 121
Ces essais se poursuivent par une experimentation en
vol sur avion d armes en haute dynamique
V~'~
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CONCLUSION

Un recepteur OPS miniaturise (0.7 1. 0.7 kg, 12 W)
code P(Y) douze canaux a ete integre physiquement
dans une centrale Inerlielle ULISS condluisant a un
equipemnent compact leger 'Tout en un et "Tout en vue".
fonctionnellement optimise, en termes dle performance
et robustesse grAce A un coupiage serre Inertie-GPS.
Des vols d'essais sur avion d'armes sont en cours au
Centre
d'Essais
en
Vol
dle
Bretigny
Grace ý la modularitd de concept~on, une gamme
complete de r~cepteurs GPS integres est derivee de la
version P(Y) 1-12 par simple depeuplement Ce
lel1ectronique ou elimination de sous-modules du
r~cepteur Ides versions P(Y) LI. CA PPS. C A SPS. s5x
ou douze canaux sont ainsi disponibles Ces nouvelles
options GIPS sont egalement inlegrables dlans les
a
nouvelle generation
inertiels
syst~mes
gyrolasers de la famille SIGMA
Enfin. SAGEM a dgalement d~velopp6 un systeme do
trajectographie aýbase de GPS differentiel. qui permet.
de restituer la trajectoire dle l'avion avec
d'excellentes performances
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RETROFITTING OF GPS INTO EXISTING NAVIGATION SUITES
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GEC Ferranti Defence Systems Ltd
Navigation Systems Division
Silverknowes
Edinburgh EH4 4AD
Scotland
SUMMARY
As GPS signal availability reaches operationally
useful levels, and in particular following experience
of its usefulness in the Gulf operations, widespread
requirements are beginning to arise for the
incorporation of GIS into existing combat aircraft.
A considerable amount of study and development
work has been carried out by GEC Ferranti to
investigate different approaches to integrating GPS
into existing navigation systems with the minimum
impact on installation, interfacing and operating
procedures.
approaches to
This paper describes some edifferent
dfentapocsto
integrating GPS together with their relative merits

interfaced with any of the existing avionics. This
leads to problems during aircraft manoeuvres when
the satellites are masked from the antenna and the
When the aircraft completes the
solution.
manoeuvre and is flying level again, the GPS
receiver may be unable to re-acquire the satellite
signals because the Doppler shift of the carrier due
to vehicle motion may be outside the tracking loop
acquisition capability. The operator then has to
manually insert course and speed information into
the GPS via the CDU to allow it to re-acquire the
satellite signals. '[his is a time consuming business
if
it happens
frequently
result flight.
in the GtlS
becoming
useless
during and
highcan
dynamic

and deficiencies.
Two practical systems are
described in detail and some simulation and trials
results are presented together with some aspects of

the GPS integration which will form the basis of
future development work.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
to existing avionics
The GPS receiver can be linked
in a variety of ways depending on the type of systems
with which it must interface. This can range from
I
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a stand alone receiver installation, with no interface
to any of the existing avionics, to a fully integrated
fit with the receiver embedded in another unit in

the avionics suite.
1.1

SIMPLE NAVIGATION AID

GPS can be used as a simple navigation aid when
the existing navigation fit consists of old equipment
with analogue interfaces or a fit with a relatively
simple main computer or FMS. This is not an
optimal fit but may be the only method of fitting
oPS to older aircraft.
1.1.1

Stand Alone Receiver

This is the simplest fit (at least as far as interfacing
is concerned) with the receiver connected to a
CDU, an antenna and a source of power (Figure
1.1). It is used asjust another source of position and
possible steering information which is used
manually by the pilot or navigator. tlowever, (;PS
is not used to its full advantage because it is not

FIGURE 1.1 STAND ALONE GPS FIT

This type of fit was used on the 'Ibrnado aircraft
during the Gulf War. The data was used by
manually inserting the GPS position into the main
computer as a fix and thus updating the navigation
system. There is considerable scope for inserting an
incorrect fix, especially when under pressure. In
addition, the GPS suffered from the re-acquisition
problem described above during manoeuvres that
resulted in a high change of velocity vector.
This type of fit should only be considered for a vcrN'
benign environment or as a policy of dcspcratjti.
1.11
Input To A Main Computer
The (PS can be integrated via a main coiiputcr or
FMS in more modern avionics fits which have s• imc
level of digital interfacing although analogue

interfaces may still be used for the flight
instruments and flight control systems. The digital
interfaces
are
usually
implemented
as
point-to-point links between the FMS and the
avionics (Figure 1.2).

("
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This makes better use of the GIIS data and
overcomes the disadvantages of the simpler
schemes.
However, the FMS software will
generally be written to be able to use a variety of
GPS receivers and other sensors and therefore the
performance available from integration with this
type of configuration may not be the best that can
be achieved.
This type of system is likely to be bus orientated
navigation suite while keeping
interfaces (x)th analogue and
digital) with the aircraft instruments and flight
the
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control systems (Figure 1.3). this makes the
installation of the GPS relatively easy since it can
be linked to the rest of the system by coupling it to
the 1553 data bus. Control and display functions are
carried out by the FMS through Ci)lJs on the 1553

sAbus.
FIGURE 1.2 GPS INTEGRATED

COMPASS

VIA MIAIN COMPUTER03

The computer or FMS must have a suitable spare
interface and the necessary software to make use of

U

AAN

the GPS data or the OPS must be configured to
mimic an existing navigation aid which it then
replaces. This is an improvement over the stand
alone fit but it still does not make best use of the
G PS data. If no aiding information is provided from
the FMS to the GPS then this configuration will
suffer from exactly the same problems during
manoeuvres as the stand alone system. However,
if aiding is provided by the FMS, then there is a
significant gain in that the operator no longer has

--0

Most existing FMS or computer based systems are
not configured to do anything with the (PS data
other than use it as an alternative source of position
data for display or steering calculations. This data
will only be available during level or low dynamic
flight while 4 or more satellites arc visible,

MAI
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FI(;URE 1.3 (;PS INTE(;RATEI) VIA A 1553
BUS BASED SISTEM

to manually insert data before the GPS will
re-acquire satellites.
This allows very rapid
re-acquisition within I or 2 seconds after the
satellites are visible compared with an indefinite
delay for an unaided GPS.

SSYNCSYNC

Introducing GPS to this type of navigation suite
gives a significant improvement in the navigation
performance for a moderate cost, pro'i.;ed the
FMS is already capable of making use of the GPS
data on the 1553 bus or other available interface.
1.1.4

Input -io Mission Computer And NIFDs

A more capable FMS or computer based avionics
suite is likely to have the ability to use the GPS data
in the navigation solution together with other
sensors and to aid the GPS with data from the
navigation solution. The GPS can also be used as

The latest navigation suites are based on a 1553 bus
orientated system with one or more mission
computers ard a number of multifunction displays
(MFI)s) (Figure 1.4). In principle, it is casy to
couple the GPS to the 1553 bus, but ... the mission
computer may not have been programmed for the
GPS bus traffic or integration of the (;i'S data and
also may not have the necessary software to provide
control and display facilities for the (PS via the
MFIXs. Providing this software can be a very

an alternate source of prime navigation data.

expensive and time consuming business.

1.1.3

Fixing Aid

Under

these circumstances, alternative methods
incorporating the GPS should be investigated
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INTEGRATION

The way in which the GPS is linked to the existing
navigation suite is only half the story. Best use
should be made of this highly accurate (but not
necessarily continuous) source of navigation data.
In addition, reasonable measures should be taken
to maximise the time for which GPS data is
available,
The GPS data can best be used by integrating it with
information from one or more other sensors. The
most common sensor used for this purpose is an
Inertial Navigation System (INS) and the
integration is usually carried out by a Kalman
Filter.
1.2.1
INS Error Model

(GPS error characteristics must also be considered
in the Kalman filter design.
122
INS Calibration
by-product of the integration using a K,dman
filter is an estimate of some of the INS instrument
errors. These can he held after a flight and applied
to,the INS on the next flight. *Ihbe covariances from
the filter also give a measure of the accura,. of the
estimates and they can therefore be used to provide
a weighting factor for the stored update.

The calibration is likely to be for gyro drifts or
biases and scale factors but may also
gyro mass unbalances if the integration is
sophisticated enough.
Automatic calibration of the INS may give a
significant reduction in the cost of ownership oif the
INS. particularly older gimballed systems. The INS
will always be well calibrated and will therefore not
require scheduled maintenance and is also less
likely to be removed from the aircraft due to poor
performance.
12.3 Aiding The GPS
The GPS requires velocity or course and speed data
to aid re-acquisition of the satellites after loss of
the signal due to a manoeuvre or terrain masking.
It also provides an improvement in the
anti-jamming capability of the receiverbecause the
tracking loop bandwidth can be reduced, thus
rejecting some of the jamming signal.

The Kalman filter contains a mathematical model
of the INS error sources which describes their
effect on the navigation outputs from the INS.
"[here are generally a large number of error sources
that could be included in the filter, but not all of
them are necessarily observable or have a
significant effect on the INS performance given
typical flight profiles. Further, the number of
Kalman filter error states impacts on the
computation time required fora filtercycle and also
the memory requirements.

The (PS velocity is measured at the antenna
position. The aiding data is usually referenced to
a different location and therefore the data must be
corrected for lever arm effects using attitude rate
data.
Attitude rates tend to be rather noisy and this can
result in significant noise being introduced to the
otherwise quiet velocity data. The aiding data may
therefore need to be filtered, but this in turn
introduces delays to the aiding data which may not
be acceptable.
The characteristics of the aiding data also have to
be considered together with the way in Ahich the
GPS receiver uses it. For example. is the (;IGS
sensitive to the absolute accuraeyv of the aiding daut
or does it calibrate out offscts? What aboat the
effect of delays in the data?
best source of velocitv data is likely to conic

[he error states to be incorporated in the filter can
be identified through knowledge of the INS and by
carr)ing out a covariance analysis using a truth
model driven by typical flight profiles. [he truth
model consists of a Kalman filter with all significant
INS error sources included,

from the INS. Errors in the velocity g•ncrall\
change slowly with time, allowing the (l'S rcccier
to track them (if it is s, designed). The data also has
a high bandwidth, allowing it to track vchicle
motion with little delay, and is continuous (unless
the INS fails!).

1.2.4

Location Of The Integration Process
the
are several possible locations in which

'[here
integration can be carried out, especially in the
more modem avionics suites which have multiple
processors with significant spare capacity. Several
of these will now be considered.
11.4.1 Main Computer
'[his may be the most obvious option. particularly
if the software is already written for it. However.
the integration filter in pre-written software may
not be optimised for the specific INS and GPS being
considered for the system.
"1Týe reversionary characteristics of such a system
are not good in the event of a main computer
failure. The navigation solution may revert rapidly
to raw INS and the corrections for the INS will be
lost unless they have been stored elsewhere
periodically,
11.41 GPS
T'he GPS receiver may also be an appropriate
Many
location for the integration process.
receivers already have basic Kalman filters
designed to estimate INS errors on the rate aiding
data. 'I'hese filters tend to be limited to a few error
states and are generic in nature and are therefore
not well suited to the INS calibration aspect of the
integration. 'T'hc reversionary capability in the
event of GPS fau!are is no better than that for the
main computer.
1.2.4.3 INS
'The last option to be considered uses the INS to
perform the integration function. 'I'his has a
number of significant advantages. '[he first is that
the Kalman filter will be optimised for the type of
INS in which it is embedded, thus obtaining good
calibration of the INS errors. Secondly, attitude
data (and possibly attitude rate data) is readily
available for lever arm correction of the rate aiding
data. In addition, the rate aiding output can be
specifically designed to provide low latency data to
the GPS by careful time synchronisation of the data
processing with other activities inside the INS. '[he
same also applies to the time synchron.isation of the
incoming (iPS data. which can be done more
when inthere
is total control over the
a,.curately
timing ~fevents
the INS.
the reversionary characteristics are
excellent since the system is unaffected by failure
of other aircraft systems provided that the interface
between the INS and GPS remains operational. If
the (1'S fails, the INS outputs are still corrected by
the propagated error states from the Kalman filter.

Lastly.

If ,he INS fails, the Kalman filter is not required
aanyway.
CLOSE INTEGRATION
1.3
'IThere are si: • ficant benefits which can be gain, d
by having thL 6PS embeddL I within another unit
which may already be part of an avionics sstem.
'[his will rLduce installation costs and al,,o allows a
more sophisticated integration scheme to be used.
On the down side. the cost of dsclopincnt of such
a system is significant.
1.31
.
Single Box Solution
The incorporation of the (GI'S receiver within an
unit greatly reduces the installaition costs of
existing
mas be the only
the 61'S per aircraft. Indeed. thiswe
S to aircraft here tpace and
method of fitting (pr
ium.
meth t of atin prem
weight are at a premium.
Ii'he (PS can be embedded as a separate Ul1it.
opera;ing from its own plower supplies and maybe
also having its own interfaces to the rest of the
avionics for reversionary facilities. towcvcr, it wil!
be linked to the INS via a dedicated internal
interface, for example dual px)rt RAM shared by the
GPS and the INS. '[his allows rapid transfer c
large quantities of data and good control of the timL
synchronisation processes.
Alternatively, the GPS can be incorporated as a
card set. using the INS po)wc supplies and
interfaces. 'T'he reversionary capabilities are hi-"
to be poorer than in the previous case since there
are sevc:vl common mode failure mechanisms. but
it will be cheaper, lighter and consume less power.

1.32

Use Of Psuedo Range And Range Rate
Data

'The single box solution also alloAs hor the
possibility of using pseudo range and range rate
data because of the internal interlace. 'Ibisis really
of benefit for militaiy systems using PPS ( 1'S data
because of the security implications of using this
data once the effects of SA have been remosed.
'T'he internal interface means that no sensitisc data
is transmitted outside the unit thus avoiding the
requirement for 'lempest clearance of the aircraft.
Ire benelits of using pseudo range and range rate
dinarnrc
sih
and
are likely to bc most evident for h
where
continuous
visibility
of
vehicle
applitctions,
four satellites rnay nut b thcissible. Ihe (1I'S wil
only give a navigation slUthitn hor a smniall
proportion of the time under thc',c circumLstancCs.
Ilowcvcr, useful intormation is still available even
when only one satclhte is visihlc and the Kalman
filter can be designed to make use of individual
satcllitc ranges and range rates instead of the ( ;i'S
navigation solution.

2

CASE STUDY I - FIN 1075G

The first case study is of an INS;GI'S integrated
system designed foi use on the lHarricr GR7s of the
Royal Air Force. The INS that was already fitted
was a GEtC Ferranti FIN 1075 sNstem which was
capable of modificatioii to become part of an
ntegrated .'stem.

NMl)s. There is 'ery little space available to allow
the fitting of dedicated ('1)I for the (;iS and this
also goes against the design philosophhy of the
cockpit. 'he only dedicated control that could be
provided was a power switch, a GPS Fail indicator
and a G('S Ready indicator. Any other information
would have to be made available to the pitlt using
existing facilities in the INS.

2.1

'The INS generates several maintenance pages

INTEGRATION APPROACH

The avionics suite consists of a mission computer
which communicates with other sy'stemsover a dual
redundant 1553 bus. All control and display
functions are handled b) the HUtD, two MFI)s and
an up-front control panel (Figure 2.1).
A- ,
s'
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which drive the kl[F)s directly. One of thcsc pages
was modified to display GPS data instead of INS
data. this display was only available on the ground
- or so it was thought. The initial fliipht trial
demonstrated that this page could be displa~cd in
flight privided that it was selected before take-off
,,-d that no other display was selected on the
particular MFU) during the flight. TIhcre was thus
some (G'Sinformation available on the pilot during
flight which was useful for the interpretation of the
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an RS232 interface. A hand-held P Cwas used to
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record this data during flight for suhscqucnt
processing and analysis.
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The integrated systcm consisted of a separate GYPS

'MkP]

receiver linked to the INS by a bidirectional RS422

N

JPDIK

Ainterface.

FIGURE 2.1 HARRIER ;R7Eavoid
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2.1.1

video of the sortie.

Factors Considered

The first factor to be considered was the way the
GPS would interface with the rest of the ystem.
The 1553 interface would seem to be the obvious
choice, but the time and expense of writing an
update to the mission computer software (which is
the bus controller) precluded this approach. This
also eliminated any thought of performing the
integration in the mission computer.
The GPS therefore had to interface directly with
the INS since the 15'I data could not be modified.
In addlition, the INS would be required to perform
the integration. A 69020 card with the neccSsary
processing capability ftor the integration had already
b hce
n d e s ig n e d fo r a n o th e r p ro je c t. It a lso ha d tw o
RS422 ports on it which would allow direct
communication
with
the
(I'S
via
the
instrumentation port. 'I'hus a single additional card
in the INS would carry out the integration and all
the GPS interfacing.
The flarrier (;R7 has an integrated ctickpit with the
majority of the avionic systems being controilled
through the Uip Front Conitol Panel and the

Ti'he Integration was performed in the
INS on the additional processor card. In order to
changes to the 1553 data format, the INS
navigation parameters were modified by the output
o.,f the Kalman filter before they were transmitted
over 'he data bus. The rest of the avionics thereforc
received J:,ta as if from a very goikJ IN'S (with some
rather n... 'IS like characteristics).
The Kalman filter v as loosely coupled to the INS
in the sense that the crror estimates were not fed
back to the INS (Figure 2.2). 1This was done to avoid
possible stability problems together with the
concern of the customer that the sxstcm
performance should never be worse than that for a
standard INS. By keeping the correction open :, iop.
the raw INS data was always z.ilatble ais an
inca,tccndent back-up navigati in source.
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FIGURE 2.2 INTEGRATED INS I GPS SOII"ION

State estimates from the Kalman filter were used
to correct the errors in the horizontal channels
only. T7he attitudes were not corrected for tilt
errors because of flight safety considerat ions, since
the INS is the primary source of attitude
information ort the aircraft. Similarly the height
channel was not considered for integration because
oif flight safety considerations.

The antenna was mounted on the upper su~rf1CC of
the fuselage at the trailing edge oif the %ing. This
site was used because it wits convenient and so may
not be the best position on the aircraft. '['he field
of view of the antenna is reasonable except looking
forward where the cockpit and upper fuselage give
some obscuration of low elevation satcllites.
The GPS receiver and the datta logger wecre

The time scale for the overall project was very short
(6 months) and therefore a low risk solution had to
he considered. This meant restricting the number
of INS error states and using (JPS position and
velocity data rather than investigating the use o.f
pseudo range and range rate. It was recognised at
the start that this might lead to lack of (;PS
availability during manoeuvring or low level flight.
but this was considered an acceptable limitation for
the first phase of the programme.

mounted in the rear equipment hai, and were
accessible to the ground crew via the I )ailv Access
Iranel inside the main wheel well. This is obvi ously
a trifle inconvenient when loading cryPto ke~s or
retrieving the data logger, especially on atwet day!
This aspect will be addressed during anN further
modifications to the Installation.
T[he INS wais at form and fit replacement lf r the
existing INS with the exception thatt the test
connector wats used to Output data to the datta

The Integrated system as finally configured
required very little in the waN of modification of the
INS. T[he additional processor card acted ats at
co-processor to the existing INS processor. thus
keeping the software associated with the
integration lairgely separate from the INS
nas igation software (Figure 2.3).

logger.
l'ast l~vthe pilot sAts w' ivided with at cont rol panel
in the cockpit coilisiting of a poAL~ switch aid t1"o
indicator lights. -1[he first light indicated a (GPS HIT
failure while the second one indicated that the GIPS
was providing at navigation solution wkith at radial
error of less than IM~ metres (FO)N less thin 3).

2.1.3

Installation

[-he system was designed to have as little impact on
the aircraft as possible. ( bviously. additionail
,Arine and mounting fixtures were required ito
atccommodate the (PS receiver and the atntennat.
[Ihe GI'S recei~er also had to be linked ito the INS,
which required the removal of the wing and engine
of the (iR7. 'Ibis accounted for approximately 7(ý
of the total installation cost.

[he pilot display consisted of one page of daita
accessible from the maiicnitenace meinui.
I 1w,
allowed visibility of the ( W'S position. hewiht. tnnc.
vclocit%,.numbeir of saLtellites usedlin the n~is jt ion
soluition and the figure of merit (Il)1i
'nc24
In theory, this page waNt,oils tcic~sshlc on the
ground but it was, found that if'it wAis ,elected il i ir
to take-iiff. it could he displayed throughout the
f-light provided no oither page was selected on the
MVD
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Plessey Avionics GPS receiver was selec(ted. I he

/ In

characteristics of this C PS receiver had to be
considered in optirmising the filtcr. Ihc receiver
operation is described below.
2.2.2
The GPS Sub-System Operation
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FIGtURE 2.4 NIH CPS DISMAY PAGE

The integrated system was also flown on GEC
Ferranti ITS125 aircraft and a Hercules C130.
Neither of these aircraft were equipped with a 1553
based avionics system with the necessary MFI)s to
simulate the Harrier GR7. An additional RS422
output was therefore provided from the INS to
drive a CI)U software package on a laptop PC. This
('l)T program allowed the s'stem to be controlled
to explore various operating aspects such as the use
of rate aiding by the (iPS and the frequency of the
Kalman filter measurement updates.
2.2

IN'rEGRATION FILTER DESIGN

2.2.1

The Requirement

provide
'T'he FIN 1075( program-m,: was required to
a short-timescale, low-risk integration of (iPS into
the (GR7 with minimal modifications to existing
standard equipments or operating procedures.'The
ultimate in integrated Navigation position accuracy
was not required - with a relatively modest 0.2

When at least four satellitcs are being ta,:ked wirth
gxd GI)( )P and signal-to-noise ratio this ieceier
operates essentially as a stand- alone na' igator.
range-rate
Pseudo
and
Pseudo-range
measurements are used to update estimates of
position and velocity and receiver clock
error states in a Kalman Filter (KF). 'Ihis KF is
augmented to include acceleration states in a "high
dynamic" vehicle such as CR7 - giving I I states in
all.
Although it operates entirely "stand-alone" in this
mode the (YPS receiver is designed to make use of
velocity aiding data from an INS when availablc.
The ,e'locilies are first corrected for lever :irn
effects by the INS so that the aiding data provided
to the ( PS relates to antenna motion.
I'he relatively low bandwidth errors in the
INS
velocity aiding data are modelled in a second
Kalman Filter within the GPS. 'T'he inputs to this
"INS Calibration"
filter - INS velocity error
measurements - are formed by subtracting ( IPS
velocity estimates from the INS aiding data. The
filter estimates the parameters of a sir'!? INS
error model. 'T'his data is of value L' -... ! 1,
subsequent periods when the ;tPS requi i
4"
In addition any barometric altitude aiding -. ici t
compared against the GPS height solution to
determine a bias correction. 1'his data is also of
value during any subsequent periods "hen the (I'S
requires aiding.
22.2.2 Operation WAithout Full (;PS Solution
Under conditions in which insufficient high qualit%
satellite data is available to form an indeperdandt
(;I'S solution due to satellite masking or poor
GlI)( )1' the (;I'S receiver continues to triack as
manx of the available satellites as possible.

nautical mile worst-case error limit being adopted

If noaiding data is available the Nvoig;itio

as the design aim. It was assumed that period~s of
non-availability of at least four Gi'S satellites
would result mainly from airframe masking rather
than terrain masking and would be relatively short
and infrequent. 'I'he design aim wits to micet the
required position performance during absence of a
full (GI'S solution for periods not exceeding 10
minutes.

filter is modified to estimate only fi.c ,tile,, 3
position and 2 velocity st;ites) using all atkilable
satellite pseudo-range and pseudo rin•e- rate
measurements and b-ii.; corrected barometric
altitude data.
LIack of aiding data Can lead tO diltLu
, I
reacqofaidigelatasfcallewgmantodirclcItsdrin

Fir a number of reasons - including availability
within the timeicalcs of this programme - a G("L

insufficient data to keep track of vclihms'it, ch.i ire'
during thL manoeuvre, lLarge ehlocity changes ma.ý

Krtl;niul

which little sa~telhite datai is atvaulathlc. 'I her(' rn',,v h'."

make satellite reacquisition slow or even impossible
when satellites again become visible. In this case a
crude estimate of aircraft speed and heading
inserted manually via a CI)U may be necessaiy to
allow reacquisition of satellite tracking.

Integration Filter Mechanisation
22.4
As explained elsewhere in this paper, for case of
mtodification it was decided to locate a Kalman
Filter within the FIN 1)75% INS incorporating (GPS
Position and Velocity data with INS measurements

When aiding data is available, the incoming INS
velocity data is first corrected by the INS errors
estimated and propagated in the INS calibration
Kalman Filter within the GPS receiver. It is then
used in the GPS receiver to aid the tracking loops
and the navigation solution.

to produce combined INS/GIPS output data in place
of the conventional INS output data. (See Figure
2.2)
INS velocity measurementsare also provided to the
GPS receiver to improve satellite reacquisition and
tracking klop performance.

Velocity aiding
data from the INS. further
compensated for lever-arm effects, is used in ai
"feedforward' sense to aid the carricr tracking
loops, thus allowing lower loop bandwidth to be
improving signal to noise ratio and
selected
anti-jam capability. As a result the GPS velucity
outputs are correlated with INS velocity at
frequencies above the (reduced) tracking lop
bandwidth.

2.2.5
Baseline Integration Filter Design
"Velocity
Error"
and
"Position
Frror"
measurements are formed 1y differencing Position
a
and Velocity' estimates from the two nasigation
sensors. The (PS position and velocity data are
available to the full IPS precision. The use of S/A
corrected pseudo-range and pseudo-range rate
data is avoided for securitv reasons.

When the navigation solution is being aided,
satellite pseudo-range rate data is no longer used
to update the UPS Navigation Kalman Filter.
Corrected INS velocity aiding data is integrated ,oT
give a position estimate which is updated by
pseudo-range measurements from any available
satellites. Thus when INS aiding data is being used
the errors in GPS output data become correlated
with the errors in INS aiding data - with a
potentially long correlation time.
2.2.3
The Inertial Sub-system
The FIN 1075 inertial system is a gimballed INS
employing three GE(C Ferranti 'lýpe 125 floated
Rate Integrating Gyros and three pendulous
in a thermally controlled
accelerometers
environment. '[he instrument axes are maintained
nominally in a locally level orientation displaced
about the vertical from North by a Wander angle
which rotates at the vertical translprt rate.
A conventional |aro-inertial Iteight
provides vertical axis navigation data.

Loop

INS systems with a long service history and as a
result
the error model of the INS is well
understox.I. [Dominant terms (for most short
flights) are the three gyro drifts and the resulting
tilts and velocity errors - including those tilts
resulting from the levelling and gyrcmpassing
phase.
As a medium accuracy system (in the I nmph class)
tilt errors are relatively small following a full
alignment and the INS error propagation is well
atpproximated by' a linear error model,

More fundamental errors contributing to the
measurement differences (such as gyro drifts, tilts
etc.)are estimated by a Kalman Filter incor-porating
an error model of the INS as described below.
The "best estimates" of INS vehoity and ptsitioi
error are propagated and subtracted from the INS
output to provide wide -bandwidth. continuous data
with long-term accuracy similar to U)PS.
Estimates of INS errors arc available for updating
the INS calibration stores post-sortie. however
in-nlight feedback of INS calibration data is avoided
to maintain the integrity and independence of the
INS attitude reference.
22.5.1 GPS Measurement Model
Within the Integration Filter GPS Position and
Velocity outputs are considered independent, and
their errors are treated as "white noise" - since
(;PS bias and other correlated errors are both
difficult to observe and sufficiently small to ignore
using the PIS measurements from the PAl52.
21.51 Measurement Update Rate
It was considered desirable only to use GPS data
which is totally independent of INS aiding data to
avoid "cascaded filter" considerations and potential
problems with filter divergence due to possibly
unstable feedback loops. The required operational
scenarios are such that periods of non-availability
eof a four-satellite constellation exceeding a few
minutes arc expected to be rare. Also the error
growth -rate of an open-hloop FIN1075 INS would
be expected to be of the order of 29l1m ("orst-case)
in the first 15 minutes immediately' following
sxstcm
alignment.
Thereforc
integrated
performance was expected to meet the 01.2 nm

requirement throughout periods of non-availability
of GlIS aiding data of theorderof l5minsgiventhat
INS errors remain modelled in flight to the level
a,.hieved following a ground-based alignment
phase.

more
frequent
mechanisms
with
error
measurements. An update rate of 1/30 It/ was
finally chosen.

FIN1075 errors are dominated by low-frequency
effects which remain consistent over relatively long
periods of time. It was felt that such errors may be
estimated adequately using GPS data relatively
infrequently.

As a result of a series of covariance simulations
using a comprehensive GPS and INS truth model
with the baseline Kalman Filter the follhiv ing ten
Kalman Filter States were chosen:Horiztotal Position Error
(2 state,)

"Therefore

Horizt,ntal Velocity Error
Iloriztontal Tilts
[leading Error
X.YZ gyro drifts

the baseline assumption was made that
GPS aiding data would be used to update the
Kalman Filter relatively infrequently - perhaps
every 200 to 300 seconds - and only at times when
a pure GPS Navigation solution was available.
Several advantages were expected to be gained by
the decision to use GPS data relatively
infrequently:Only well validated GPS measurements
(1)
would be used following a period of
successful completion of error and data
validity checks - avoiding the inclusion of
"rogue" measurements in the integration
filter.
(2)

The assumption of "whiteness" in the (;iS
measurement data is more valid if the lime
between measurements is long compared
with the true correlation time - a function of
tracking loop bandwidth. GPS Navigation
Kalman filter d)namics etc. (NH [his may be
more important when using 5t)S data).

(3.1

Several consecutive error measurements
may be averaged to reduce the true white
noise component of error measurements
introduced by the (iPS receiver, the INS and
any synchronisation jitter.

(4

The simple GPS white-noise error model
o gas
woul ticmoretoleant
would he molre
tolerant to
gaps inGPS
in (he+PS
f
a
measurement noise covarianc'e level was
selected on the basis of a low update rate.

Ihlocver following a series of covariance
simulations intended todetermine preferred values
for filter noise parameters, states and update rates,
it was shown that more frequent updatcsgave lower
"step changes" in integrated systcm position and
Velocity outputs .
'lht,, is believed to result from an improvement in
the obscrvahilit) and separation (if different INS

21.53 INS Error Model

(2 states)
(2 states)
(I states)
(3 states)

It was decided not to include accelerometer bias.
and misalignment terms since these errors remain
fairly well correlated in most flight scenarios
(where there is only a small change in wander
angle). The absence of these terms is neither
significant in determining integrated navigation
performance nor in maintaining calibration of the
Inertial System.
2.2.5.4 GPS Data Synchronisation And
Validation
Formation of accurate position and veloctts error
measurements is critical for proper operation of the
Kalm:n Filter. ('are was taken to ensure that data
from the two independent sensors was adequlately
svnchronised. and that only valid mCasurL CnCnts
from the GtPS were used.
GPS measurements are made at 11D/ and the
subsequent (;P position and velocity etimates
transmitted on the instrumentation port up to
The INS position and velocity
4(X)mSec later.
estimates are formed from measurements taken at
regular intervals occurring at approximately 4011 /.
The INS position and velocity outputs pertaining to
euttthe measurement Points prior to and
subsequent to the ( WS measuremnirt are recorded.
and lineý,r interpolation is used to generate an
estima,te of the INS measurements appropriate to
the time of the (G;iS measurement. [hui error
measurements can he formed from cf fctivels
synchronous data, becoming available up to
40)(lmSec after their true time (if ,aliditv
Prior to use by the Kalman ]ilter a niirmher 'I dita
validation checks are performed. Fhese involve
monitoring (PS moding. "I lealth" and ( ovariance
idiial
estimate outputs. and co'mpari,,on of the intimd
lanit
;l•aiimst
prpos,cd Kalman Filter innovations
predicted trimatlm
determined from the
coariance.

2.3

RESULTS

2.3.1

Vehicle And HS125 Trials

The system was initially tested in a vehicle driving
around Edinburgh. This gave a feel for the ability
of the rate aiding to assist the GPS in recovering
satellite tracking after obscuration by buildings.
This was the first time that the GPS receiver had
used rate aiding data over the RS422
instrumentation port. Some minor problems were
found but on the whole the system performed v
much as expected.
1lhe system was then fitted in the GEC Ferranti
HS125 for a series of flight trials. The first flights
were conducted using the GPS in a stand alone
mode to try to assess the effects ofsatellite masking
during manoeuvres and the benefits of using rate
aidingdata. T'he flight profilesconsisted of patterns
giving high changes in velocity vector in one or both
axes which were conducted at low and high bank
angles with and without rate aiding.

errors observed on flying over waypoints were zero
to within the steering calculation resolution.
Some minor problems were observed during the
first flight with the GPS receiver and the INS
software.
Considerable effort was put In by
Ferranti and Plessey to resolve these problems
before flying started in earnest in Januar%1M92.
A total of eleven flights were flown for the initial
evaluation of the systemn. I )ata from these flights
was recorded by the data logging system ýuntil the
batteries went flat) and also on the ItIr) video
recording system which included the pilot
radiovintercom. The pilot could therehfre make
comments abxout the quality of (GPSdata just prior
to overflying the waypoint to help with subsequent
analysis. The accuracy of the s stem was estimated
by measuring the offset of the target marker from
the waypoint on the 11U1) video.
There were several occasions when the sxstem ý%as
observed to be in error by up to 0.3 of a mile on
overflying a waypoint. [his was largely due to an

The results indicated that obscuration was a
significant problem especially when rate aiding was
not used. Under these circumstances, the receiver
could take several minutes to re-acquire the
satellites once the aircraft was flying straight and
level. When rate aiding was applied, the GPS
receiver tended to have all five satellites back in
track before the aircraft had completed the roll out
from the manoeuvrc,
Atotaloftwelvehoursflyingwascarriedoutduring
"Attltev
fynwacrieoudrng
"or
these initial tests which were used to debug the
system software and check the data recording
system before the equipment was delivered to
A&AEE Boscombe Down for flight trials on the
I larrier (GR7 and C130J Hercules aircraft.

incorrect Position having been quoted for the
TIlus a significant fraction of the
waypoint.
observed errors in flight may be due to the
resolution of the wapoint data and the sctering
calculation.
'lpically, the overflight errors were estimated tohc
of the order of lM()metres with terminal errors on
the pan of 34) to (A)metres. These initial flights weor,.e
flown without the crpto variables having bcen
loaded into the receiver because of operational
limitamtions. This will be addressed in time fo~r the

2.3.2

The INS/GPS equipped (iR7 flew low level at night
to a bombing range in the north of Scotland and
released a live bomb, scoring a direct hit. This was
the first demonstration of the GR7 abilitv to
achieve the night attack role with INS/GPS fitted

Harrier GR7 Trials

A Harrier GR7 of SAOEU at A&AEE Boscombe
Down had been modified for the flight trials of the
INS/GPS system. !'hese trials were intended to
establish a baseline standard against which future
flights could be assessed and then go on to explore
the behaviour of the INS/GPS system in an
operational environment,
including weapon
release trials and consideration of tactical benefits.
Thle first flight in the GR7 was conducted on the
19th December 1991 with moderate quality GPS
coverage.
he flight lasted for one hour and was
(for a first flight)very successful. The Kalman filter
had only used the (PS data for the first thirty
minutes before the GPS Estimated Position Errors
exceeded the rejection level and the GPS data was
no longer used by the filter. Up until that point, the

next phase of the trials.
Finally, some mention should be made of the
weapon release trials conducted during a night
flying exercise.

C130 Hercules Trials
2.3.3
In parallel with the GR7 trials, a second system was
flown in a C130 to provide a quantitative
assessment of the integration. This time, the
receiver was loaded with the crypto variables and
was therefore providing PPS data. A reference
system was also flown against which the INS,(PS
could be compared. Tlhese flights also explored the
effects of signal attenuation and masking on the
lPS receiver and the integration process.
The data from these flights is still being processed,
but some factors have already emerged. T'he

Kalman filter has not yet been -fine tuned" and
therefore may not be settling as rapidly as it should.
There is also some doubt as to the way in which the
GPS receiver behaves when using rate aiding data.
When the analysis of the flight data has been
completed, the filter parameters will be mIJ•fid
and a limited flying programme conducted to verify
that the changes behave as expected.
3

FUTURE WORK

The integration work carried out so far is just the
first step in producing an operational INS!GPS
integrated system. It is a basic solution which can
be improved considerably both in terms of
performance and of the capabilities that it can
provide.
3.1

USE OF PSEUDO RANGE AND RANGE
RATE DATA

The integrated system as it stands makes use of
GPS position and velocity data. In order to provide
this data. the GPS receiver must track four or more
stellites. If the aircraft spends much of its time
manoeuvring or flying at low level with significant
masking terrain, the GPS will be unable to provide
a navigation solution for much of the time.
However. it is still receiving useful information
from the satellites that are still visible. The Kalman
filter can be modified to make use of individual
stellite range and range rate measurements
instead of the position and velocity data.

in a weighting algorithm to determinc the
proportion of the gyro drift estimate that is used t)
update the mini-biases.
3.21
In Flight Feedback
if error states are f,-1 h:Kik in flight, the Kalman
filter can provide an in-air alignment facility. ihe
primary requirements of the alignment are that the
platform will be level and the instrument
orientation relative to true north is established.
The Kalman filter estimates of tilt and heading
error will be fed back to the INS which will then use
them to level the platform and measure the
direction of true north. The INS will also make use
of GPS position and velocity data to keep the
platform level during the alignment process.
'[he Kalman filter will have different weighting
associated with the error states during the
alignment compared with the normal lin-flight
cldibrate) mode.
USE OF SPS DATA
3.S
[he behaviour of the system when using SI'S data
needs to be investigated further. 'I his has alreadh
been addressed tt, some extent because the initial
(R7 flights had to use SPS data. the measurement
noise values used bv the Kalman filter were
increased to take account of SA and the
accept/reject limits for the use of the ( W'S data
were also increased. No attempt was made to look
at the characteristics of the SA and optimise the
filter for the use of this kind of data.

There are security problems associated with the
transmission of the data necessary for the Kalman
filter to make use of the range and range rate over
a data link. The security aspect has still not been
resolved and may present an insurmountable
problem to carrying out this work with this
configuration of system. An embedded system
would provide the solution to this problem since the
sensitive data does not leave the unit.

The effect of the SA was very noticable. especially
on the velocities. [he oscillation due to SA can
clearly be seen when the INS and (;I'S velotitics
are differenced.
[he Kalman filter currently
follows the oscillations due to SA in position and
velocity which may account for the slow settling of
the filter that has been observed.

3.2

FEEDBACK OF ERROR STATES

A second case study is the proposed retrofitting ii

The present configuration applies the error states
to the INS data before it is transmitted to the rest
of the aircraft systems. [he error states are not fed
back to the INS and do not affect the raw inertial
behaviour of the INS. The system performance can
benefit from feedback of the error states, either
after a flight or during it.

GIPS into the lornado as a Mid-life Improvement.
A stud)y has been conduited juintl% h, (i II'
Ferranti and GE(C Plessey to ncoil'4oratet ai (I'S
rcceiver card set within a modified [IN I!)l INS to
provide an enhanced navigation capabhility. [7here
are several distinctions between the proposed
approach and that adopted for the initial phste 'f

32.1

from
the
FIN (175(%,
resulting
requirements of the priigramme,.
programm[s.
FIN o
4

Post Flight Feedback

The INS can be maintained in a calibrated state by
feeding back the gyro drift estimates after a flight.
These are then used to update the mini-bias trims
when the INS is next used. The associated
covariances from the Kalman filter can also be used

4

CASE STUDY 2-FIN I1010G

ditleriing

FN 101111G ARCIrITi.1 RE
4.1
The I-IN0111((; desgn incorporates an inertial
platform. INS electronics, a ( i'S receiver card set
and an additional ,081()20processor which hosts the

integration softwitre.'I~he (iPS and INS Subs-vstemIns
are capable of completely independent operation
from separate power supplies and interfaces and do
rnot share any, common modules or single point
failure mechanisms.
lThe embedding of the GPS. INS and intgratiomn
filter within at single LRU allows low lateney.
secure. data transfer between the sub~sytems.
Figure 4.1 shows the internal arrangement of, the
subsystemns within FIN It) 10 and the outputs
available to the lbrnado aircraft avionics systemn.

provision of "raw" IN, "raw" GPS and the
integrated INS/GPS solution.
(6)

(7)

(8)

4.1-2
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Advantages of FIN 11411G Architecture

FIN 1011)6 integrated GYP5'INS sect is
specifically designed to provide the maimmiim
possible benefit in terms oif integrated perfomrmance
and funetionality whilst imposing, minim~um inmpact
on the existing lIOrnado navigation sub-system
architecture.
Thie

The benefits of' this design solution include the
h~lt
sv
ing:
-atmospheric
(l)
.\utoinatic INS error estimation and
post-sortie updating - avoiding the need for
periodic re- calibration

Aircraft installation
mnimuised.

rcquirencrmiý

ýire

FIN I0I0lG Integration Filtvr

The INS error model used in the I IN111i lilt
Kalman F-ilter includes the,.samei te~n cri ,Iaýiic, ai'
those used in F:IN 11175( imrtegratio:i I ie
the FIN 101011 inertial pLimttmrmu i,
north-slaved at number of error irw hmmimtns
correlatted iintlight with their corrt, ),podngii
tilt errors (e~g. hori.'ontal aICCe!crmrmmeIe1r
iases) therefore at relativel' simple emi': mmmrdcl i\ý
ufficitent evenci for long fflicht prt'liles;.
4.2

QUANTITATIVE PERFO)RMANC'E
OF FIN 10 lOU

4.2.1

Simulation Techniques

41.1.1

Simulation Program

M CI RELEVELS
010 ARC11
FIGUE4.
4.1.1

[he weight of the FIN 1(11(1 is sigiiificatntlv
lower than the combined weight of the
independent INS and GP'S systemns.
['here is no additional volumec requirecd in
the aircraft to accomnodatec the ( PPS receiver.

iModules

In order to estimaitettle performi;inee level> mf IN1-%
Il010G) in operation in limrnatdo aireraft a suite of
simulation programn modules have been CITnpl wed.
These modules include the following:I I)
;S satellite constellation inodel.
)

(iSraean
rng-atnisuemet
error model. (including
grotind. ,p~wc.
anid user segment cii ors I

(3)

FIN 1010t( i gimballed INS sub-s~ stemi ertor
model.

Significantly improved INS perfomrmaneeeven in Iligh~ts where GPS is riot available.

(4)
(5)

FI~N Ill10t( ierror coefficient age ing rut vll.

(3)

Enhanced ( PS availability/anti-jamming
performance through velocity aiding.

(6)

FIN 1(010( i Montec ( arlo
analysis executive.

(4)

Usec of GPS satellite range and range-rate
data directly' in the integration Kalman
Filter allows Navigation performance to he
enhanced by using data from any available
satellites and does not require aI full GPS
solution to be available.

41.1.2 Simulation Rationale

(2)

15)

IThere is great flexibility and redundancy in
adapting the aircraft avionics through the

F-IN 1010G6 Kalman I ilter mnodel.
perit m'rm'mamee

ninlihr of
[he I-IN 10l10G( sxstern will proivide aiii
performance
inrprtimvenmeits.
YIM
advantages arid additional functionality tom the
Navigation sub-system oif the Ijirnadmiarcat
Ihesec have been desýcribed qualitatively iii Section
4.1 above. In order timquartitiy the anti memaed
performance improvements a series oif detailed

simulations have been performed - the results of
which are presented in Section 4.3 below.

Production Specification for the Inertial Navigation
Equipment for the "lbrnado aircraft.

The performance of the FIN 1010 INS currently
fitted to the Tbrnado has also been simulated over
the same operational g,:en-rio to enable direct
comparisons to be made.

Recalibrations are therefore performed as required
to maintain goo-.d performance - with a typical
recalibration interval of around one year.

In order to allow direct comparison with FIN 1010
performance it has been assumed that a set of 10
FIN 1010G equipments is available utilisinga set of
INS sub-systems of identical instrument error
coefficient values (at all times) to those used in the
FIN 1010 simulations described above. D)uring
normal operation with GPS sub-s%'stem data
available FIN 1010G produces estimates of the
major instrument error coefficient values which are
subsequently used to update the calibration of the
INS sub-system. TI'his process is precisely modelled
in the simulation software.
Dluring normal
operation with GPS data available the internal FIN
)10IOG Kalman Filter produces best estimates of
aircraft velocity and position at all times. These
processes are also precisely modelled in the
simulation software.
42.1.5 Operational Scenario
For simulation purposes it has been assumed that

10 take into account these changes with time and
varations between different production INS
equipments. a set of FIN 1010s have been
modelled. Error coefficients of each of these INSs
have been generated such that for each of the ten
INSs they are known at defined intervals from the
time of delivery.

one week prior to each monthly "test" flight an
identical sortie has been flown resulting in
automatic calibration of the INS gyro drift
coefficients. FIN 1010G performance statistics
have been produced for the following outputs and
operational conditions:(1)
Errors in velocity, position and heading

41.1.3 FIN 1010 Performance Simulations
FIN 1010 performance has been simulated over the
long-duration flight profile defined in the
Production Specification for the Inertial Navigation
Equipment for the "6rnado aircraft.
In general the performance of the FIN 1010 INS
becomes gradually ptorer with increasing time
interv'al from the most recent calibration update
due to long term changes in instrument error
coefficients,

"Thestatistical

properties of the error coefficients
after calibration and their ageing characteristics
have been determined and verified by analysis of
calibration trends observable from field reportsand
long term inertial instrument test data. In order to
take account of the "on-condition" recalibration
process predicted position error is examined
following each simulated flight. Recalibration
corrections are applied when the terminal error
exceeds a value equivalent to the limits used in the
field to determine the need for recalibration of FIN
1)10 equipments (three miles error after two
hours).
Statistics of the performance of the set of 10 FIN
1010"s have been produced for operation over
notional "test" flights following the chosen flight
profile at monthly intervals during the 12 months
from delivery,
An extract from this data is presented below in
Section 4.3 and demonstrates the degradation in
expected performance as the simulated FIN 1010l
population ages.
4.2.1.4 FIN 1010G Performance Simulations
FIN 1010)G performance has also been simulated
over the long duration flight profile defined in the

outputs to the Main Computer via the
existing Panavia data link for each monthly
test flight and their rms over a 12 month
period assuming that GPS data is not
available during the test flights (lut used one
week earlier to calibrate the INS
sub-system).
(2)

4.3
4.3.1

Errors in "best estimates" of position.
velocity and Hleading output on the
additional P'anavia Data link for use by the
aircraft system.
SIMULATIONS RESULTS
FIN 1010 Performance

Figure 4.2(a) to 4.2(d) indicate the expected errors
in Radial Position. North and East Vclocitics and
ileading of the FIN 1(010 over the operatiinal
scenario described in Section 4.2.1.3 above. These
show the expected performance of the twelve
month old population of FIN Illllls, the
performance one inoith after delivery and the
,overall performance within the first twelve months
after delivery. The degradation in performance
with age is explained by long term changes in gyro
drift coefficients.

Recalibrations were performed as in
below:FIN 1010
UNIT
1

ihble 4.1

MONTH OF RECALIBRATION
7

Figures 4.3.(a) shows Radial Position Error (cep),
Figure 4.3(b) shows rms North Velocity error, figure
4.3(c) shows rms East Velocity error and Figure
4.3(d) shows rms Heading error as functions of
flight time - in each case the results represent
overall performance within one year from delivery.
iThe performance is always within the current INS
specification even though no routine calibrations
have been performed.

2
3
4
5
6

7 11
8

8
9
107

'Ibis performance level will be maintained
indefinitely in service without recalibration since
the "settled" performance level is established
within the first two months after deliver),.

0Table 4.1 7432.2

For reference the FIN 1010 specification limits are
also shown on the Position, Velocity and Heading
Error graphs.

FIN 1010G Integrated System
Performance

It should be noted that the long term position and
Heading errors are seen to exceed the INS
Specification values.
This results from the
relatively infrequent recalibrations performed in
practice
compared with those allowed for the FIN
~l practficecmartion.o
1010 specification.

This section includes results for the FIN 1010Gt
"Best Estimates" of Position. Velocity and Heading
on the new Panavia data link outputs to the aircraft
s-stem - with GPS available during the modelled
flights.
Figure 4.4(a)shows Radial Position Error (cep),
figure 4.4(a) shows Rai
Positi
error (iep).
figure 4.4(b) shows rms North Velocity
error. figure
4.4(c) shows
dvlocity
and Figure
4.4(d)
shows rms
rms East
Heading
errorerror
as functions
of
flight time. In each case the results show the overall

4.3.2

performance within one year from delivcry.

FIN 1010G Performance

"Iv,'o sets of results are presented here relating i
FIN 1010G performance. These comprise the
direct INS subsystem outputs and the Best
Estimates outputs from FIN 1010G in the presence
of GPS data during a flight.
In practice each FIN 1010G will operate with far
more sorties per year in which GPS is available to
calibrate the INS sub-system than the twelve
assumed for the purposes of this simulation.
Further more there will in general be a varicty of
different flight profiles flown. These factors can be
expected to improve the automatic INS calibration
process resulting in even better performance from
the INS sub-system than demonstrated in these
simulations.
Further 'tuning' of the internal F-IN 1010(G Kalman
filter mechanisation and noise parameters may give
even more satisfactory performance than those
presented below for the INS outputs by further
improving automatic calibration,
4.32.1 FIN 1010G INS Sub-system Performance
Ihis section includes the results of the simulations
of FIN 1Il0(I performance for the outputs to the
Main Computer- without (GI'Savailable during the
modelled flights.

The performance is always well within the INS
specification even though no routine calibrations
have been performed. This performance will be
maintained indefinitely in service without
recalibration since the "settled" performance level
is established within the first two to three months
after delivery.
Comparison with the results presented in Section
4.3.1 above show the dramatic improvements in
performance obtainable with a fully integrated
GPS/INS navigation system.
This quality of
performance is obtainable from FIN 101(1; without
any modification of the existing Uarnado aircraft
avioncs.
5

CONCLUSIONS

RETROFIT CONSIDERATIONS
5.1
Improvements in GtPS coverage and the increasing
availability of user equipment offers the potential
for significant enhancement of existing aircraft
navigation systems. This in turn extends the
operational capabilitics of the aircraft. In order to
provide the maximum availablihty and pcrftrmiance.
the GI'S system must be integrated with other
navigation sensors.
There arc as many possi)le ways of integrating (I'S
within a navigation suite as there are different suite

designs. Tlhe two case studies in this paper have
shown some of the difficulties associated with
fitting GPS to an aircraft with a modern avionics fit
and have described how they may be overcome.
5.2

SINGLE CARD INTEGRATION AND
GPS INTERFACE

lThe two case studies gave two examples of how an
existing INS can be modified to interface with the
GPS and make use of its data without requiring
modifications to the rest of the navigation suite.
This is not necessarily the optimal way to fit the
GPS but it certainly is a cost effective method. It
also has the advantage that the addition of the GPS
is transparent to the pilot in that the operation of
the INS is not altered by the presence of the GPS.
5.3

DEMONSTRATION OF SYSTEM
CAPABILITY

-'he FIN 1075( flight trials conducted so far have
shown the tremendous improvements in navigation
accuracy and pilot workload reduction that can be
achieved by the incorporation of GPS. They have
also demonstrated a rapid reaction capability by
making the navigation accuracy independent of the
INS alignment time, thus giving increased
operational flexibility,

capability of stand alone GPS coupled with the high
bandwidth of inertial navigation data.
FURTHER EXPANSION
5.4

The systems described can be expanded to

provide

a variety of extra facilities such as aided align inent
and INS performance monitoring for maintenance
purpXoses.
'Tlhe GPS aided alignment gives the aircraft a rapid
reaction capability removing any uncertainty in the
initial position and allowing the alignment to
proceed (luring taxi and take-off. It can also be
used to give an autonomous at-sea alignment
capability thus increasing the operational flexibility
of the aircraft.
The error estimates from the Kalman filter can be
used not only to calibrate the INS but also to
monitor trends in the errors and give warning of an
incipient INS failure before it has an impact (n the
mission.
6
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Integrated Precision Navigatuion System
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Abstract
Combined Satelhite an I Inertial Navigation Syst,-rii's
can achieve extrenily high po~sitioning accuracies in
the suhineter ranige even in the dyvianaic env ironment of aircraft.
This paper presents the concept of the 'Integratei
Navigation Sy'stem' developed ait the Institute4
Flight Guidance using coupled satellite- and inertial
sensors. Flight test results are shown, which lemonstrate that t~is systemn has the potential to achieve/
the ac :-uracy requirements according to ICAO()CAT/
III for high precision approaches even utider had
weather conditior,.

1

Introduction

W hen t he Amnerican satellIite nav igat ion systern G PS
(fig. I) andl itns Russian e(,,'iivalent GI;LONASS ar-fully operaitional. there will he two navigation systemns available, which are more accurate than ativ
other tineiiirri or long range navigation systemt.
Today the ise of these two systemns is restric teid in
time, becauise not all of the provided space vehicles
are launched operational. This meanis that, the geometrical conifigiuration of the satellites is not suifficient. for prerii~e pouit ion iltermi nat ioti at all tin[iis,
hujt this will change in the near futuire.
At the Institute of Flight Guiduance of the 'Ierlhnical
University of Ilraiiniscliaig aii ''Inte-gratedl
Navigitioni Sýsteirni is indler .hevo-l.pionitt. whic h o'uzplf's
(Ws in the ditfe*rintial miod-, with inertial sensors

Figure 1: G;lobal Positioning Svstni (;PS A~l

hv Kalmnan fillering~
Using this system, it is po-Ssible to iii pr ivo' lie pos-)I
tion accuracv of G PS C/A-code rt-cpi ers to rii.'-t
the requirements for j,'-cisioin approach and Ianding even under hail weather condlition vsccrd.mir
to ICA( CAT[ Ill.
Iti July 19Sý9 the first worldwide automuatic lanitidm
using CSl
was ý,fliciall% 1.tmowt rat-l with Iit
research conitoliter airc,;ýf* oa iid liv the- ln.ui 'ir.
Diiritii s,.-. ýral approachi.s to llaiitov.' r airport, rimway '27R. the -Initgratmid S'sei'w:L, c..iiiar..h

to tihe Instrumrient Lanrding S~sten (11,S). which is
known as, the Eurirpearr reference SYSterr n I At)
ANNEX 10 [2]1The Hlight test results hw:The sv.ýtvlli ralets I(AO CAT' Ill accuracy requirements.
When these satellite navigation systemis are available worldwide 21 hours a day, precision ap proachles
arid landings, carl he performed at any place lii thre
w~orld not, equipped with Instrumrent Landing Systernis (I LS) or NI icrowave Landing Systems (NiLS).
This will he a great ad'~artage especially for Genieral
A viationi operating from regional airfields, whirch are
not equipped with such expehisive systenis like I LS
or NI LS Approaches innler had weather condfit ions
become po)ssible. Regularity arnd flight safety will
increa~se significantly.
Several ap plicationis and tests at the Institute of
Flight Guidance show: This "Integrated Navigation
S strn"tir illalle
gudanc of n arcrat l0ring all phazses of thre flight. lik, taxiing, take off,
erirouite, approach arnd landing.

1.1

Navigation Systems in Use Today
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ILS Accuracy Requirements

[hle acetiracI r-juiiremiiets for the gruinuleiip
llient o~f ri.trrinient LAnliig Systemii
IL1-S)are defined in ICAO) ANNEX 10 [2) Fr a liorizonta visibilityI of 200 in and a vertvcal i.,ibi Iitv of 0 tin thte ILS
eqmrrpitent has to) fulfill the reoluirernents for IC AO
CAT III F ,r a standard 3000 tin riinwav withI a 3
dlegree glide path the guide beans charact'eristics are
diescribed fin figure :3. The deviation of the airc raft
dlie to errors 4flithe I LS has to be less than -1 5 tit
ho~rizontal and 1 2 tit vert ical.
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The Use of GPS
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3.1

G PS in Differential Mode
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-40

for the position computation
0

in the plot the accuracy of te

horizontal position

0

(north/east) is degraded to ±60

in in maximumn.
The error in the vertical position shows a larger amplitude of up to 80 m. These artificial errors superpose the natural error sources like ionospheric
or tropospheric influence! on the propagation of the
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All these errors, artifical o- natural, can be eliminated by using GPS in the differential mode. In the
surrounding of a known gr rnnd station we can assume that the measured err -3 arc the same as those
at an onboard receiver (Gu [4]). The transmission of
the ground error data to the user (fig.6) for correction of the position calculated onboard can reduce
the postion error significantly.
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Figure 7: GPS Measurement (v=O)

Figure 6: Differential GPS for Precision Approach Guidance
Figure 8 shows the result of the differential coniputation using a second receiver to correct the measurements of the first receiver (fig.7).

The position errors in all three directions are reduced to the centimeter level. The observable jumps
are caused by the changes of the selected satellite
configuration (cutnpare: 5g.6). These ex, elieit Lest
results
are only achievable in a stationary or quasistationary
environment. During dynamic manoeuvres tested receivers showed significant individual
errors.

0ois
7.1

a

&

some show a rather strong amplitude attenuation
which leads to navigation errors.

For aviation, system integrity is of outtilost Import-

ance. The (,PS consists of four segments the conrtl segment, the space segment, the user segmient.
and the propagation path of the signals. Failures
of the control segment can be a.,ded by parallel

0
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redundancy. They will not lead to an outage of
the whole system but only to a degradation of performance caused by the uwe of old ephemeris and
correction data. For the space segment three spare
are planned to ensure integrity. Outages

,satellites
3oo

3,=

38 M

UTC-Tini (sa

can occur nevertheless if the visible satellites hase

a poor constellation. Whereas integrity of the user
segment can be ensured by using several rec,-ivers.
there is little to nothing one can do to ensure the
integrity of the signal propagation between satelite
anld re(civer.
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3.2

Integrity Problems

Excellent results such as the ones mentioned above
can only be achieved if the vehicle velocity is fairly
constant. For a receiver moving at varying speed
the bandwidth needs to be enlarged. This leads to
eve. Dringnianeuros
nose
icrese
an increase ofante
the
noise f level.
During manoeuvres
several receivers may show time delays due to influences of acceleration on the receiver's clock and

repceiver

- angle

Figure 9. Masking of the GPS antenna
One type of failure of this kind Is the masking of the
GPS antenna during turn flights, see figure 9. In
most cases, the receiver will loose contact to several
and in many cases to all satellites. Total breakdowns of the position determination of up to two
minutes have been observed.
When using carrier phase data unrecovered cycle
s
the desiin the sense that
represent outages
slips
reprfmne
aoteahve
FrDPsssDGPS
red performance catnot be achieved For
stems, the data link presents additional opportunities for failure.

For precision approachics ojf civil aircraft using S PS
(Standard Positioning Servicwe / C/A-Codv) the o)1)
tamned accuracy and integrity only by using pseudoranige measurements is not suflicient. For hirect
sion applications thle use of C PS in differentital uioule
based onl carrier phase measurenients canl reduce the
errors significaiitly. But it becomes clear that the
standard integrity requirements for air navigation
and !specially for precision approach cannot be fillfilled by GPS itself. The only way to iniprove integrity is to use GPS with a complemenitary sensor
svsten, like anl Inertial Measurement Unit (INIU)
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neglecting the requirements of integrity and good
dynamic behaviour, a system with comnplemnentary
characteristics has to be .added. As seen froini table 2
an Inertial Measurement Cnit is anl ideal candfidate.

[0b

10no- I
CTropo-

tlclolion

Attitudt

If the advantages of GPS are to be used without

~tegrtd

0.5

-

I Hz

up to 100 11Z

Table 2: Comparison GPS -1M U
The basic idea behind the integration of GPS and
I MU is to estimate the inertial sensor errors online
using C;PS. At the same time the UIMU can be used
to bridge cycle slips and times of loss of lock, but
most important is to bridge the timne between two

On the basis of theoroti cal studies, siuiulations and
flight tests took place at tle lInstituite of Flight (; iidance and Control of the Technwica Iniversity of
Braunschweig. For thepse tasks it is posbeto) use
the two flight simulators operated byýthe inst iturte.
one primarily for basic research anid the other one, for
routine tasks. In the basic research simulator a fuilly
dynamnic model of a wide body air craft is iniplerniented. Models for the orbital trajectories of thmesatellites and for the propagation of the olectro-muagnetic
waves; through the atmosphere are available hivestigations with the pilot in thmeloop are possible as
as the variation of typical sensor behaviours.
These tools are used in a closed chain with the test
aircraft. Simulation results are validated by flight
tests andl the flight test results then can lie understool- by; theory and simulator runs. For this pur-

pose the Institute of Flight Guidance owns two re-

search aircraft of the types Dornier DO 28, DO 128.
These aircraft are fuilly eifrirppeul with air-data sen-ors, INS. GPS, telemetry, interface computers. sufficient idata storage capacity, actuators and displays
(fig. I I)
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1989 at the symposium 'Smtellitennavigation in der
Flugfiihrung' of the (;erman Institute of Navigation
(DGON) in Braunschtweig.
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Applications and Examples
High Precision Approach
dance

Gui-

An integrated GPS-IMU system for precision approach and landing has been developed at the Institute of Flight Guidance at the Technical University
of Braunschweig. A block diagram of this system is
shown in figure 12.
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with tihe
I
matical landing was perfortted in Jil ,89,)
twin engined test airc raft D[ormier Do 24 of t he Technical University of Braunschweig Thi, took place
during the public demonstration flights on July 11,

1,- "

Figure 12: Integrated Flight Guidance System
The position and attitude of the aircraft is determined by Differential GPS (DGPS), IMU, and an
altimeter. From the threshold coordinates, the pilot's commands, and the present position a commanded trajectory is computed and then compared
to the actual trajectory flown. The difference is either displayed on an Horizontal Situation Indicator
(HSI) and the cross pointer, or input to the autopilot
which computes commands for moving the control
surfaces.
This system allows even steep and curved approaches. The only ground equipment needed is a GPS
monitor station with a data link to transmit the differential corrections to approaching aircraft.
Using such a system the first worldwide fully auto-

Figure 13 shows the result of a flight test approaHanover airport runway 27R. The Hanover
ILS is named as a reference system for Europe in
ICAO Annex 10 [2].
The position information of the integrated navigation system is transformed to the polar coordinate
system cf the I[S and compared with the deviations
given by the cross pointer of the ILS. Depicted is the
difference between both systems versus the distance
to the threshold. The borders of the boxes represent
the accuracy requirements of a precision approach
according to ICAO Category Ill. This means that
the pilot has no vertical or horizontal sight until
touch-down From this point on t!.- h.ýrizontal sight
has to increase to a minimum af 200ti.
The figure shows that these accuracy requirements
are achieved in all cases. Only in the immediate
surroundings of the threshold the differences are
larger due to errors of the ILS. caused by passing
the glideslope transmitter. Espe-ially for the localizer, the results are well within the required hTherefore one oiild also imagine to use an
integrated DGPS-I.MU for the calibration of ILS in
the future. At tn, moment, this is done by using a
theodolite equipped with a laser tracker.
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Figure 13: Inspection Flight Results for Hlannover IILS 27R

5.2

Taxi Guiddulce

5.3

Special P~rojects

Today safe landings can be performed evt.n under
bad weather c,,nditions using ILS. There are only
few and inadepuee installations though that assist
the pilot to find the right way to the ramp. especially
,n darkness, rain. or fog. The safety and capacity of
airfields could be improved if the position of the aircraft on the feld would be known exactly, monitored
by the pilot and controller, and if taxi instructions
would be transiitted and executed autoniatically

Special projects where the aircraft is a platform
for survey equipment, impose high requirements on
positioning, attitude determination, and guidance.
Such applications are eg. aerial photogranimetry.
remote sensing, or airborne gravinietry.
Aerial photogrammetry requires that the pictures
taken overlap to a certain percentage. To achieve
this the aircraft has to be guided on a special pattern (fig. 14) with an accuracy of a f-w meters. Espe-

The Institute of Flight Guidance of the Technical
University of Braunschweig has developed a prototype Taxi Guidance System (M6hlenkamp [51). It is
based on DGPS-IMU. The position information can
be shown on a display. The airport coordinates are
stored on a transputer system which is also used to
identify the runway number and for the calculations
of the free programable graphics. The system has
been demonstrated during the field session of the
First International Symposium on DG PS in Braunschweig in September 1991.

cially the intercept on the return flight is a very demanding task. With the DC; PS-IMU system and a
special flight director parallel stripes with a distance
of .50 m can be guided with an accuracy of 5 m at
moderate turbulence.
Laser profiling for contour maps requires knowledge
on position and attitude of the aircraft, see figure
15,
In a test conducted in cooperation with the Institute of Photogrammetry of the Stuttgart University.
heights obtained by D(-;PS-IM; and a laser altimeter were compared with photogramrnetrically determined heights. For approximately 17.000 measurements the differences were less than 25 cm (tab.3).
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russian GLONASS will be ensured, a similar etolution will take place in regulated aviation. Applicati-
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ons which have not been possible so far such as automatic landings on grass strips or landings in accor-

Figure 14: Ground Track of the Integrated Navigation System for Aerial Photogramlnetry

dance with ICAO CAT Ill on non-equipped airfields
have already been demonstrated. This could be of
interest especially for regional airfields, for airports
in less developed countries and for special military
applications. A number of other applications such
as taxi guidance are being invcý'Igated The potential of satellite navigation is immense. Increasing air
traffic and increasing costs for air traffic control will
not allow to leave this potential unused
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Summary
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Algorithms are described for ntegration of
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) data
with Inertial Navigation System (INS) data to
provide an integrated DGPS INS navigaton system
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were first adjusted for satellite clock
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-range rate
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Fig. 1

eP

Pseudorange measurements fromn the airborne GPS

V p.
Ovreceiver
Pý

b,d

position and velocity. computed from GPS satel;1te
ephemeris parameters, are given in ECEF
coordinates This ECEF frame has the X axis
pointing through the equator at the Greenw~cn
mriadian, the Y axis 90 to the East. and tne Z ax-s
pointing through the North pole The na,,igatýon
equation,, in !he ECEF frame are given by

An ECEF frame is convenient since satellite

bias, tropospheric delay, channel calibration and
hardware delays, and the receiver's estimate of
clock bias. Differential range corrections. uplinked
from the ground reference station, were then

to provide the best estimate of ranoe to the
Range-rate was approximated by dividing
the deltarange measurement by the time interval
which the measurement was made. Rangedata were then adjusted with range-ratio
from the ground station. Differential

corrections were uplinked from the ground
reference station and applied at 1 Hz. Processing
of pseudlorange and deltarange measurements and
the differential correction algorithm are described
in more detail in Appendix A.
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+ b

(3)

was required because the GPS receiver did not
accept differential corrections. (The terms 'INS'
and 'INU" are often used synonymously in the
navigation literature. In this paper "INS" is the
more general term. and "INU" refers to the
particular unit that was used in the flight-test
evaluation.)

d

(4)

Fully

Differentially corrected range and range-rate data
were input (as measurements) to an eight-state
Kalman filter to update position and velocity. The
measurement model was based on the familiar
range and range-rate equations given by
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The clock correction equation relating GPS receiver
clock bias and clock drift (bias rate) is given by
b=d

(5)

Range and range-rate estimates were computed
using (3) and (4) with position and velocity state
projections from (1) and (2). Note that there is no
coupling between the navigation and the clock
correction states. Differentially corrected range
and range-rate measurements were differenced
with range and range-rate estimates to drive the
Kalman filter. The filter computed corrections to
position, velocity, clock bias, and clock drift and
applied these corrections to the navigation state
vector. The 1 Hz navigation solution was then
written to disk for post flight analysis.
The real-time computer generated simulated
Instrument Landing System (ILS) localizer and
glideslope signals using position and velocity from
the real-time (1 Hz) DGPS/INS soluoion combined
with unaided INU velocity at 20 Hz. The 1 Hz
DGPSINS position and velocity data were
converted from ECEF to the local runway coordinate
system (RCS), aligned with the runway and
centered at the touchdown point. DGPS/INS
position in the RCS frame was propagated at 20 Hz
using INU velocity (converted to the RCS frame)
calibrated with DGPS/INS velocity Localizer and
glideslope commands were computed as tne angular
deviation of the aircraft position from a nominal 30
glide path. Glideslope commands were referenced
to the origin of the RCS; localizer command- were
referenced to a point 7,000 ft (2,134 m) beyond
the RCS origin on the runway centerline. The
computer-generated guidance commands were
interfaced to standard ILS-type localizer and
glideslope guidance displays in the cockpit.

Algorithms

DGPSiINS

Integrated

The purpose of a fully integrated DGPS/INS
navigation system is to provide an in-flight
calibration (or identification) of the INU's state and
instrument errors and thereby provide a precise
inertial navigation solution. The block diagrams
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate two complete
integrations of DGPS with INS. In these integrations, body frame accelerometer and rategyro errors, a barometric altimeter bias error,
and the INU body-to-level attitude (or tilt) error
are modeled, in addition to the position, velocity,
and clock errors that were modeled in the eightstate system (Fig. 1). The system of Fig. 2 utilizes
a range-domain filter, similar to that used in the
eight-state filter, and is driven by satellite range
and range-rate measurements. The system of Fig
3 utilizes a position-domain filter and is driven by
DGPS vosition and velocity measurements. Both the
range- and position-domain systems u .9 the same
navigation equations
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The navigation algorithm used data from a GPS
receiver and the INU, but ran in parallel on a
separate processor
This processing architecture

Once the inertial system's instrument errors are
calibrated, both of these navigation systems could

!

ii

provide an accurate solution even if DGPS data
become unavailable. DGPS data are unavailable, for
example, between the 1 1-iz samples or during
receiver dropouts caused by antenna shading,
jamming, or other reasons. The navigation
equations were integrated at 20 Hz since the INU
data were available at this rate, and 20 Hz should
be adequate for terminal area operatons. In an
operational implementation, it is expected that the
navigation computations would be done internal to
the INU at a standard rate of 64 Hz or 256 Hz. The
Kalman filter updates should be applied at a rate
that is consistent with the dynamics of the inertial
state and instrument errors and the allowable drift
between updates. In this evaluation Kalman filter
updates were applied at 1 Hz.
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INU locally-level frame, are the primary inputs to
the navigation equations. Accelerometer and rategyro errors are each modeled with a bias and scale
factor, although the off-line implementation uses
only the bias The need for the tilt matrix Jn
arises from the angular rate-gyro error which
causes a *tilt" error in the INU level frame.
Locally-level specific-force components from the
INU are corrected for body frame accelerometer
error and rotated through the tilt matrix to the
corrected level frame. Specific-force components
are then adjusted for gravity and Coriolis forces
and integrated to give velocity in the locally-level,
North-pointing frame. The vertical velocity is the
rate of change of altitude. North velocity is divided
by Earth's meridional radius of curvature to form
latitude rate. East velocity is divided by the
product of Earth's prime radius of curvature and
the cosine of latitude to form longitude rate.
Integration of these quantities gives current
position in terms of latitude, longitude, and altitude.
In this system we use the WGS-84 gravity model

which computes gravity as a function of latitude,
longitude, and altitude. The navigation states are
Bgeodetic
position (latitude, longitude, altitude) and
pP6v
velocity (North, East, down), and the three
"16saeAcomponents of platform tr;, error. The navigation
9-p,
equations are
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Algorithm
Fig. 3 - Sixteen-State Position-Domain
where
Here we choose to integrate the navigation
equations in a North, East, down locally-level
coordinate frame. A locally-level frame is
typically used for inertial navigation applications
and all of the INU flight data are in a locally-level

frame.

cvE / Rp
.cvN / RI
CVE tan k / R
p

)V=

The locally-level frame moves with theCoX

aircraft and the rate-gyro measurements are
integrated to level the frame such that the X-Y
plane remains perpendicular to the gravity vector.
A North-pointing mechanization was chusen for the
post-test analysis. For giobal usage in a real-lime
system, however, the wander-azimuth mechanization is more appropriate,
The navigation computations are summarized in the
block diagram shown in Fig. 4. Specific-force and
angular rate measu'oments ( na'nu , n(L nU ). in the

X

cWE =

(8)

E

The kinematics required for calculating the tilt
matrix are derived in Appendix B and the result is
presented here as
cT=
i

{no.

"cTn [n.LU
nTb (KG boT +

bbG)1} x cTn

(9)
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Fig. 4 - Inertial Navigation Equations
Note that the specific-force vectors nainu and ba,

The point solution was extended to compute

and the angular-rate vectors n,.Linu and b03eT,and
the rotation matrix nTb in (7) and (9) are included
with or can be computed from INU data.

velocity using a least squares technique with the
corrected range-rate data. One advantage to the
position-domain filter is that the GPS clock bias and
drift states are completely separate from the
inertial navigation state". The clock correction
states need not be included in the Kalman filter's
state and covariance projection.

Integration of GPS with INS using a range-domain
Kalman filter is commonly used. One advantage to
this technique is that the system will continue to
navigate if range measurements from fewer than 4
satellites are available. Another advantage is that
range measurements may be applied sequentially,
thus the method is more compatible with sequencing
receivers. However, the latter is a less significant
advantage since receiver technology is moving
towards multi-channel systems rather than
sequencing systems.
The position-domain approach, which uses position
and velocity residuals instead of range and rangerate residuals to drive the Kalman filter as
indicated in Fig. 3., has received some attention in
the literature [10,15]
In the position-domain
solution, the DGPS solution was computed
independently using a point solution [16] to the GPS
equations with differentially corrected range data.

All of the DGPS/INS navigation systems discussed
above (Figs. 1-3) integrate the navigation equations
outside of the INU. i.e., in parallel with the INU's
navigation solution. This was an experimental requirement. The DGPS/INS systems could be
mechanized so that state and measurement errors
are fed back into the INU if the unit would accept
such inputs. The fully-integrated range-domain and
position-domain navigation systems were
implemented off-line and evaluated using GPS and
INU data recorded during the flight-test. Appendix
C describes, in greater detail, some of the design
features of the actual off-line DGPS/INS implementations.

Ii-

GPS antenna
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antenna

Fig. 5

Lser
reflector
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DGPS Test Aircraft and Ground Reference Station

Flight Test Data
The test aircraft (Beachcraft King Air 200, NASA
701) and the mobile DGPS ground reference station
used during flight-test evaluation of P-Code
DGPS/INS [5] are shown in Fig. 5. The airborne
equipment included a 5 channel P-Code GPS
receiver (Rockwell/Collins RCVR-3A), a strapdown ring-laser-gyro INU (Litton LN-93), and a
real-time computer system. The ground system
includes an identical GPS receiver and real-time
computer system. Differential corrections were
transmitted to the aircraft at 1 Hz using an L-Band
telemetry uplink system.
Standard 30 approaches from 6.5 mi out were used
to simulate approach and landing operations for
fixed-wing aircraft. Flight tests were conducted at
the Crows Landing Naval Air Station (located about
50 miles East of Moffett Field, CA) during the
period from February to April 1991. Selective
Availability was off during this time. The aircraft
was laser tracked during each approach to
determine its 'true" position. Laser range
accuracy is nominally ±0.3 m (1a noise) out to
about 9 kin; azimuth and elevation accuracy are
nominally ±0.2 milliradians (lo noise). The laser
tracker was calibrated in the morning before each
day's flight test. Laser range, azimuth, and
elevation data were zero-phase-shift filtered
before being used in the truth position solution,

Since the RCVR-3A is effectively a 4 channel
receiver, it was important that airborne and ground
receivers tracked the same 4 satellites. The
constraints associated with having only 4 channels
at the reference station would normally be
operationally unacceptable. An operational ground
station should have multiple channels to allow
tracking of all satellites in view. Differential
corrections for all satellites should be uplinked to
the aircraft. The airborne system should then
hoose satellites for its solution based on the
availability of differential corrections from the
ground system.
Approaches were selected from the data base for
analysis based on three criteria: 1) continuous
tracking of the same 4 satellites by the airborne
and ground systems, 2) good satellite geometry,
i.e., PDOP (position dilution of precision) < 6, and
3) acceptable laser tracking data. Only approaches
with good satellite geometry were used because
when the GPS constellation is complete, good
geometry will be available 24 hours a day from
nearly every point on the globe. If the entire
approach was not acceptable, the usable portion
was included for analysis.
Results and Discussion
Positioning performance of the integrated
navigation systems was evaluated based on
statistical analysis of three axis (along-track,
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cross-track, vertical) positioning errors during the
final approach. Three axis positioning error time
histories are computed by comparing the DGPS/INS
navigation solution with the truth solution derived
from laser tracker data. For the eight-state
system, the real-time solution data recorded in
flight were compared with the truth data. The fully
integrated DGPS/INS range- and position-domain
algorithms shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (also see
Appendix C) were implemented off-line and
validated using the flight-test data base. The offline versions do not utilize the barometric altimeter
so the range-domain filter has seventeen states
instead of eighteen, and the position-domain filter
has fifteen states instead of sixteen. Fifteen
approaches flown on 4 different days with various
satelilite combinations were used in the post-flight
analysis.
Figure 6 shows composite time histories of crosstrack and vertical position errors for the 15 state
position-domain solution plotted against true
distance from the touch down point for all fifteen
approach segments. As expected, the cross-track
-error is consistently smaller than the vertical
error. Note that the vertical error bound tightens
up at about 2.5 nmi (4.6 kin), and then expands
slightly during the last 1 nmi (1.8 km). This
phenomenon is somewhat puzzling since GPS or
DGPS accuracy should not be a function of position
along the approach path. The fact that the laser

tracker is more accurate at shorter ranges could
explain the better performance as the aircraft
approaches the 2.5 nmi mark. The larger vertical
error during the last mile could be due to increased
multipath interference at the airborne antenna as
the aircraft gets closer to the ground. However,
this would only be a factor at altitudes below 30 m
(0.3 nmi (0.5 km) on a 30 approach) since the PCode wavelength is about 30 meters. The
composite time history plots for the eight- and
seventeen-state algorithms look similar to those
shown in Fig. 6.
Figures 7-9 show cross-track and vertical position
error histograms for the three levels of DGPS/INS
integration. Three-axis position errors are
separated into "error bins" according to axis and
sign-magnitude. The histograms show the
percentage of total points that fall into a particular
error bin plotted against the sign-magnitude of that
bin. The histograms are based on 1496 data points
recorded at 1 Hz from the fifteen approaches.
Histograms provide a graphical representation of
overall positioning performance for the fifteen approaches. The near-ideal Gaussian error
characteristics of the histograms indicate that
most correlated satellite ranging errors have been
removed by the differential corrections. The alongtrack histograms (not shown) look nearly identical
to the cross-track histograms, except that they

I1 -_

are offset by a bias error to be discussed later.
A Time History Analysis was performed which uses
all data (at 1 Hz) from the error time histories in
the statistical error analysis. This method is based
on the assumption that DGPS positioning accuracy is
not a function of aircraft position in the local area
(e.g., position along the approach path). All points
from each approach are given equal weight in the
stat;'tical analysis. Composite error statistics for
the three levels of DGPS/INS integration are given
in Table 1.
Decision point analyses are usually used to evaluate
the navigational accuracy of approach and landing
systems. To determine navigational accuracy, a
decision point analysis uses only data points
corresponding to a particular aircraft position along
the glide path, e.g., 2 mi to touchdown (TD), or the
200 ft decision height (DH) on a 3 deg glide path.
The mean and standard deviation of cross-track and
vertical position error at 4 decision points along
the 30 glide path were computed for the three
levels of DGPS/INS integration. The results are
summarized in Figures 10a (cross-track) and 10b
(vertical). Though the DGPS mean and standard
deviation appear roughly equivalent at each
decision point along the glide path, there is likely
some increase in positioning error at the 100 ft
decision height as indicated in Fig. 6. The
positioning accuracy of conventional approach and
landing aids, such as the ILS or the Microwave
Landing System (MLS), is inversely proportional to
the distance to touch down. The positioning error
statistics at the 200 ft. decision height (as plotted
in Fig. 10) are given in Table 2.
The 200 ft decision height results in Table 2
indicate an apparent improvement in vertical axis
performance for all systems as compared to the
results of the Time History Analysis in Table 1.
This reduction in error may be due to better
performance when the aircraft is stabilized at the
200 ft decision height. However, these data are
based on a limited data set, i.e., 11 approaches (11
data points).
The mean error in the along-track data is likely due
to a time tagging error in either the airborne data
or the laser tracking data, and not an error in the
navigation solution due to along-track motion. The
stand-alone GPS solution for the same data set 15]
does not show an along-track mean error,

Therefore, we suspect that the along-track mean
errors in Tables I and 2 can be calibrated to near
zero. The vertical mean error is due to uncertainty
in the DGPS vertical solution and can not be
calibrated out of the solution. Therefore, it is
appropriate to use the root-mean-square (RMS)
error when measuring positioning performance.
During the course of this investigation many
different tuning parameters, e.g., measurement
noise and process noise, were used in the Kalman
filters. Given the variation in results as a function
of Kalman filter tuning, and the uncertainty in the
laser tracking data, the variation in positioning
error across the three levels of integration is
considered statistically insignificant. This is not to
say that higher levels of DGPS/INS integration are
not beneficial. A major benefit of the full
integration is to provide estimates of inertial
instrument errors which may be applied to INS
sensor data and, therefore, allow the INS to
navigate more accurately should GPS data become
unavailable. This benefit is not explored in this
paper. Based on the results in Table 1, the average
RMS positionmg error across the three levels of
integration is 1.0 m cross-track and 3 0 m
vertical.
Another advantage of an integrated system is to
provide smooth, calibrated, high rate navigation
data between the 1 Hz DGPS measurement updates.
Figure 11 a is a sample approach time history
showing the 20 Hz fifteen-state position-domain
navigation solution and the DGPS measurement
updates. Note that the 20 Hz navigation solution is
a filtered fit to the DGPS data. The positioning
error characteristics of the integrated solutions
are dominated by the DGPS solution in both the
range-domain and position-domain solutions. The
Kalman filter adjusts the INS error estimates so
that the 20 Hz navigation solution fits the DGPS
data. Figure 11b is a short segment of the same
approach. The quantization in the 20 Hz solution
due to the DGPS updates is on the order of 10 cm.
If necessary, (e.g., for guidance) this quantization
could be filtered out independently of the DGPS/INS
algorithm. The fits for the seventeen-state rangedomain solution are similar to those in Figs. 11.
It was found that the use of deltarange
measurements to approximate range-rate to the
satellite introduced an error in the velocity
estimation during turning flight. Since the

Table 1. P-Code DGPS/INS Results. Position Error Statistics (mean and 1-sigma standard deviation) from
a Time History Analysis of data from 15 approaches (1496 dat,. points) flown on 4 different days.
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Table 2. P-Code DGPS/INS Results. Position Error Statistics (mean and 1 -sigma standard deviation) at the
200 ft Decision Height based on data from 11 approaches (11 data points) flown on 4 different days.
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deltarange for the RCVR-3A is the range change
during the 0.8 sec period prior to the pseudorange
update, the range-rate estimate is the average
range-rate over the 0.8 sec interval. At best, the
range-rate e,•timate is valid 0.4 sec prior to the
psuedorange-valid time. This latency was
particularly apparent during turning flight. Only
when the range-rate measurements were weighted
low in comparison to the pseudorange
measurements, would the Kalman filters converge
properly during turning flight. The errors were not
apparent during the steady approach since rangerate was relatively constant during this time. An
improved method for making use of the deltarange
measurements is currently being investigated.
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Three different DGPS/INS integration algorithms
were evaluated with flight-test data from a twin
turbo-prop transport aircraft to determine
positioning accuracy during approach and landing A
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Appendix A - Pseudorange, Deltarenge,
and Differential Correction Processing
The DGPS reference station computes corrections
to pseudorange and range-rate data for all
satellites being tracked by the ground receiver.
Differential corrections are filtered at the ground
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station and data-linked to the airborne system at a
rate of 1 set per second; a set includes range and
range rate corrections for all satellites. The
airborne system applies the differential corrections
to corresponding satellite measurements from the
airborne receiver,
The receiver's raw pseudorange and deltarange
measurements, its range error estimates, the
satellite ephemeris, and its GPS solution data,
including estimates of clock bias and clock drift,
are all output from the receiver. Pseudorange
measurements in both the airborne and ground
reference systems are first adlusted with the
receiver's estimate of total range error, less the
ionospheric contribution which will be accounted for
by the differential corrections. Range-rate is
approximated by dividing the deltarange
measurement by the time interval over which the
deltarange was valid. Pseudorange and range-rate
are then adjusted with the receiver's estimate of
clock bias and clock drift. This removes most of
the receiver's clock error from the pseudorange
and range-rate measurements. The airborne
navigation filter still estimates any residual clock
bias and clock drift. The equations for computing
range and range-rate estimates in both the airborne
and ground systems are
P =P-r

-

br- dr (Atdrli)

(A.1)

R
R

=

p + ,p + Alý (Atial)

(A.5)

I +

(A.6)

The uplink latency, Ntlal, is the difference between
the GPS time tag on the airborne measurements and
the GPS time tag on the differential correction
message.
Appendix B - Derivation of
Kinematics

-

dr

Matrix

The integrated navigation system described in this
paper operates in parallel with a standard inertial
navigation unit as shown in Figs. (1) and (2). The
inputs to the navigation equations consist of
specific-force measurements in the INU level
frame, and body frame angular rate-gyro
measurements. This Appendix presents a
derivation for the kinematics of the "tilt" matrix
required to transform a vector from the INU level
frame ("n") to the corrected level frame ('c"). All
matrices are (3x3), and vectors are (3x1). The
derivation of the tilt matrix kinematics begins with
the rotation-matrix identity
cTn =,Tb bTn

(B.1)

Now, differentiate both sides of (B.1)

to obtain

(B.2)

c:;Tn
bbtn +cTbb~fn

p = Ar/Atint

the Tilt

(A.2)
and use the matrix identity

At the ground reference station differential
corrections are computed by differenciny the range
and (A.2) with
and range-rate estimates from (A.1)
the computed range and range rate as determined
using satellite position and velocity and the
surveyed reference station coordinates. The
differential range and range-rate corrections are
given by
•P =P

0

-P

•1p= Po-pl

(A.3)
(a.4)

cTb =-

Tb TCcTb

(B.3)

to write (A.2) as
cn=i

cTb (bTc cTn-

b Tn)

(B4)

The kinematics for the level-to-body frame
transformation calculated by the INU are given by
bTn = -(bO)T

- bTnnloL

u) x bTn

(B.5)

where
These data are filtered at the ground station,
uplinked to the aircraft, and applied to corresponding airborne satellite measurements.

n("lu =

In the airborne system, corrected range and
corrected range-rate are given by

The aided navigation system should be able to
estimate any residual errors in the total angular
rates not compensated by the INU. These errors
can be modeled in the corrected level frame as

'nu + n((E

lB.6)

Iii-I

bT

=

. (bWoT - KG b-T - bbG
-b

TCcL) X bTc

(B.7)

where KG is an upper triangular matrix of rategyro scale and misalignment factors, and bbG is a
vector of rate-gyro biases, in the body frame, and
where
cWL = c("V + cO)E

(B.8)

Finally, with substitution of (B.5) and (B.7) into
(B.4) and with the rotation matrix identity T(a x) =
(Ta)xT, the kinematics required for calculating the
tilt matrix can be written in the form

S

-•

velocity (North, East, down), and three tilt angles
(to rotate from the INU level to the corrected level
frame). Both the position- and range-domain
versions of the post-flight filter utilize the same
navigation equations ((6)-(9) in the text). The
navigation states are integrated at the nominal 20
Hz rate, using a second-order Runge-Kutta method.
The integration time step is variable, and is
determined as the difference between consecutive

INU times:
deltN

2

tins

-

tins'

C 1)

In the navigator actually implemented, the scalefactor matrices K. and KG were not included. The
individual test maneuvers were only 3-5 minutes in

Note that the angular-rate vectors nwLinu and bOrT,
and the rotation matrix nTb in (8.g) can be
computed from INU data.

and quite benign, so that little benefit
would accrue beyond estimating accelerometer and
biases. Therefore, the state model for
the position-domain filte" has fifteen states, while
the state model for the range-domain filter, which
must estimate clock bias and clock drift, has
seventeen states. The corresponding filter
measurement models have dimension six (position

Appendix C - Post
Navigation
Filter

and velocity), and eight (range and range rate to
four satellites), respectively. It should be noted
that the DGPS measurements were referenced to

-Tduration
cn=" {c(•L "
!nnLnU
bT
Trate-gyro
nT1 (KG bC-r + bbG)M} X c'
(B.9)

Flight OGPS-Alded

In the flight-test experiment described in this
paper, GPS data at I Hz and MNU data sampled at a
nominal rate of 20 Hz were stored on disk. These
data were used in the post-flight evaluation of the
DGPS-aided navigation systems. The INU-derived
measurements of specific forces and angular rates
were used to drive the parallel inertial-navigation
computations outlined in Fig. 4. Notice that bodyframe accelerometer and rate-gyro errors are
each modelled with a bias vector and a scale-factor
(misalignment) matrix. The purpose of the
navigation filter is to provide an "in-flight"
calibration (or identification) of the error models
and thereby provide precise navigation when DGPS
data are available. This appendix describes some of
the design features of the post-flight DGPS-aided
navigator shown in Fig. C.1.
It was decided that a wander-angle mechanization
would add unnecessary complexity to the navigation
problem. The coordinate frame chosen for the
parallel navigator was a North, East, down locallylevel system common in aeronautics. As indicated
earlier, the navigation states comprised INU
position (geodetic latitude, longitude, altitude) and

the antenna location, requiring "lever-arm"
corrections to position and velocity for calculation
of measurement residuals.
It should be noted that in this filter implementation,
the process noise enters the state only through the
bias models. Each model is of the form
b = -b/T + w

(C 2)

This is recognized as a "colored-noise' model, with
time constant T and zero-mean white-noise source
w. A convenient discrete-time form of this bias
model is given by
b(i+1) = (1 - h/T) b(i)
+ (2h/T)"1 2 w(i)

(C03)

where h is the filter time-update interval (deltU in
Fig. C.1), and the noise sequence w(i) has a
variance equal to that of the apriori estimate of the
bias error itself, i.e.
E{w 2 (i)) = Ob2

(C.4)

The model has the property that, in the absence of
measurement updates, the steady-state value of
the bias variance is exactly Ob 2

deit2

Some comments concerning calculation of the statetransition matrix are in order. As indicated in the
text, the navigation state model is nonlinear, and

x(O) = x0

f(x, u, w),

(C 5)

where x is the navigation state vector (including
biases), u is the forcing-function vector (INU
specific forces and angular rates), and w is a
representation of the modelling error (process
noise). The state-error equation for the Kalman
filter is of the form
5x = f, 8x + fw 8w
where f% and
matrices.

';

(C 6)

are the partial-derivative

Note that the state partial f. is a

function of the navigation states and must be
recalculated at each point of the state trajectory
For this filter implementation. as in most
applications, it is sufficient to approximate the
discrete-time
0 =[I+F+F

transition
2

/2 ],

matrix

by

F= ;f, di

(C7)

where the term F is the result of accumulating
products f. dt computed at each time step (deItNi of
the navigation solution during the interval between
filtor time updates (do!tU)
Hence, when a time
update is to be performed, most of the work
required to compute D has already been done.
Because the navigat:on sampling times were
unsteady (nominally 20 Hz), the Kalman filter was
designed to run synchronously with the DGPS
measurement schedule, which was periodic at 1
second. Although the filter time-update interval
can be a sub-multiple of this period, the results
presented in the text were all obtained with one-Hz
time updates Refer to Fig C 1 and note that, in
general, a time update at ttup or a measurement
2
update at !gps would occur between tins' and tins
Before performing the time update, the term F in
(C 7) must be completed for the interval
deltl = Itup - tins'

-

tins 2 - tup

(C 9)

In order to perform the measurement update. the
navigation state must be interpolated between I;ns'
2

can be represented in vector form as
x .

Following the time update. F must be nitiahzed for
the interval

(C 8)

and tins
in order to calculate trhe measurement
residual at tgps
Furthermore, foliowmng the
update, the state error must be i Atrapolated to
2
tins
in order to be appled to the navigation state
Finally, notice that the state error 5s reset to zero
before exiting the measurement-update task.
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Summary

1. Introduction

A visual sensor data processing method has been
developed and validated which allows to achieve onboard autonomous landing approaches in the visual flight
regime with computing technology available today; sensors are a video-camera, inertial gyros and an air velocity
meter. The key feature of the method is the reconstruction and servo-maintained adjustment by prediction
error feedback of an internal spatio-temporal model
about the process to be controlled (4D approach). This
encompasses both the egomotion state of the aircraft
carrying the sensors and the relevant geometric properties of the runway and its spatial environment. The efficiency of the approach is proved both in a hardware-inthe-loop simulation and in real test-flights with a twinturbo-prop aircraft Do 128 of Dornier. For accuracy
evaluation of the data gathered, the results of differential
GPS and radiometric altitude measurements have been
recorded simultaneously.

Electronic micro-miniaturization of sensors and processors is progressing to a stage where machines may be
provided with the equivalent of the human sense of vision.
Only a few years ago, the I million-instructions-per-second (MIPS) performance class for digital computers has
been a magi$ limit; within a few years the 'GIPS'-class
(Giga, i.e. 10 instructions per second) will be commonplace. This will allow to process high data rates as produced by imaging sensors in real time. Color video requires a data rate of the order of magnitude of 10 MB/s.

List of Symbols
ADC
BVV
DAC
DBS
u, v, w
p. q, r
0, E, IP
x, y, H
q
F
,4
x
u
(bI.s
A
H
K
P
Q
R
G

analog digital converter
image sequence processing system
digital analog converter
three-axis motion simulator
translational velocities of the airplane
angular velocities
Euler angles
distance of the airplane to the runway
elevator angle
thrust
aileron angle
rudder angle
state vector
control vector
transition matrix (longitudinal, lateral motion)
Jacobian of system model
Jacobian of measurement model
Kalman gain matrix
error covariance matrix
covariance matrix of system noise
covariance matrix of measurement noise
input matrix of noise process

However, data rate is not the essential point since it is the
information content of an image which is useful for
achieving some goal based on image sequence processing. Within a high frequency image sequence there
may be quite a bit of redundancy since the situation
changes only slowly over time, in general. Therefore, the
main task of real-time image sequence processing is to
reduce data rates but to keep as much information about
the process to be controlled as possible.
A uniformly grey image contains as many picture elements (that means 8 bit data points) as a highly structured
one; yet, the information content of the former may be
summarized completely (without any loss) by 1.the symbol 'uniformly grey' and 2. the number coding the grey
level. For a 1K* 1K pixel imaVe this corresponds to a data
reduction of the order of 10
This is well appreciated in static image processing where
segmentation of regions with sim:ar characteristics is a
generally accepted first step; regi., or contour models
allow much denser representation and storage of information than handling indhidual pixels. However, the
same has not been true along the temporal axis in most
approaches to image sequence processing. The 4D approach developed at UniBwM [1 to 51 combines both
spatial and temporal models about processes in the world
and fully exploits continuity conditions along all 3D space
axes and along the time axis simultaneously, hence the
name '4D approach'.
In this approach, all processing activities are geared to
the next point in time when new measurements are going
to be taken. There is no storing of previous measurement
data for differencing, or rate computation- this is of cspcial interest in image sequence processing where each

measurement means huge amounts of data (105 to 106
Bytes), however, very much less new information once
the notion of objects and their states has been introduced.
The results of previous measurements and evaluations
are stored in parameters and state variables of generically
(structurally) defined '-ject models including their motion behavior. In mod.ern control theory this procedure
is well known as recursive estimation tKalmian filters,
Luenberger observers). This has been extended to perspectively mapped image sequences and was shown to be
numerically very efficient. The flexibility of the approach
has been demonstrated in the application areas of road
vehicle guidance 12. 3]. -atellite docking [4), landmark
navigation for autonomously guided vehicles on the
factor), floor and for landing approaches of aircraft. The
latter one is the most demanding application up to now
and will be discussed in the sequel.

xi, = (u, w, q, Ox, H)

; uat = (7, F)

(2a)

and
xi. = AL[x0, u0] xi. + BLX0, uo1 UL.

(2b)

the lateral one with
x=,
,
I '
s = (v,p,r, (), kP, y)

(3a)

us

and
Ys = As.uu,
u01 Xs + BsIjV, uod us

;3h)

The linear systems arc the basis for developing a Icedback controIer, while motion simulation is performed
using the original nonlinear equations (1).

2. Multi-point model of airplane dynamics

3. Visual measurement model

The most pretentious application of the 4-D approach is
the automatically controlled landing approach of an airplane, because here a body is able to move within all six
degrees of freedom (three translational and three rotational). According to Newton's law a state vector with
12 components is necessary for the description of the
complete dynamics of the airplane. These equations are
nonlinear. Contrary to the often used one-point airplane
models, for this application a multi-point model description is used. The aerodynamic forces and moments are
modelled separately on the wing and on the elevator unit
(fig. 1) 161. Wind effects, which have a considerable influence on the aircraft dynamics are included in this
model too.

For the imaging process from radiating points in 3D
space onto the image plane the simple pinhole camera
model is adopted (straight line perspective mapping). A
point P in the runway plane has the coordinates (xt, ylt
in an axis frame 't)
with the origin in the center of the
runway threshold and the x-axis aligned with the runway
center line (fig. 2). The position of the airplane in this
coordinate system is at point (x. v, z), where a geodetic
coordinate system with zg in the direction of the Earth
gravity vector is affixed to the aircraft center of gravity
(cg); the xg-axis in the horizontal plane is usually defined
towards geographic north. For a right handed system the
yg axis then points towards east.

SAm•
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G

big. 1: Multi-point model of the DomierDo128airplane
The state vector x consists of the translational (u, v, w)
and angular (p, q, r) velocities, the Euler angles
1), e, R. and the distance to the middle of the runway
threshold (x, y, H), which is the origin of the coordinate
system chosen. The four component control input vector
u is assembled of the elevator angle 1, thrust F, the aileron
angle 4 and the rudder angle ý. With this, the set of first
order nonlinear differential eqs. may be written in the
standard form for a 'dynamical model':
x = fIx(t). u(t), (t)J

(I)

After lincarisation around a (sliding) reference point gu,
uo, the 12-th order system splits into two loosely coupled
6-th order systems: the longitudinal one with

The angular orientation of the aircraft relative to this
geodetic system is given by the three Euler anles
11, (, (, where the sequence of rotation is of importance
for the final orientation: here, the /-sequence (4. 0, tp)
has been used since it yields relatively simple results in
combination with the viewing direction control. In the
aircraft-oriented coordinate system indexed f, the projection center of the camera has the coordinatc, (1x, IV,
lz). This is the origin for the camcra-oriented coordinate
system (indexed k), the angular orientation of ,,hich
relative to the f-frame is qvlt around the ,-axis and t)(.,
normal to the xyf-plane, positive upwards. The point P is
mapped into the image plane at distance f (focal length
of camera lens) normal to the xc-dircction with the
coordinates mty in line-direction (horizontally) and /l 1 , in
column-direction (vertically).
Using homogeneous coordinates, the transformations
can be easily computed by 4*4 matrix multiplications; the
following sequence is applied: From runway-coordinates
translation Tg into geodetic coordinates, rotation Rf into
airplane coordinates, translation T, into platform-base
coordinates, rotation Rc, into camera coordinates and
perspective projection P into image coordinates (for
details see 191). The nonlinear overall mapping equation
may be written in vector form for the t•o imacc coordinates z, with p as camera mapping paramtcr %cclor
z = h Ix, p 1

(4)

11-3
cener

g

space and time. This is equivalent to what psychologists
call the 'Gestalt' phenomenon: When it is known what to
for, the interpretation of a scene may be much easier
and less ambiguous than without any previous knowledge. This has been of great help in road recognition
when, due to shadows from trees, intensity gradients are
abundant and the highest correlation values do not at all
correspond to road boundaries. Runway recognition,
usually, is much more simple; however, taxiway entries
exits may be compensated for by dropping the measurements in these areas.
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Fig. 2: Mappinga pointfrom the runwy into the image
plane of the camera [91
With dx = XL- x, dy = YL-y,Hz
(-z), and the denominator

=

D = b41 dr + b42 dy + b 43 Hy + b44

height above ground
,

M,/7ko-

where the bij are coefficients depending on the transformation parameters (see 19]). Real measurements are
always noise corrupted; therefore, for image interpretation through recursive estimation an additive noise term
v(t) is assumed to be present with covariance matrix R.
TheJacobian matrix of the right hand side ofeq. (4) taken
with respect to the aircraft state x is abbreviated with H
(see eq. (7) below); this matrix and the coefficients bij
become especially simple if the viewing direction is fixation controlled towards a point at the horizon where the
runway borderlines intersect each other. This is obtained
by a two-axis platform on which the camera is mounted.
This platform is able to move in azimuth and elevation
thus trying to keep the picture of the runway in the center
of the image plane.
Eq. (4) is evaluated at ten different points in the runway
plane where linearly extended intensity gradients may
easily be found by intelligently controlled correlation
with gradient templates (elongated ternary masks), see
figure 3.
the
Knowing the shape of the runway, usually a rectangle,
appearance of the borderlines under perspective projection can be computed from tht, four corner points, given
the relativ aspect conditions - in the definition chosen,
exactly the aircraft state components. Eight windows are
placed on the runway boundaries and two on the horizon
in order to determine the roll angle.
Once an initialisation has been achieved, the search regions within the windows can be kept small since, due to
motion prediction exploiting the dynamical model and
previous control inputs, only the effects of disturbances
have to be compensated by the search. Systematic
changes in perspective projection are taken into account
since all internal representations are simultanously in 3D

-ý

-

p.I.

L

,

(4a)

a point in the runway plane at (XL, YL, 0) will be mapped
into the image plane at
(4b)
zBy = (bldx + b22dy + b23-z + b24)/D
Z=(b31dr + b32dy + b33 H"z + b34 )/D
(4Ic)
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4. Filter model for estimation of the complete state vector in real-time
In order to establish an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
for the estimation of the complete state vector in realtime, the nonlinear equations of motion (1) are used.
Based upon this 'dynamical model' the fundamental algorithm of an EKF may be found in [81 and looks like
follows:
The transition matrix (1) over one cycle period
At = ti+1 - ti is obtained from the linearised nonlinear
system equations (1) with the Jawbian A:
Aat; x(t ti ) =
(t
A

ffx(), u(t), tI
X

xx= It()

(5)

) is defined as

P denotes the error covariance matrix, Q and R the
covariance matrices of the system and measurement
noises, while G is the input matrix of the noise process.
H is the Jaobian of the right hand side of the nonlinear
measurement equations h [x, p, ti Iwith p as parameters:
x,

athx,
It p.t
ox

-x = x(t,

The final algorithm can be written as:

(7)
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Eatrapolation
ti 1
x(

+ f f =(tti),u(t),tldt
ti
t'+l

(8)

P(ti•-1)= DP(ti6)•'+f4)G(t) Q(t) GT(t) 4bTdt

(9)

"ni

Innovation (with H = Ht~ti;xi-)])
K(ti) = P(ti-) H" (H P(t1--) HT + R(ti))

[i

(10)

I

(11)

P(ti+) = P(t1-) + K(ti) H [t,; x(tJ-)] P(ti-)

(12)

x(ti ) = x(tG-) + K(ti)

- h [x(t11), ti

In the extrapolation step (eq. 8 and 9) the system and
corresponding error models are integrated from the actual point in time (t,+) to the next one (ti-+1). After having
received the new measurement values, the innovation is
performed (eqs. 10 to 12), yielding the best estimate for
the system state at time ((I"), which is in turn the basis for
the next filter step.
Up to now, low cost microprocessor hardware is too slow
for implementing the complete algorith.n on a single unit
in real-time. In order to reach real-time performance
despite these difficulties, some steps have been investigated in order to split the algorithm from one set for 12
vector components into 2 sets indexed L and S for 6
vector components each running on parallel processors.
Since the amount of computation needed is proportional
to n3, this reduces the computation time needed to 12.5
%. Finally, real-time performance has been achieved by
substituting in the seperated equation (9) the following

These seperate main parts have been implemented on
two different processors and run in parallel. For additional speedup, the sequential algorithm of Bierman has
been used 112). With this, the crucial step to real-time
with At = 60 is cycle time was achieved. By sticking to
the nonlinear extrapolation for the system state, no
knowledge about the system is lost.
The bulk of the measurement vector consists of optical
features which are extracted from a single image
delivered by a video camera. The rest of the measurements are inertial values obtained by gyros fixed to the
aircraft. As indicated in section 3, a feature is it linearly
extended intensity gradient within the runway plane. It is
extracted bycontrolled correlation with ternary masks on
the runway borderlines and on the horizon along special
search paths [3). The feature extraction alaorithms are
implemented on different parallel processors PPi in the
image processing system BVV (see fig. 5), where one
processor analyzes two features within 44) ms. In this
approach maximally ten features are used per cycle presently (fig. 3).
5. Hardware
The main part of the underlying hardware is the image
processing system BVV, developed at the UniversitAt der
Bundeswehr Munich [5, 71. The BVV is a multi-processor
system in which the different processors can communicate via a common system bus. Each pixel processor PPi
(Intel 80286) has access to the video image from a CCD
camera via a video bus and an ADC (fig. 5).
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_Fig. 5: Multi-processorsystem BiVV (from /3/)
object processors OPi (80386) run the recursive
estimation algorithms based on the 'Gestalt' idea of a
perspectively mapped runway and the dynamical models,
exploiting the feature data in conjunction.
Integrated into the BVV is the controller for the two-axis
platform (ZPP). The host for the image processing system is a PC; both are connected by an IEC-bus. The PC
is used only for initialization, as a link to the integrated
computer of the airplane, and for data collection and
evaluation. For visual control of the process, a video
and a video recorder have been integrated (fig.
6).
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Especially in the area of testing feedback control laws
with respect to wind and gust responses, the well defined
and easily repeatable disturbances in simulation have
advantages over the irregular, nonrecurring ones
in the real world.
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htot computer (PC)

proven to be a valuable tool for efficient software and
system development in this area also. With the interfaces
between modules designed in the same way as they are in
flight hardware, the preparations for real flight tests
on the remote airfield in Braunschwecig could be kept to
minimum.

H

Fig. 6: Hardware architecture
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6. Harware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation

3

4

5

X
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Primary results have been achieved in a hardware-in-theloop simulation, which was especially built for investigations and developments in the field of image processing
110]. Real sensing and processing components may be
integrated into this loop. The dynamics of the airplane
and its view onto the runway can be simulated by a
three-axis rotational motion simulator (DBS) and a
graphics system (SGI 4D). The integration of the nonlinear equations of motion is done by a digital computer
which controls the other simulation facilities too (fig. 7).

I

Fig. 8: Nominal trajectory shape
7. Test results

For the simulations within the entire flight envelope, a
complete state feedback controller has been developed
with the latest theory of linear quadratic design with
prescribed eigenstructures [111. With this method, the
Riccatti design is combined with the pole placement and
eigencevtor specification, thus allowing to use the advantages of both methods. The nominal trajectory to be flown
in 3D-space and time is given in fig. 8.
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DBS motion simulator for testing the viewing dircction control platform; the inertial sensors in the aircraft
have been simulated on the computer, however.
Wind effects have been incorporated by adding a
(lateral) cross-wind component of -I mis starting at 8(XM
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7.1 Closed-loop HIL-simulation results
The original flight hardware included in the simulation
was: The CCD-TV-camera mounted on a two-axis (pan

,,,o0usrpresentation

numerical n

Closed loop performance with active control by the automatic visual guidance system could only be done in the
simulation loop, since the airplane available from the
Technical University Braunschweig did not have computer controllable actuators.

platform

Fig. 7: Harware-in-the-loop-simulation
The advantage of HIL-simulation is, that on the one hand
all sensors and data evaluation electronics (with their dirt
effects, hard to be modelled), can be included in the
investigation, but that on the other hand so called'ground
truth' data for the evaluation of system performance are
readily available, since they are part of the numerical
simulation. This type of simulator is widespread for both
automatic guided weapon simulation and for pilot training; in dynamic vision, especially in the field of artificial
intelligence, it is almost never used up to now. However,
in several applications investigated at our institute it has

m in front of the runway threshold; at 650 m an exponentially decreasing gust with a vertical component of I n.s
and a cross-wind component of 2 m/s has been superimposed on the wind; the time constant of the gust was brs.
The simulation started at 950( m in front of the landing
strip with a velocity of 50 m/s at an altitude of about 51
m; it ended at about 550 m down the runway with touch
down of the landimg gear. The ensuing transition to
taxying has not been investigated, since a completely
different dynamical model would have been required
both for state estimation and for control. It should be
noted, however, that the vision sensor is well suited for

I 1-ti

vehicle guidance both in this and the following ground
roll guidance task along the taxyways. The capability of
performing these tasks has been demonstrated in essence
with our road vehicle guidance program [2, 3, 5].

and altitude, for which a strict time history profile is
essential during landing approach. The effect of the vertical gust component is hardly noticeable in the trajectory
flown.

At about 250 m in front of the runway threshold the
engines are throttled and the aircraft starts slowing down
towards 43 m/s at touch-down; at the same time, the
elevator is pulled in order to initiate the vertical flare
decelerating vertical speed exponentially towards zero.
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In the lateral degrees of freedom the maneuver started
with a lateral offset from the runway centcrline ol 85 m
at 950 m distance and a heading error of 15 degrees
towards the centerline. Within halfa kilometer the lateral
offset was reduced to less than 5 m, and within 0.75 km
the heading angle settled at about 2 degrees relative to
the runway, apparently mainly for crosswind compensation. During the initial maneuver, roll angles of up to 8
degrees occurred; the estimation errors in both roll and
yaw angles were always less than one degree in magnitude
(fig. 9, 10). The lateral gust induced an estimation error
in lateral position of about 3 m for a short time; otherwise
it was always less than one meter soon after initialisation
(fig. 11). By adding another Kalman filter for runway
width estimation the system was improved to be able to
deal with not exactly known runway parameters; a 29 m
wide runway could be validated to within I m accuracy.
When the runway threshold was lost out of sight due to
the close approach, the average estimated value was
within 0.4 m of the true one.

En-ffrronq :m]

Fig.9b: Difference between estimated and simulated
Fig. 9: Roll angle in degree
As long as the runway threshold is visible, the distance to
it is estimated within 5 m accuracy; after loosing the
threshold out of sight at about 120 m distance from it,
range x is merely predicted according to the model. The
end of the runway can not be measured accurately
enough from this low altitude to be of any use. Altitude
above the runway could be estimated to within I m during
approach and to less than half a meter over the runway;
a rather large error briefly occurred during flare onset.
This was due to the delay in the tilt viewing direction
control loop at the sudden pitch rate change; it rather
soon disappeared again.
The controller designed consists of a full state vector
feedback with additional integral components for speed
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72 Flight test results in relative state estimation

Fig.13a: a) optical b) GPS system

After having gathered fundamental experience in simulation, test flights have been performed with the twinturboprop airplane Do 128 of the University of Braunschweig. For evaluation of the accuracy of the optical
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Fig 13: Lateral offset y to the middle of the runway in
meter

It can be seen clearly from fig. 13, that the optical evaluation process is getting better the nearer the airplane
approaches the runway. The reason is, that the image of
the runway is getting larger and the optical measurement
values become better. For the evaluation of the altitude,
the results of the GPS system showed errors. For comparison, a radiometric altitude-above-ground measurement system was used in addition, in order to record this
value too.
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In order to even allow approaches to airports, for which
the width of the runway is not kijown, an additive Kalman
Filter was used to estimate this value. The width of the
runway in Braunschweig is 29 m (difference between the
white lane markings). Fig. 15 shows the result of the
estimation, where the mean value estimated till about 200
m distance and 20 m elevation relative to the runway
threshold is 29.1 m. After having lost this line within the
image, the estimation is stopped and the mean value is
taken.
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Taking advantage of both spatial and temporal models for
motion processes of objects, todav's microprocessors,
already, allow real-time image sequence processing, dynamic scene understanding and visual motion control in
visually not too complex scenes in the 10 to 30 Hz range.
The powerful microprocessors of the near future (200
MIPS-class), interconnected by high data rate communication networks, will enable the sense of vision for
machines in well structured environments.
The method developed for video image sequence evaluat----------in the optical range may easily be adapted to other
sensors like infrared, low-light-level TV or even imaging
radar. With these, night vision or all-weather visual capabilities may become possible.
Combining visual and inertial sensor data cvaluation h:.,
complementary beneficial effects: motion blur at high
angular rates will deteriorate image processing; high
rates, however, can easily be measured inertially at low
cost. Inertial sensors become expensive when they have
to be trimmed to long term stability. Static references for
long term stabilization, however, can be measured easily
by image processing, once the sensors have been roughly
stabilized inertially. Therefore, good overall performance at low cost may be expected by a proper combination of both sensors.
A similarly beneficial effect may be achieved for navigation by combining vision with GPS: The latter provides a
rough estimate of geographic coordinates, so that an
intelligent vehicle capable of visual landmark navigation
can start its visual search for landmarks in a rather small
search area; accurate position determination relative to
the landmark may then be achieved by visual tracking
over time taking models for the ego-motion into account.
This new technolopv will allow autonomous on-board
navigation and control capabilities unachievable up to
now.
Fully autonomous control in a landing approach till
touch-down has been demonstrated in a hardware-inthe-loop simulation in real time (16 Hz) including wind
and moderate gusts. The same hard- and software has
been installed in a twin-turboprop aircraft; within five
days of testing, first results in relative state estimation
during manually flown landing approaches have been
obtained. These results compare well to differential GPS
and radio altimeter results for the same flights.
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Scene Correlation for INS Aiding in Flight-Test Systems
- Runway-Referenced Flight-Tests with On-Board Sensors only
B Stieler
H -U Dohler
German Aerospace Research Establishment (DLR)
Institute of Flight Guidance
3300 Braunschweig, P.0 Box 32 67 FRG

Abstract
Inertial and image-derived measurements for runwayreferenced flight path computations are investigated.
They open the way for flight-tests without ground-based
sensors and with a minimum of a priori knowledge or
none at all about the runway position and direction in
absolute coordinates They are ideally suited for inspecting landing aids at congested civil airports, for instance.
The investigations concentrate on the problems of the
baroinertial and inertial altitude measurements, on the
achievable accuracies of image-derived measurements
and their integration with inertial measurements. It is
shown that glidepath and flight track accuracies in the
order of 001 deg (to) should be achievable
1. Introduction
In many cases flight-tests are carried out near an airport
where trajectory measurements with respect to the runway (RWY) are of interest Flight inspection systems for
testing landing aids of civil airports may serve as an example
Traditionally these flight-tests are based on sensors on
board and on ground as indicated in Fig 1 1. A microwave radar or a laser tracker is installed on ground with
a known absolute position reference and measures the
relative position of the aircraft with respect to its absolute
position. This is transmitted to the aircraft for aiding the
inertial navigation system (INS) navigating in absolute
coordinates, too As next step the flight path with respect
to tne absolute position of tne runway reference point
and direction is computed
With fixed installations on ground this procedure is in
principle a very good solution The 'Avionic Flight Evaluation System (AFES)' of DLR works in this fashion
[Stieler 9101] The burden of positioning and orienting the
ground-based sensors is carried out only once Errors in
their absolute position and direction are easily uncovered They may be cumbersome when data of flight
inspections on a plurality of airports are evaluated with
submeter accuracy requirements
The advent of the 'Global Positioning System (GPS)"
alleviates the burden just mentioned Orienting the reference station on ground as basis for differential GPS
measurements is no longer required. but the data evaluation is in principle the same as indicated above
Human beings do not orient themselves within the surrounding in absolute coordinates, but with the help of
their eyes in relative positions Methods of digital
imaging offer similar possibilities for orientation and data
evaluation Their combination with an INS and memory
capacity for data storage allows the flight path estimation
back into the past or forward into the future, which works
in a similar way as the human being does with his optical
sensors and memory

This paper deals with runway-referenced flight-tests
based on on-board sensors only -especially optical and
inertial sensors
Experiences with a flight inspection system of the German Aviation Authority 'Bundesanstalt fOr Flugsicherung
(BFS)" are outlined first [Stieler 91/2] It is based on multi
DME, and INS for testing en route radio aids as
VOR/DME stations For testing landing aids it is based
on a downward looking CCD camera. INS plus radio and
baro altimeters
Possible improvements and their effect on the
achievable accuracy of the flight path reconstruction are
discussed. The paper is concluded with an outlook for
runway-referenced flight-tests without a priori knowledge
about the runway position and direction in absolute
coordinates
2.

Experiences with the 8FS Flight Inspection
System

The Gemeinsame Flugvermessungsstelle ,GFMS) a
branch of BFS, .- responsible for testing en route air
traffic navigation systems and landing aids in Germany
The "Digitales MeP3system (DMS 88) for testing enroute
air traffic systems consists of an INS aided by multi
DME For testing landing aids DMS 88 is in addition
equipped with a downward looking CCD-camera and a
radio altimeter for taking measurements during the runway overflight The reference flight path requiring an
uncertainty for ILS localizer and glidepath measurements below 0 02 deg is reconstructed as indicated in
Fig. 2 1. The data storage of the INS, aided in the horizontal channels by multi DME and in the vertical channel
by a barometric altimeter, is initiated prior to passing the
outer marker When the aircraft flies over the patterns at
the beginning and the end of the runway, the CCD
camera takes one position fix each time In addition the
altitude is measured by means of the radio altimeter
The measurements serve to aid the absolute horizontal
and vertical INS positions using a forward Ka'man-filter
After passing the second pattern at the end of the runway. the flight path for the approach phase is reconstructed by backward filtering the stored flight path including all external measurements
DMS 88 thus opens the way for inspecting landing aids
at congested civil airports without ground installations
and major interference with the traffic flow During the
test campaigns two items for possible improvements
within the system were uncovered They concerned the
glidepath computation and the reliability in obtaining the
required two position fixes from the downward looking
camera
The following sections deal with flight test. laboratory
test and simulation results backing up steps for such improvements Changes in the data evaluation concept
would in addition allow to carry out landing aid inspections at airports with unknown position and direction of
the runway
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Due to their independence from ground installations and
their error characteristics the combination of INS plus
forward-looking camera is ideally suited for this purpose
The goal is to obtain an accuracy of 0 01 deg for the
glidepath and flight track computations The corresoondina handlinq of errors in the submeter level requires a close iook ,,ito the pertormance of the INS and the
camera, which will be treated in the next two chapters
Before going into details a word has to be said about the
integration of satellite navigation (GPS) receivers into a
flight inspection system GPS position measurements in
the submeter level require a reference station on ground
The goal of this paper is to show that the mentioned
glidepath and flight track accuracies can be achieved
without ground installations It is out of question that a
future flight inspection system will make use of GPS.
primarely as replacement or supplement of multi DME
for enroute flight path computations If differential GPS
measurements are available from reference stations
permanently installed on ground the situation is different
They will then provide a very useful supplementary
source of information for the runway-referenced flighttests investigated in this paper

3.

Critical Review of the INS Vertical Channel in
Comparison to the Horizontal Channels

Because of its inherent instability [Winter 75, Stieler 82]
the INS vertical channel is barometrically aided as indicated in Fig 3 1 Roughly speaking it has the following
characteristics,
Due to the fairly weak barometric coupling the
accelerometer measurements dominate the shorttime accuracy and
the barometric altitude and its bias dominate the
long-time accuracy
But what is short-time and long-time for an aircraft approaching the runway' Which is the barometer bias in
this phase?

Differences in these parameters cause additional bcias
and scalefactor variations
If the barometric altitude error remained constant during
the approach phase an acci-irate glidep;.!h!lr np3tion
would be possible based orn a few additionai external
measurements
Unfortunately this is not the case
Fig 3 2 shows flight-tests results obtained with the twin
engine turboprop aircraft DO 228 of DLR with static
pressure holes in the fuselage The differences between
the barometric altitude obtained from the ADC and the
AFES laser tracker are shown here They show a very
problematic time characteristic during the approach
phase which will not be removed by feeding the barometric altitude into the inertial system for obtaining the
baroinertial altitude
In the GFMS test aircraft which has its slati. pressure
holes in the fuselage, too additional effects due to
changing sideslip angles were observed
Using a noseboom for static pressure measurements
would reduce these effects considerably. but it seems
hopeless to aim at a submeter accuracy in the baroinertial altitude computation
The situation is quite different for the pure inertial aititude Though rt is inherently unstable as already mentioned, its error growth is modellable over a certain
period of time as shown below and it can serve as a
basis for an aided altitude and glidepath computation
The problem in this approach is to get access to it in a
commercially available INS Since the customer cannot
change the INS software, the feedback gains in Fig 3 1
cannot be put zero without a costly manipulation by the
manufacturer The second possibility of double integrating the vertical acceleration as basis for inertial altitude computation is burdened with the fact that it is only
accessable in the commercial INS after having passed a
first order Butterworth filter, implemented with the following recursive formular in the Litton LTN-90 [Litton 83]
(3 1)

The biggest problem for an accurate barometric altitude
result is the measurement of the static pressure in the
moving aircraft Depending on the position of the static
pressure holes in the fuselage, this measurement depends more or less on air flow parameters such as
[Wuest 80]
fl,,. magnitude of the air flow. i e the true airspeed
(TAS)
the direction of the air flow i e the angles of attack
and sideslip
the flap and throttle settings
Test aircraft are mostly equipped with a noseboom to
minimize these effects
The conversion of the pressure into an electric signal is
affected by the length of the pressure tube, which defines the time lag in the order of magnitude of ts
[Redeker 85. Nord Micro 84] For the computation of
barometric altitude above the runway from static pressure measurements additional parameters have to be
known
ground pressure and temperature and
outsice temperature

a*(n)

=

c(n-t) + 0 5 [c(n) - c(n-1)]

c(n)

=

c(n- 1) + k [a(n) - c(n-1)]

k

=

2Dt!(Dt + 2T)

a-

=

filtered vertical acceleration

a

=

measured vertical acceleration

T

=

05s

In our laboratories we investigated 2 methods of extracting the inertial altitude from this system
Method 1
Using the NS altitude and feeding it back as barometric
altitude into the system From Pig 3 1 ii can oe ,a','y
derived that the feedback signal is zero in this case and
the INS altitude should be the pure inertial altitude
Method 2
Deriving the inertial altitude from the vertical acceleration
after passing it through an inverse filter The straightforward procedure for this method - to solve Eq (3 1) for
the acceleration a(n) measured This procedure requires
that the INS output is sampled synchronously with the
INS computer clock frequency of 64 Hz For the laboratory setup with 20 Hz sampling frequency the following
equation gave the best results
(32)

a(n) = a*(n) + ja*(n)

a*(n-1)] T %t

During the laboratory tests the LTN-90 was exposed to
linear motions of ± 20 cm amplitude at 1 Hz frequency
approximately As to be seen on Fig 3 3 the rocking
table was inclined by 25 deg with respect to the vertical
and 45 deg with respoct to true north So all 3 INS channels sensed a component of the linear oscillation
Fig 3 4 shows over 30 s of time for both methods the residues between the reference altitude (h z 0) and the
inertial attitude after subtracting a 2nd order polynomial
for compensating the typical inertial errors In Fig 3 5
t' a inertial altitude for both methods is plotted over 4
mm The plots and the polynomial coefficients prove that
both methods give results with excellent correspondence With a 3rd order polynomial the residues become
much smaller, as shown in Fig 3 6 for two different
tests
For a longer period of time. e g 15 min the errors of the
inertial altitude, computed as outlined above, cannot be
modelled as well as can be seen from Fig 3 7a The
peaks of the residues with respect to a 3rd order polynomial are t 1 5 m approximately In a simulation it was
found out that a random walk coefficient of r = 0 2
(m/slvh generates residues of similar magnitude (s Fig
3 7b). This random walk corresponds to an acceleration
signal with 0005 g resolution at 20 Hz samping rate
Since the LTN 90 specifications quote 1 22 10- g at 64
Hz the reason for this problem lies in the asynchronous
data collection of the laboratory setup There is no physical reason why within the INS the vertical channel
should be inferior to the horizontal channels (Knickmeyer
90) Fig 3 8 shows the corresponding laboratory test resuits for the horizontal residues computed from the north
and east velocities The nonlinearity at 60 s is due to the
limited resolution of 0 125 kn of the LTN 90 output
signals If the system is standing still this may generate
a position error slope of equal magnitude which vanishes
when the system is moving The random walk coefficient
at 16 Hz update rate is r = 0 27 m, h. which is negligible The higher noise in the horizontal position with
respect to the inertial altitude is due the to difference in
the LTN 90 transport delay which is 60 ms for the accelerations and 110 ms for the horizontal velocities
Both methods outlined above for inertial attitude computation give good results for mission times in the order
of 4 min which is sufficient for the approach pnase
Method 2 is the preferred way for computing the inertial
altitude, because
the baroinertial altitude computation is not interrupted
and
due to the inertial altitude error growth Method 1
works for 10 min only approximately when the computed vertical velocity does not exceed limits so that
the internal INS built-in test equipment (BITE) classifies it as 'invalid
In Method 2 we have found a basis for inertial altitude

measurement For on-line and off-line glidepath computations external measurements for aiding the inertial
altitude are necessary There are only 2 on-board sensors for the measurement of the altitude with respect to
the runway
the radio altimeter which measures the relative altitude on-line i e requires the storage of the runway
profile as a priori knowledge and
the forward looking CCD camera which measures
the relative altitude already during the approach
phase i e it requires the relative altitude difference
between both runway patterns as a priori knowledge
only

We will concentrate in the following on the second sen
sor
DLR s concept for scene correlation navigation *s
discussed in the nexi section which is followed oy accu
racy considerations for the position computation in the
approach phase based on the runway pattern
4.

Concept for the Scene Correlation Navigation

In Fig 4 1 a block diagram for the scene correlation
navigation is shown it cc.isists of three main pails
imagp processing model generation and identification
with position and attitude estimation
With the help of information about position and orientation delivered hy the inertial navigation system ýINS,
moreover under consideration of foreknowledge about
errors of these data objects which can be detected by
the scanning device are selected from a digitai terrain
model (DTM) These objects are projected frm 3-D
space into the 2-D image piane using a hierarchical
data structure (scene generation
artificial scene
description)
Image processing is done in two steps First preprocessing clears the image from brightness fluctuations and
nonlinear geometrical distortions depending on the sensor In a second step (segmentation) features are extracted and stored in the same way as the transformed
DTM objects Depending on the expected image procedures of pattern recognition are chosen from a stock of
algorithms (image processing knowledge method selection) In consideration of the applied segmentation procedures and with the help of a selection step ýscene
evaluation) a subset of objects contained in the scene
description is produced which offers a reiabie image
interpretation lImage modei)
After assigning the features tnat nave been extracted
from the aerial image to the image model (object odent;tfcation) the real position and attitude angles of the aircraft
are calculated (photogrammetryl and can oe used as
update information for the INS-Data
4.1

Model Generation and Photogrammetry

A digital map on board Idigital terrain model DTM. contains data about the structure of terrain oblects Each
object is described by its geometry and attributes e g
the type of the object, its class and name Tpie oblect s
geometry is expressed by the position of the vertices of
surrounding polygons in worid coordinates lGauss-Kru
ger coordinates ar0 the height above MSLi using
Xw = (Xw Yw Zw)l For experimental purpose a DTM
from the region around •he Braunschweig airport was
digi•tized (size 6 x 4 km i oased on the Deutsche
Grundkarte (Scale 1 5000! in the near future geograh, 4. -:r,,'n- .
I...ý..
-. '-.
,
xample the
Amthches Topographisches Kartographisches :nformationssystem (ATKIS) of the German Federal Surveying
Offices (Landesvermessungsamteri are available
In order to derive the image model by using the DTM
data the objects are transfotpied to the mage coordi
nate system XI = ix, y, z,)I Furtnerh-ore only such
DTM objects are cnosen. which are sufficiently le
cognizable with respect to the available image proces
sing methods This transformation is control"d by the
attitude and heading anqles of the aircraft and its arpro
ximate position Xa = Ixa Ya za '' The camera is described by a simple pinhole mode, inonlinear geome
trical distortions are already elim•nated) wit" focL,s engtn
c and the mounting angies ;roll pitch and yawI inside
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the aircraft The real oblect positons in the image coor
dinate system are determined by the nypotnes~s driven
assignment of the objects to the features contained in
the processed 'mage
Using well-known procedures
of pnotogrammetrV
[Konecny 84). the parameters of the real transfurmation
are determined from the corresponding points of the oolects in the image and world coordinate systems These
parameters are elements of a redundant nonlinear set of
equations They can be linearized and solved iteratively
oy the least square method T.us the actual position of
za)
is available as update
the aircraft Xa - (xa Y
information for the IANS The same method is suitable for
the u. termination of the aircrafts attitude angles and for
cami.ra calibration
ie
the determination of the
mounting angles and the focal length

ntersecton of neignuourng straight ,.ne
oegments.
Starting with these niltal nypotheses -ore features of
the image model are searcred -,e vahdat o' of !ne ny
potheses depends on the s,miaity of the compared
features regarding a gven thresnod O toiera-ce for
position and orientation 'he parameters of 1,sp:ace
ment and 'otator are caic-.ateo for eac" new fea,.re
so that the global error of position of al object feat.res S
minimized After assigning ail mode features t1 some
image features the venftcaton process w,: De term
hated if the global matnnrg quaity s rvghe, than a re
cognition threshold the mcoei s asso-ec to be re
cognized in this case all matcnec rrage features are
marked to be used Ali other hypotheses buillt por
tnese features are devaiuatea I a nyoothes~s quality
sinks below the recognit•ior tnresnCd L!w. ne 'erectea

5.
4.2

Image Processing

In a preprocessing step sensor distortions are corrected
by different procedures of filtering and transformation
Besides global grey scale operations such as histogram
equalization also local operators are taken into consideration Regarding a sensor specific model these operators can compensate a position dependent sensitivity or
defective cells of COD sensors Moreover geometrical
distortions are equalized if necessary
In a second step (segmentation) the image is decomposed into significant parts and described by features of
different kinds The selection of the applied segmentation methods and their parameters from a stock of image
processing algorithms (IP expert knowledge) is controlled by the expected image contents (IP expert system)
Besides standard local procedures for the extraction of
linear features [Dunham 86], also alternative approaches
are made Therefore methods from the field of graph
search
techniques
like
dynamic
programming
[Besslich 89 Martelli 76] and heuristic contour following
techniques [Montanan 71] can be used These procedures are very profitable because they allow the inclusion of knowledge concerning the model of special
miage structures using grey scale images or den,' d
gradients as well Moreover not only linear but also
region ike features are extracted by segmentation using
additional methods of texture analysis
Features and segments extracted by these procedures
are stored for further processing in a hierarchical data
structure In addition method parameters and quality
criterions are attached to each feature as attributes The
use of IP expert knowledge makes this technique fairly
flexible
4.3

Object Identification

The object identification is done by The assignment of
extracted features to the oblects of the image model In
the literature many procedures for solving this problem
are published, for example methods used in the fields of
workpiece
recognition
robot
vision
etc
[Salzbrunn 90 Tropf 801 The selected method allows a
fault tolerant, displacement and rotation invariant 2-D
feature assignment In addition a slight scale ýdlustment
is made This procedure, a modified A -algorithm
[Nilsson 82] builds up valued concurrent hypotheses for
the objects contained in the image model This corresponds to the procedures of the so-called analysis by
synthesis described in [Tropf 80] For the generation of a
starting hypothesis a feature of the image model is used
estimating the parameters of rotation and displacement
for the assignment (for example a corner. i e the point of

Accuracy Considerations
Approach as an Example

for

the

Runway

The position accuracy of rnage based rav.gatior
systems severely depends on the actua geometric arrangement of the world objects and the \, ewing camera
Therefore it is impossible to give an overaý; esTmate of
the resulting position error In the case of -any oolects
which are spread ovw'r the whole image plane !t s obvious that the achieved accuracy wiý' pe much greater
than in the case of only one single object of s-ail size
somewhere in the image i1 Stould be empnaszed that
in general the position error depends o- the n-age
scale I e the nearer the oblects appear and the onger
the focal length of the camera the more acc,'ate t!e
determined position wili be This is the mait ofference
between image based navigation and othe" navigation
methods iGPS or DGPS whicn delivef a position in
dependent accuracy Especially for 'rie regarded case of
only one single oblect n the image field e the stripe of
the runway it is necessary to "ake some detailed
assumptions for estimating the resulting errors
The estimation of the resulting position erro' aur:ng the
landing approach was done via different computer
simulations In these simulatons dcffeent ounos of error
sources were assumed which car' De 'egardec as
system constraints These error sources a'e
11

errors in the INS angles

2)

a focal lengin error of the camera or noncalbrated
nonlinear dstorlions o the camea !ens a-c

3)

random erors of mage cooronate ýocat ons of re
ference points resulting fror- the approximatior o"
straight line segments to the contours r' the image
plane

For these simulations a fixed camera mode, is used The
forward-looking camera is mounted at a fixed pOst.orn
and orientation with respect to the aircrat axes so that
fur tne aircraft approach the oaselne o" tne unrway 's located in the center of the !mage p,,:&e The simL.ateo
camera target has a size of 36 x 24 mTI,and is diggrlzed
with 360 x 240 pixels (pixel size 0 t mmi The applied
focal length is 50 mm These data can easily be transformed to commercaily avialable CCD cameras 'or example a focal length of about 12 -- for te KODAK
MEGAPLUS with a pixel size of 6 8 x 6 8 microns and a
resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels would approximately
achieve the same viewing angles thowever in this case
the resolution is about 4 tines higher , The simulation s
done at different points during the landing path i e at
1000 500 250, 100 and 50 m before of the intersection
point of the flight path and the runway For all these
points the exact locations of reference points in the
image plane are computed by prolection (forward com-

for a

putation) After adding the regarded errors to m"e 'e.

figrt! painth - 0 in our Case 'hey were obtaine

cording parameters and the ;mage locatons of reference
ponts the position computation is carried out ,backward
computation) An example for me estimated postors !s
shown in Fig 5 1 The aircraft s position has a distance
of 50 m with respect to the baseline of the runway The
calibration error is assumed to be 0 0 0. and the random
location error in the image plane is assumed to nave a
95 5 0o of al
standard deviation of 0 5 pixel ýso tnatln
cases the location differs not more !tan I pixe, from mhe
true location) For this scatter diagram '000 random
data are taker into account The resulting position error
(mean and standard deviatoni can be seer in Fig 5 1
These scatter diagrams are computed for ali fve re
garded distances from tne runway under two dfferent
assumotions

o• orde,1o s;-uiate me loca,
focal engtn or 1 50 mm
T
engtr I - 100 mm tre correspond,rg nistances ir able
5 ' were r,,t~pi~ed by 2 ;tah.orr syncnronizatjor errors
netweern %S ano camera Vere Oarladiy aoen nrto
account by mritmng mqe or va es !, 0

First it is assumed that tne aspect anges are taken from
the measured INS angles wllrh a systematc error 0 1
degreesi and that only mne corner Door•5 between the
baselne and 'Me edges of the %.rway are ext'acted from
T-'e results are isted n
the image ýsee F g 52 o!
Table 5 1

For an approach, of 4 m-,r ý-fatio- the ver!ca channe,
was modeileo r the Ka~mar filter wtn t'he folowng state
vector
.6 1

5an
a

-

wem
5n
nerta alt-'ude error
: acceeraton error

62)

(6h
oiSVý

:

it is assumed mhat the aica3ft poston and ts
angles are comrbued from three image points
pOi*,t from the hterection of the runway edges
eft and !grt corner points cl the baseline isee

h the next section tme results stec in Tabie 5 1 wil be
appled to the comDutatoh of a rnway-referencec fight
pain

6.

Results for a Runway-Referenced Flight Path
Computation Based on INS Data and Image Position Fixes

For the run-way-referenced flignt pat" comnutaton the
absolute positions of tme runway patterns need not be
Known The first pattern 5sused as reference bostion
The Known reiatave position of the second pattern wth
respect to the first one iays down the nor~zontal and ver,cal reference directions as snown in Fig 6 t
Fig 6 2 shows the block diagram for the runway-referenced flight path computation The time 0 is a point of
time prior tO passing the outer marker The integration of
the horizorlta velocities and Tne vertical acceleration are
hntjated For the ýatter the oaroinertial altitude serves as
initial condition For the following discussion ,t is assumed that this altlitude has an initial bias of 5hb = 100
in with an uncertainty of ol5hb) = 5 m for an aircraft
equipped witn a nosecooom and oi'nb) = 30 m in other
cases These .ýncertaoties take into account the bias
alfference between the initiation and the runway overflgnt The nital horizontal position can be assumed zero
with an uncertainty of say r(ds) = 100 Km The horizontai velocities are integrated :n the runway-referenced
coordciales shown rnFig 6 1
During the approach the camera measurements are
used for aiding the nertial position in a Kalman filter
They are intatedl at a distance of 1000 m (I = 50 amm)or
2000 m if = 100 mm) before the runway patterns is
Table 5 1) After having passed the second pattern the
backward fitter is initiated as indicated in Fig 6 2
For the rest of the paper we concentrate primarly on the
vertical channel only. which as shown above is more
difficult to handle than the horizontai channels The followihg results are based on true INS data collected on
the rocking table shown in Fig 33 and on simulated
position fixes The oz values of Table 5 1 served to distribute randomly these fixes with respect to the reference
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6.1

DosItons

0' te

-i,rway Patterns

are

with
Test
Results
Using
Measurements
Respect to Runway Patterns of Known Relative
Positions

For known position dfferences between tme two ru"way
ore
patterns . e Known distance and relatye eievato"
mage measurements serve as position measurements
in the coordnate system shown in Fg 6 1
The test results are presented .r. Figs 6 3 tc 6 5 They
show the altitude estimation residues for different rjns
and different !NS data files They are zero approximately
when the aircraft s close to the patterns at the oeginn ng
and the end of the runway and they ncrease backward
in time due to the craracterstics of the camera and oue
to the fact that the initial baroinerlia, altltune measure
mert is the oniy external measuremert rorm- t=0 .c to
Ine time when tne runway pattern s - sgn! of :he
camera The dotted curves are the
'c nands comnputed by the backward filte, %he sradec cones mark
over a distance of 10 kr the
0 0' deg ,mits at an
approach speed of V = 70 m s
Figs 6 3 and 6 4 show the efect of the camera focai
length and the runway length , e the distance between
both runway patterns on the altitude estimaton accuracy It is assumed that the initial alitude 's equa: to tnc
baroinertlial altitude at t = 0 and that the caroinertial bias
is estimated basec on the camera measurements The
uncertainty between the inertial altitude irtation at 1 : 0
and the baroinertial bias estimation i, o(dInh, - 5 m
equipped aircraft) bpIom the
(assuming a noseboom
results one may conclude that with a focai length of f =
100 mm the 001 deg 1o glidepath accuracy can be
met
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If the baroinertial altitude uncertainty is bigger. i e
o( 6 hb) = 30 m. as it may be the case for a none noseboom-equipped aircraft Is Fig. 3 2) the glidepath accuracy is heavily affected as to be seen from Fig 6 5 This
gives an indication of the benefits of good barometric
measurements It should be kept in mind that they are
not used for an accurate absolute altitude computation in
the submeter range. but for providing the inertial altitude
point whose bias should not
computation with a starting
6
change above the o( hb) level during the approach

Fig 6 6 shows the results for two successive runway
approaches with a time difference of 7 mm approximately Here and in the following investigations the
camera focal length is f = 100 mm and the runway length
is 4 5 km Due to the longer mission time of 1,4 h the
state vector was augmented by the acceleration slope
6b
5v 5a 6b)T
(63) x = (6h
with the following initial covariance and random walk
coefficient
(6 4)

o(b) =
r(5b) =

0 0005 g,'h,h
0 0001 (g/h),, h

Both plots in Fig 6 6 prove again the benefits of an
accurate baroinertial measurement as initial condition
The results of the 2nd runway overflight do not depend
on this measurement any longer
6.2

Test Results Using
Measurements with
Respect to Runway Patterns of Unknown Relative Positions

If t•'e aircraft carries out flight-tests with respect to a
runway of unknown absolute and relative positions of
both patterns it has to fly a traffic pattern i e two
approaches and runway overflights for achieving the required glidepath and flight track accuracies The pattern
size is the only a priori knowledge then required for
measuring the aircraft position x y h with respect to the
first pattern inthe runway coordinate system Is Fig 6 1)
and for measuring its y-component with respect to the
second pattern The latter is its offset from the runway
direction which certainly can also be measured with
respect to the runway center line
or the runway edges
If stereo-optical measurements are taken. even the runway pattern size is no longer a prerequisite for measuring the relative aircraft position with respect to the first
pattern and for measuring its course offset In this case
no a priori knowledge about the runway is required for
the runway-referenced flight path cot outation
The results inFig 6 7 are surprisingly good The glidepath accuracy of 0 01 deg (1o) can still be met, even for
the case
of an initial baroinertial alttitude bias uncertainty
of o( 6 hb) = 30 m During the first approach this is true
for a short distance before the first runway pattern For
greater distances the glidepath accuracy exceeds the 0 01 deg limits
At the end of these investigations we will cast a brief
glance at the horizontal channels For the following
results the system error model was left unchanged with
respect to Eq (6 3) i e the Schuler loop was neglected
for the mission time of 1/4h Also the coupling between
both horizontal channels due to the changing heading
was not taken into accout The following parameters
were set to new values
(65)

0(,Ss)
r(6s)

100km

02 m vM
0

r(6v)

0 01 (m s),, h

The fairly big value for the random walk on the position
level is due to the north and east velocity resolution of
0 125 kn at a sampling frequenc of 20 Hz within the
LTN 90 For the image-derived -osition fixes the ovalues of Table 5 1 were used, with a limitation to 0 1 m
again to take into account synchronization errors
between INS and camera
Fig 3 8 shows the estimation residues
in tne x and y directions Due to the characteristics of the image-derived
6
position fixes the along track error sx cannot be estimated as well as the cross track error 6sv This is no
problem since glidepath and flight track alccuracies do
not depend so much on distance The cross track error
defines the flight track accuracy The shaded cones in
Fig 3 8 prove that the 0 01 deg (101 accuracy level can
be reached easily

7. Summary
Runway-referenced flight-tests with on-board sensors
only are optimally carried out based on inertlia; ar'd
image measurements of the patterns at the beginning
and the end of the runway
Experiences with the flight inspection system DMS 88 of
the German Aviation Authority indicate that the glidepath
computation based on baroinertial measurements 5scritical (Chapter 2) Barometric bias trends during the
approach phase are hardly modeilable
For short periods of time the purely inertially der ved
altitude seems to be more appropriate. but it is drfficult to
get access to corresponding accurate measurements ;n
a conventional INS Two different methods and their
laboratory test results are outlined in Chapter 3
Chapter 4 deals with DLR s concept of image-derived
navigation and Chapter 5 with the achievable accuracies
position of measurements based on runway patterns of
known size Not only position updates are possible but
also attitude and heading updates using photogrammetric relations
Based on simulated image-derived position updates and
true inertial measurements the accuracy of the flight path
computation - primarily the glidepath computation - is
analyzed in Chapter 6 The data handling is similar to
the one in DMS 88 during the approach and runway
overflight, all data integrated in a forward Kalman filter
are stored and evaluated in a backwid filter after
passing the runway end
For known size and relative positions of both runway
patterns it should be possible to reconstruct the flight
path with 0 01 deg to-accuracy A camera focal length
of f = 100 mm is preferable The results indicate also the
importance of a fairly stable baroinertial altitude measurement as initial condition of the inertia; glidepath
measurement
Stable means that the barometer bias
of unknown magnitude at !"e outer marker should not
change more than 5 m with respect to the runway overflight When the runway is overflown twice in time after
the test aircraft has flown a traffic pattern the glidepath
accuracy for the second approach doe, not depend on
barometic altitude accuracy any ionge
of
The repeated runway overflight opens the possibility
an accurate runway -referenced flight path computation
without the relative position of both patterns and only
their s~ze as a priori knowledge Stereo-optic measure
merits on-board the aicraft allow to compute the run

way-referenced flight path without any a priori knowledge
The first runway pattern overflown twice serves to calbrate the along track and the altitude, and the second
pattern, the runway centerline or the runway edges
serve to calibrate the runway-referenced direction For
glidepatih and flighttrack computations a 10-accuracy of
0 01 deg should be achievable
Flight tests with a gyro-stabilized, coarse resolution IR
camera mounted in the nose of the DLR test aircraft
DO 228 are evaluated at present (s Fig 1 1) Further
flight-tests will be based on the KODAK-MEGAPLUS
Camera mentioned in Section 5
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Tab. 5.1

Position Errors for Different Distances from
the Baseline of the Runway under the
Assumption that the INS Angles are Meas- -red with an Accuracy of 0. 1 Degree

Tab. 5.2

Position Errors for Different Distances from
the Baseline of the Runway under the
Assumption that the Aspect Angles are
Estimated from the Image Data

Scatter Diagram for the Camera-Derived
Position from 1000 Samples at a Distance.
of 50 m from the Baseline of the Runway

a)b)
Fig 5.2

1c)
a) Image of the Runway, b) Used Image Data for Estimating
the Position only, c) Used Imnage Data for Estimating the
Aspect Angles and the Position
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An Hierarchic Alliance of Filters
for Fault Tolerant Navigation
Using Two Inertial Systems with Aiding Sensors
J. Chris MCMillan, Jeff S. Bird
Communication and Navigation Section
Defence Research Establishment Ottawa
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA 0Z4
Dale A.G. Arden
Computing Concepts Ltd.
10 Phylis St.
Nepean, Ontario, Canada K2J 1V2

1. SUMMARY
A Dual Inertial Integrated Navigation System (DIINS)
is being developed for the Canadian Navy to improve
the navigational accuracy and reliability on ships which
have two inertial navigators plus other aiding
navigation systems and sensors such as GPS. Loran-C,
Omega, Doppler Speed Log(s) and so on. The sensor
integration architecture being proposed to optimally
onmbine all navigation sensors on such a vessel is an
"hierarchic alliance" of Kalman filters, which is
designed to allow sensitive eroz compensation as *cll
and
as
complete
fault
detection
isolation
reconfiguration (FDIR). This architecture is ideally
suited to central processing, can take advantage of
parallel processing, and provides significant advantages
over both the conventional unifilter approach and the
"federated" (or cascaded) filter approach.
This hierarchic alliance consists of a specific set of
optimal filters running in parallel, with each filter
processing measurements from a different subset of
the navigation sensors. These filters can be partially
ordered so that primary and secondary filters can be
defined. The primary filter(s) provide the optimal
navigation solution, while the secondary filters provide
uncorrupted backup in the event of a sensor fault.
The primary motivating factor for this architecture is
to provide optimal integration under all conditions,
and in particular after the occurrence of subtle sensor
faults which could not be immediately detected and
which could therefore corrupt the primary filter(s).
This alliance of filters can provide an uncorrupted
optimal solution, since it can be configured -o that
there will always be a secondary filter which, at the

time of failure, was running independently of the faulty
sensor. This removes the usual need to "back out" of a
failure which was not immediately detected and thus
substantially simplifies reconfiguration in response to
such a failure.
Another motivating factor for this architecture is that
the partial independence of the parallel filters also
facilitates the detection and isolation of sensor faults.
This can be accomplished by multiple levels of
statistical hypothesis testing on a set of parallel
Kalman filters.
Fault detection techniques used
include the usual sensor data reasonableness and filter
residual tests as well ds a chi-square hypothcsis testing
technique applied to the state vectors, and inter-filter
voting applied to the rL sidoals test results.
While this approach is computationally intensive,
modern software techniques, and soon to be .ilable
processing power, are expected to make the real time
implementation of this hierarchic alliance of filters
quite practical. The system envisioned in this paper is
being designed and built at the Defence Research
Establishment Ottawa for the Canadian Navy and is
expected to see initial real-time sea trials in 1993.
2. INTRODUCTION
During the 1980's the Defence Research Establishment Ottawa (DREO) developed a Kalman filter
based Marine Integrated Navigation System (MINS),
as described in MCMillan (l19)0), that optimally
integrated the navigation sensors found aboaru
Canadian naval vessels at the lime. These included
GPS, Transit,
Loran-C, Omega, speed log,
gyrocompass,
and operator
entered
sextant
measurements and position fixes. MINS employs a
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single 17-state, dynamically re configurable, complementary Kalman filter (UD formulation) with the
"system" states representing the dead reckoning errors.
MINS units are being installed on all major Canadian
naval vessels with the exception of the new patrol
frigates which are still under construction. Unlike
existing ships, these new frigates do not have dead
reckoning systems, but are being equipped with twin
inertial navigation systems (installed fore and aft)
rather than a gyrocompass. Future submarines are
expected to be similarly equipped, and present the
,idded protiem of aubncrged navigation, which is
largely unaided. Consequently, a next generation of
the MINS system will be required to take full
advantage of the redundancy available from the INS's
on the new vessels,
The new integrated system currently being designed
and simulated at DREO is called DIINS (Dual Inertial
Integrated Navigation System) and is a substantial
revision of MINS. It will optimally integrate at least
the following sensors:
•
INSI,
* INS2,
S
onPS,
SO
gran-C,
SOmega,
speed log,
•
Hyperfix,
* operator entered sextant fixes.

Without the sensor integration provided by DIINS, a
slow failure of an INS could not be quickly detected.
It would not be clear that an INS has failed until the
Early failure
discrepancy becomes quite large.
isolation (determining which INS has failed), would be
even more difficult, especially in the case of a
submerged submarine, where accurate aiding sensor
position measurements arc not available.

This paper outlines an optimal filring architectural
concept, and how it can be applied to this particular
set of sensors, It also briefly describes the basic
Kalman filter design, and various techniques currently
being considered and implemented for fault detection.
isolation and reconfiguration (FDIR) in this context.
These include:
0
0
0
0

measurement reasonableness tests,
Kalman filter residual tests,
multiple filter residual test voting, and
a x 2 (chi-square) filter self test technique that is
applied to the state estimate and involves
propagating a "shadow" filter (with
no
measurements) for each regular Kalman filter.
Some simulation results are also presented to illustrate
the power of the FDIR techniques to detect and
isolate subtle inertial sensor faults, even in the
submarine case where only speed log aiding is
available.

The presence of two inertial systems has required a

Since DIINS is still at an early stage of development,
the designs outlined in this paper are only preliminary.

filters and their redundancy allows a much higher

performance

the system.
tolerance
degree of fault degre
oleanc
o falt too bbc built
bult into
ntothesysem.

pefracofteautdetinislinad
reconfiguration algorithms under a full set of expected

The primary objective of DIINS is to enhance the
accuracy and reliability of the navigation system, and
the FDIR architecture and algorithms arc the key to
accomplishing this. The algorithms are designed to
detect x-d isolate (identify) sensor failures promptly
and to automatically remove the failed sensor from the
navigation solution without introducing a significant
discontinuity in the output. Since full failure mode
operation requires that DIINS be designed to integrate
any viable subset of the marine sensors mentioned
above, this flexibility provides the added benefit that
DIINS could be used on virtually any marine platform.

failure conditions.

completely new set of error models in the Kalman

The primary reason for having two relatively expensive
INS's on each ship is to provide reliability in the event
of a failure. Much effort has therefore bccn directed
towards the prompt detection and isolation of subtle
faults in an INS, such as an accelerometer bias shift
(perhaps due to temperature control failurc or an out
of spec. gyro bias shift. It will be shown that this can
be accomplished, even in the submarine scenario
where the only aiding sensor is the specd log.

Full simulations have yet to be completed to ;verify the

of the fault detection, isolation and

3. HIERARCHIC ALLIANCE OF FILTERS
3.1. General Concepts
To discuss the proposed architectural concept, some
notation will be helpful. Consider the usual case
where one continu,,us system (inertial or dead
reckoning) is to be integrated with n aiding sensors
(tPS, Loran-C etc.). The usual unifilter shall be
referred to as F).
This is envisioned as a
complementary or error state filter, with a state vector
partitioned as follows:

O
X
Xn

inertial system /sensor error states
firting sensor error states
se oin
second aiding sensor error states
th
n aiding sensor error states

(I

The measurement vector can also be decomposed:

ii~~
II III

IIII

1
14- ;

SI
Z

I first aiding sensor measurement
I second aiding sensor measurement

(2)

th
Zn

n

As discussed below, the partial independence of the
parallel filters substantially improves FDIR, with
failure detection being more sensitive, isolation more

aiding sensor measurement

Let P (for i = 1,2,...n) refer to the filter in which the ith
aiding sensor states and measurements have been
removed. Let PJ refer to the filter in which the ith
and jth aiding sensor states and measurements have
been removed. Similarly define Fpjk and so on.
The P' can be considered the first generation filtrs,
the PJ second generation, and so on. The set of all
such filters form a tree, as shown in Figure 1. Each
filter in this tree can easily be spawned from the filter
immediately above it (its parent filter), by simply
eliminating the appropriate states and measurements.
This reconfiguration can quite easily be done
dynamically (in real time) without introducing any
discontinuity, since the remaining states will be
unchanged, as will their covariance matrix.

V

1,1

1.

2

/A ;1.3 ...
1.12
*filterst:1r

1

"l

...

n

ý1

.

run completely independently. They are therefore not
subject to the filter design constraints which lead to
sub optimality of the federated filters.

1

(

l

decisive, and reconfiguration r.uch simpler.
With one INS and n aiding sensors it would be
necessary to run at most n + 1 filters at a time. With
practical considerations, this number may be reduced.
Although this may be considered burdensome, with
modern software techniques and recently available
processing power, the practical implementation of this
hierarchic alliance of filters is now possible.
3.2. Reconfiguration
This architecture provides substantial capability for
reconfiguration in the event of sensor failure, which is
not availa-', to a unifilter or to federated filters. The
greatest difficulty with reconfiguration under both the
unifilter and the federated filter schemes, is that the
primary filter may have been corrupted by the sensor
failure. This requires either a complete filter re
initiali/ation, with thb resulting total loss of state
estimate information, or some complex "backing out"
scheme which atemptr to use the state estimate from
some pre-selected point in the past, hopefully before
the failure occurred. The hierarchic alliance approach
resolves this problem by simply having "hot" backup
running at all times.

For any given set of aiding sensors, there will be a
maximal filter in the complete tree (see Figure 1)
which integrates all available (not failed) sensors. To
(r

...

Figure 1. Hierarchic Alliance Structure
Any set of filters sharing a common parent filter,
together with that parent shall be referred to as a
family of filters. In the proposed approach, only one
such family of filters is required at any given time.
This provides the optimal filter (the parent) and a set
of backup filters. The fact that each backup filter is
independent of one of the sensors assists in all three
aspects
of
fault
detection,
isolation
and
reconfiguration.
This architecture provides many advantages over both
the conventional unifilter approach and the "federated"
(or cascaded) filter approach. The different filters
share sensor measurements only, rather than state
vector information and therefore can he designed and

provide an uncorrupted filter for single failures, it is

only necessary to run the family containing the
maximal filter as parent. For example if P is the
maximal filter, and a soft failure (one who's detection
is delayed) occurs in sensorj, (hen P will have been
corrupted, but FPJwill not have been. Therefore PJ
can be used as the new maximal filter, with new
subfiltcrs pjk being spawned from FJ. This is the basic
hierarchic alliance reconfiguration concept.
It should be mentioned that if the above failure in
sensor j was a hard failure, then F will not have been
corrupted, in which case P would be ised to spawn
pjk directly, since F should have better state estimates
than P-J. Therefore if sensor j is not expected to ever
have soft failures then the corresponding filter F'J is
not necessary for rcconfiguration purposes. However.
these secondary filters have an equally important role
in fault isolation, as described below.
It should also be mentioned that inherent in this
approach is the assumption that a second soft failure
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will not occur in the time interval between the
occurrence and detection of the first. It is therefore
important to be able to detect these soft failures as

isolation capability of this architecture, as described
abwe, therefore improves fault detection. It does this
by allowing the use of more sensitive detection

quickly as possible in order to minimize this possibility,

schemes such as the chi-square test, which would not
otherwise allow isolation.

to handle
multiple
Extending this technique
simultaneous failures is possible and in fact is
conceptually quite simple. To handle m simultaneous
failures, it would be necessary to include all different
filters for m generations below the maximal filter in
the tree of Figure 1. For reasons of practicality
however this has not been pursued further.
3.3. Failure Isolation
This architecture provides significant fault isolation
capability which is not available to a anifilter or to
cascaded filters.
When a sensor failure occurs, one consequence is that
the error model assumptions underlying the Kalman
filter are no longer valid.
This can lead to
unanticipated effects. Therefore some of the most
sensitive fault detection schemes indicate only that
there is a statistically significant problem within a
Kalman filter but give no indication of where the fault
lies.
For example the chi-square test indicates only that
there is a statistically significant discrepancy between a
Kalman filter's design model (represented
by
covariance information) and the measurements being
processed by that filter (represented by state estimate
information). Assuming that the fault is not with the
filter design, it can then only be deduced that the
sensor data is behaving in unexpectcd way, most likely
due to a sensor failure. Some other means must then
be used to determine which sensor is at fault. In an
hierarchic alliance family of filters however, one and
only one of the filters should be unaffected by the
failure of a single sensor, namely the filter not using
the failed sensor. It should therefore be possible to
apply simple deductive logic to isolate the failed
sensor. This is described in more detail in section 5.3
below, in the context of DIINS.
Furthermore, some standard FDI techniques, such as
residual testing, are often used to isolate failures
within a single filter even though they are actually
ambiguous in this context. As will be explained in
section 5.2 below, this ambiguity can be resolved by
using residual test results from the multiple filters
proposed.

Ultimately sensor fai!ures are detected by comparisons
made between different sensor measurements (using a
prior information regarding their different error
behaviours and perhaps also regarding absolute
physical limits on platform dynamics). A full family of
filter as descrilb,
above, provides a richer set of
sensor comparisons than is available to a unifilter or to
a federation of filters. This should also improve the
likelihood of failure detection.
With several different filters providing somewhat
independent test results, voting can be used. This
provides a level of verification not available to a
unifilter, or even to a federation of filters. This can be
used in two ways, or some combination of both:
0

0

individual failure detection trip levels can be made
lower (more sensitive) while maintaining the same
level of confidence, or
trip levels can be left the same, so that detection
confidence would increase (false alarms reduced).

4. DIINS FILTERS
The presence of the second INS in DIINS slightly
complicates this picture, since there will initially be
two trees such as shown in Figure 1. plus a special
purpose INSI/INS2 filter.
Since both trees arc
equivalent, and arc derived from the same unifiltcr. a
brief description of !his unifilter will be given.
4.1. The DIINS Unifilter
The usual multisensor filtering approach is taken. For
navigation purposes this is normally a complementary.
or error state, filter. This type of filter primarily
estimates the errors of a continuous system such as an
inertial (or dead reckoning) system, and coincidcntally
estimates the aiding sensor errors that are observable.
The navigation output then comes from the primary
sensor, corrected by the appropriate state estimates.

3.4. Failure Detection

To minimi/e the effect of non linearity in the
measurement equation, an extended filter formulation
is used, whereby the filter measurements arc formed
by taking the difference between aiding measurements
(such as GPS pseudo ranges etc.) and a prediction of
what the aiding measurement should be at the filter's
estimated position (or velocity etc.)

Failure detection and isolation are not entirely
separable, since techniques which can detect but not
isolate a failure are of limited use. The enhanced fault

As long as an INS is functional, it is considered the
primary sensor for position, velocity and attitude for
navigation and related command and control
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functions.

In this case the INS error estimates are

used to correct the output of the INS for these
purposes.
The details of the error modeling developed for the
unifilter are well beyond the scope of this paper,
however it is useful to display the state vector and
measurement vector. The unifilter state vector for
DIINS is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. DIINS Unifilter State Vector

State
Number

Description

1-2

INS horizontal position error
3-4Shoriontal velocit error
INS
INS platform misalignment

3-4
5-7
8-9
1(-12

(GPSPseudo range errors

19

G;PS clock bias

20

"22
2-22

(;PS clock drift
pAnother
ISpeed Log errors

"23-24

Ocean Current

27-33

Loran-C hyperbolic errors
23Obe
omega phascerrors

the inertial system
This has been partitioned into
states ()), the inertial sensor error states (6), the GPS
states (8), the Speed Log error states (4), the Loran-C
error states (2) and the Omega error states (7). Of
to the
course there are two such filters corresponding
two ine
l systems.
systewith
inrt
The measurement vector can be similarly partitioned,
as shown in Table 2. It is expected that mo•re sensors
may be added to this list as development prceeds,
Table 2. DUINS Ondifiter Measurement Vectorscp

and one "federal" filter to integrate the subfilters.
However, the interdependency and sub optiniality of
the filters, and the reliance on an uncorrupted federal
filter precludes the availability of an optimal oackup

It was therefore decided to investigate an architecture
such as described in section 3 above. This expands on
ideas drawn from Widnall (1987).
basic characteristic of the DIINS system is a
special filter called the INSI-INS2 filter that is vcrv
useful in helping to detect and isolate INS failures.
Since this filter has very low measurement noise, it wvill
very sensitive to INS failures. However it is not
directly used in the navigation solution since it
estimates only the relative errors between the two
INS's.
If the aiding sensors are referred to as SI. S2, S3 and
or are
reere to
as
S . S25ad
If thepaidings
eor
Specd
S4 (
n
g orexample iniia
comprising the hierarchic alliance are listed in Table 3,
the alliance structure illustrated in Figure 2.
After reconfiguration this set will of course change.
and if one of the INS's fails, then there will only be one
o-opectr
ohISsfi.te
te.I
free. If both INS'% fail, then a non-complcmentarN
filter would be required to integrate the remaining
sensors.ofti
This akr
leve! of reconfiguration is bev',nd the
scope of this paptr

Description

Measurement
Number

0

1-2

or

0

ecLo

3-8

GPS pseudo ranr,,s

Q-14

GPS pseudo range rates

15-16

Since the two INS's provide
more than one primars
filtering, it
complementary
of
context
the
sensor, in
was only natural to consider multiple filters, even
though it is still possible to construct a complementary
unifilter. Although such a unifiltcr would provide
optimal integration under normal conditions, a gradual
sensor failure could corrupt the entire state vector
before it was detected, causing serious problems.
Individual filters that would combine one INS and one
additional sensor, such as the federated filter of
Carson (10)87), were considered. This consists of a
filter for each INS - single aiding sensor combination

filter, and thus does not provide completely graceful
hori/ontal accelerometer biases
8*9 horiont_ accelerometer biasesdegradation.
rgyro biases

13-18

25-26

4.2. DIINS Filter Configuration

17-23

Loran
C time delays
_________
Omega phase differences

24-25

position fix

___

____

P1

I

l

13

FI

,2I4

1t2 1

22

V2

124

•Z13

Figure 2. DIINS Initial Set of Filters.
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Table 3: Initial Set of Filters for DIINS
Filter
Filter

SENSORS
SENSORS_

0

INSI, INS2
INS 1, SI, S2, S3, S4
INS2, SI, S2, S3, S4

(INSI unifilter)
(INS2 unifilter)

INSI, $1, S2, S3
INS2, SI, S2, S3

(i.e. Ft° w/o S4)
(i.e. F 20 w/o S4)

INSI, Si, S2, S4
INS2, SI, S2, S4

(i.e. Ft° w/o S3)
(i.e. F,° w/o S3)

S3, S4
INS 1, S1,
INS2, S1, S3, S4

(i.e. Fl0 w/o S2)
(i.e., F 20 w/o S2)

F0

Flo
Flo
Fi4
F2 4

F1 3
F2 3
F12

F22
F1 1
F2 1

INS1, S2, S3, S4
INS2, S2, S3, S4

individual filter residual tests to isolate failed
sensors.
8. Filter Self Test - Each filter can test its own

0

(i.e. F1 w/o SI)
(i.e. F 20 w/o SI)

S. DIINS FAILURE DETECTION
Of course, sometimes fault detection is trivial to the
navigation officer monitoring the sensors. The DIINS
system must be aware of such obvious faults even
while it is monitoring the integration filters for subtle
faults that the operator has yet to see. This suggests
multiple levels of fault detection to be built into the
system that can roughly be ordered as follows:
1. Operator disable - Often the operator knows
that a sensor is faulty and should not be
integrated.
2. Built-in-Test - The sensors' built-in-test
indicators are used at a very high level to isolate a
faulty sensor.

state vector against the state vector of a "shadow"
filter (an identical one propagated with no measurements).
The first 5 of these tests provide a very efficient and
implemented
prescreening
of
sensor
easily
measurements, before the more sensitive but more
complex tests are performed. These simple ttsts are
very effective in protecting filters from spurious
measurements and rapid sensor failures.
The sixth and seventh (residual testing) provide a
more sensitive, statistically based test which is effective
in detecting and isolating discontinuity-type failures
(hard failures) and is described in the following
section. The eighth test (chi-square) is another
statistically based test, which is most sensitive in
detecting and isolating slow accumulative-type failures
(soft failures). This is also described in more detail
below.
5.1. Residual Testing
Assuming that a sensor measurement has passed the
preliminary FDI tests (the first 5 tests listed above), it
must still pass the residual test before being
incorporated into the filter. A brief discussion of filter
mechanization is needed to explain this test.
The filters are mechanized with Bicrman's DUT
form with scalar measurement updating and
diagonalized noise covariance matrices.
If z(k)
denotes the measurement vector for a filter at time k
then:

3. Reasonable Data - The raw sensor data is subjected to upper and lower bounds to ensure that it
is physically realistic.
4. Consistent Data - These are tests on the
physical reasonableness of the change in sensor
output from one measurement to the next,
5. Reasonable States - The state estimates are
tested against physically meaningful upper and
lower bounds.
6. Residual Tests - The integration filter compares
the magnitude of the filter residuals associated
with the incoming sensor data with what it expects
them to be based on the error models in the
filters.
7. Inter-Filter Residual Test Voting - Simple
deductive reasoning is applied to the results of the

z (k)

Hx(k)- w(k)

(3)

where H, x(k), and w(kI are the corresponding
measurement geometry matrix, state vector and
In a
measurement noise vector, respectively.
complementary error state filter, such as used in
DIINS, these measurements z are generally
misclosures, or differences between some quantity
ymeaf, measured by an aiding sensor and a prediction
of what that quantity should be, based on the position,
velocity etc. of the primary sensor (the INS) YINS.
z(k)

Ymnas(k)

Y isW(k

(4)

The component i of the residual vector v, is then
defined as

Within
zi ( k

zi ( k

vi ( k)

)Ix. ( kIk

1

(5)

the estimate of the state
I )is
x ( kk
where
given all data up to time kk
time
at
filter
the
of
vector
1. If the covariances of the state vector error and the
measurement noise vector are denoted by P and R,
respectively, then the variance of the residual is

FýP( k )P(k )1,

HP ( kk

IJ)H

TT
.R (k )
(6)

where we have assumed a linear measurement
equation (Eq. 3) and no correlation between the state
vector error and the measurement noise.
If neither INS has failed, the DIINS residual testing
algorithm uses Fo0 and the most accurate pair of filters
remaining (F10 and F, 0 in the no fail case). Note that
each sensor is used in 2 of the 3 filters. Sensor failure
detection and isolation using residual testing is implemented as follows:

'

b(

1.

At each update time, form the residual for
each measurement in each filter, Eq. 5.

2.

Form the estimate of the variance of each
residual from the H, P, and R matrices from
each ilter according to Eq. 6.

3.

If the square of the residual exceeds some
preset number, A 2 , times its filter computed
expected variance:

k )

.

A

2

1HP ( klk

I) H T

R ( k ) Ji

(7)

is
particular
measurement
then
that
considered bad and is not incorporated in the
Kalman filter update (typically A is set to 3 to
provide a '3-sigma" test).
This is the usual application of residual testing within a
single complementary filter, and constitute FDI test
level 6 of the previous section. From Eq. 4 and Eq. 5
it can be seen that two assumptions are implicit in this
method:

A. the residual v in Eq. 5 is large because of the
misclosure z rather than the state estimate
x ( k k
I ) , and
B. the misclosure i in Eq. 4 is large becausc of the
aiding sensor measurement ymeas rather than the
primary sensor prediction yt.Ns.

a single complementary

filter these arc

reasonable hypotheses because there is no useful
response under the alternative hypothesis (a filter
With the
failure or a primary sensor failure).
proposed architecture however, there is both the
where the fault lies and the means
to determine
means
to respond
appropriately if the filter or the primary
priary
appopIat f
The i
teson
when two primary sensors (INSs) are available, as is
senso
the cas with
the case with DIINS.

5.2. Inter-Filter Residual Test Voting
The usual residual testing, described by the three steps
above, can be extended as follows, to properly deal
with failure of the primary sensor:
4.

If a filter residual fails the 3-sigma lest for at
least M of the last N updates, then that
residual is declared "suspect" in that filter.

5.

If a residual is declared "suspect", then both
sensors associated with that residual (the
aiding sensor and the primary sensor) are
declared suspect.

6.

If a sensor i (aiding or INS) is "suspect" in all
top level filters which use it, and its residualassociated sensor (INS or aiding) is not
suspect in at least one top level filter which
uses it, then the sensor i is declared failed.

Steps 5 and 6 above describe roughly how to apply
deductive logic to these residual test results in order to
isolate the failed sensor. Step 6 eliminates assumption
B above by ascribing failure to the appropriate sensor.
Assumption A is arguably less important, however it
too can be somewhat eliminated by adding to step 6 a
requirement intended to verify the validity of the state
vector estimate. This is more difficult to couch in
general terms, but in the case of DIINS it can be
assumed that if the residual associated with the most
accurate aiding sensor (and the INS) is not suspect.
then the state estimate is not suspect.
In the DIINS baseline system of two INS's and four
secondary sensors, the residual tests would be
conducted in all 11 filters and measurements would
only be included in those filters if they passed the
residual t.,L:. The top level filters, as shown in Figure
0
0
2 above, are the two unifilters. F1 and F, , along with
0
the INSI-INS2 filter, Fn .
Only these would
participate in the sensor fault isolation of Steps 5 and b
Table 4 below shows the logic table
above.
implementing these steps. This table is not complete.
however it does includes all decisive cases.
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Table 4: Residual Test FDI Voting

_xm _ Xe

Ft0 Residuals

Fo° F20 Residuals

(INSI/SI/S2/S3/S4)

INSI (INS2/SI/S2/S3/S4)

Failed
Sensor

S3

S2

SI

0

0
0
X

X0

m

n

INS2
S4

(8)

e

SI
X
X

X

0

X

0

0

S2

S3

S4

0

NS

I2

0

$1
03 0it
X

S4
0the
-

0 - Residual is not suspect
X - Residual is suspect: M out of N residual rejections
*Irrelevant

An "X" in the table means that a residual associated
with that aidkng sensor has failed the "3-sigma" test for
M out of the last N samples, so that the residual is
"suspect." For the aiding sensor to be declared failed,
a residual formed from that sensor in both unifilters
must be suspect and there must be evidence that
neither the primary sensor (INS) nor the state vector
estimate are at fault.
0
evidence that the
Acceptable residuals in F0 provide
primary sensor (INS) is not at fault, while acceptable
residuals for the most accurate remaining sensor in the
unifilters provide evidence that the unifilter state
vectors are not a fault.

where .tm is the state vector estimated using
measurements and Xe is the state vector estimated
without measurements (thus if Xe is initially zero then
will always remain zero). The covariance of the
difference in the state estimates can be formed from
covariances of their errors:
p

E i&& T I - F •r&T
Fý
T

,4 Tf,4.E

Tf~~

T~4

P-e- er)PinJe+Pml
E
m
me
Pem
-

fe)

li
(9)

It is fairly easy to show that under conditions of
optimal filter gains, identical state models and
identical initial conditions for both solutions that

"Pemu Pine

Pm

(10)

so that

Pt

Pe

Pm

(11)

5.3. Filter Self Test - The Chi-Square Test
Not all failures will be observable through filter
residual monitoring. Any slowly accumulating error,
such as an unmodeled INS errors, for example, would
tend to be absorbed in the state estimates of other INS
errors and would show little effect in the residuals.
Thus a test on the state vector of a filter as a whole, as
outlined by Brumback and Srinath (1987) and based
on earlier work (see Kerr (1987)), is being investigated
for use in DIINS. The idea is to have two solutions of
each Kalman filter run in parallel, one with
measurements and the other without. (We call the filter
without measurements a "shadow" filter and look for a
difference between a filter and its "shadow.") This
shadow filter provides for a statistically significant
reasonableness test that is applied to each filter's state
estimate.

Consider

Since & is Gaussian (it being the difference of two
Gaussian vectors) of zero mean and covariance given
by Eq. 10, its distribution is completely defined. The
test for a failure consists of computing the scalar test
statistic
2
k

& TiI

Cnie one

(12)

The test statistic k 2 has a chi-square distribution with n
degrees of freedom, n being the dimension of the state
vector under test. A failure is declared with a
confidence level of (l-a) when the test statistic exceed.s
the appropriate threshold:
k2
2
X"

one

I 1&

(13)

ltor2
fleto

simplify

the

epaain

Define & as the difference in the two state vectors:

hr
where
lt,
mio o is determined from the tables of the chisqtare distribution. Note that a is the probability of
false alarm; declaring a failure when there is none.

Note that this test can be just as easily applied to any

subset of the vector he , buy simply extracting its
covariance matrix from P&. The dimension n of the
subvector used will of course affect the failure
threshold. One current topic of investigation is to
determine the most effective set of states for the
purpose of detecting gyro and accelerometer failures.
Failure of this filter self-test, nominally called the chisquare test, indicates that the Kalman filter solution
has deviated from its predetermined model (under the
assumption that the filter has been properly modeled
and tuned). The alternative solution from the shadow
filter only propagates the initial conditions using the
given model and cannot be corrupted by bad data.
The failure of the test is attributed to measurement
errors which in turn point to undetected sensor
failures. There is not enough information in the test to
conclude which sensor in the filter is not performing
correctly. Sensor failure isolation requires multiple
filters using different combinations of the available
sensors.
Consider the full set of 11 filters listed in Table 3 and
illustrated in Figure 2. If -i chi-square tes! isdon" on
each one of these filters (against their respective
shadow filters) individual sensor failure isolation is
possible. In Table 5 below, an "XV under a filter
indicates that the filter has failed the test, a "0"
indicates the test passed, and "."indicates a don't care.
A sensor is isolated only in the scenarios listed. Other
cases are ambiguous and no action is taken.
Table 5: Chi-Square Failure Isolation
Results of chi-square tests:
Fit FI 2 FI 3 FI 4 F

0

1

F0

F2

0

0

F2

4

Isolate

3

2

F2 F,

X

X

X

X

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

x x x x

x

0

t:2

Failure

0

INS1
INS2

0 x

X X X ) x x

x

x

0

S1

X 0

X x

x

0 X

$2

0 X X

S3

x

0

x

x X a x x

0

X x

X X X 0
0-.

X 0

x

X 0 X X X

Filler passes chi-square tesi

X - Filter fails ch-isquare lest
- Irrelevant

The essence of Table 5 is that a sensor failure can be
isolated by the chi-square test only if all filters that use
that sensor fail and all filters that do not use that
sensor pass. The only exception to this statement
might be when isolating an INS failure (the first two
cases in Table 5). It is probably better not to wait for
filters F, and F 2 1 to fail. These filters are deprived of

the most accurate aiding sensor, Si, and so they may
not be sufficiently sensitive to promptly detect a soft
INS failure.
5.4. False Alarms
Since a failure detection results in reconfiguration and
long term loss of a sensor, the probability of false
alarm must be kept very low; much lower than would
be acceptable in a one-time measurement rejection
test. Fortunately the voting schemes described in the
previous two sections makes thiýs possible without
using very high trip levels on the individual tests. For
example the INS failure detection by the chi-square
test as shown in Table 5 requires the confirmation of
five failed chi-square tests and five passed. If these ten
individual tests were all independent, with individual
false alarm probabilities of a, then the combined
probability of a false alarm in either one of the INS's
would be:
Pr(fa)

=

Ai-5( - a)5

(14)

Thus a 95- chi-square threshold (a -.05) on the
individual tests would yield a very small combined false
7
alarm probability of only 5xl-) . The individual
thresholds could be increased to I)1 or even 7517i and
still have a combined false alarm probability of .(XXX)l
or .0(X)05 respectively.
A case of special interest is the submarine
scenario.
where only one aiding sensor (the S.eed log) may be
available. In this case only two failed and one passed
chi-square test are available to detect an INS failure.
Thus individual test levels of 9517 and 90r yield
combined false alarm probabilities of .(XM8 and .018
respectively.
6. SIMULATION RESULTS: CHI-SQUARE FDl
This section presents some early simulation results
performed to investigate the effectiveness of these chisquare tests. Different levels of accelerometer and
gyro failureswere simulated at different points in time,
and different subsets of the state vector were used in
the chi-square test. These were evidently among the
factors determining effectiveness.
As would be expected, the detectability of a failure
depends strongly on the magnitude of the failure
simulated, since this determines the size of x m and
hence of & and k(via Eqs. 8 and 12). For the purpose
of this report, moderately accurate INS's are simulated
(I nmi/hour) and the inertial sensor failures are about
eight times larger than specified as normal.
The temporal sensitivity arises trom two independent
factors:
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the presence of maneuvers, and
the time since initialization of the shadow filter.

The first factor influences the observability of the
inertial sensor errors, and hence the degree to which
the corresponding states grow. The second factor is
probably a result of the growth in the covariance of the
shadow filter state estimates, particularly for the
position states.
Two different subsets of the state vector were tested;
one with seven elements and one with five. As will be
shown below, the difference in effectiveness was not
very significant.
Figures 3 to 8 illustrate these effects by showing six
different cases. The same 5.5 hour trajectory was used
in each case. Each figure shows the test statistic k2
(from Eq. 12) for the two top level navigation filters,
each of which is using the same aiding sensors but a
different INS. For each figure one INS has a sensor
failure (either accelerometer or gyro) while the other
INS has no failure. In all cases the failure was
detected, however it is the speed and decisiveness of
detection that is of interest.
In Figures 3 to 6 the failed sensor was the x-axis
accelerometer. In Figures 7 and 8 the failed sensor is
the x-axis gyro. The simulated failures were of the
"ramp to constant" type, whereby an additional
or gyro drift
unmodeled error (accelerometer bias

the seven dof chi-square test.
In all of these figures, 3 to 8, the difference between
the test statistic k2 from the failed and unfailed filters
is quite dramatic. As discussed in 5.4 lower thresholds
could probably be used to improve response time.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The techniques outlined in this paper (multi-filter
residual testing and chi-square testing) show
considerable promise in being capable of promptly
and reliably detecting subtle inertial sensor faults, even
with Speed Log aiding only.
However further
investigation is required to determine the best choice
of filters and the most effective FDIR techniques. In
particular, the choice of state vector elements for use
in the chi-square testing, the choice of confidence
levels for use in the individual tests, the choice of
individual tests to combine for final failure detection,
and so on. Longer simulations are also needed to
determine whether or not the method continues to
loose sensitivity as the shadow filter covariance grows.
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SUMMARY
This paper briefly reviews tentative requirements for global,
earth-referenced sole means of navigation systems with
emphasis on integrity and availability. These requirements
can be allocated to integrated navigation system
architectures based on for instance GPS, GLONASS.
VORfDMF, TACAN, Omega, Chayka, and Loran-C.
Fault detection and isolation techniques (FDI) for
integrated radionavigation systems are presented. The FDI
algorithm provides a protection radius with a specified
confidence level as a function of measurement geometry
and algorithm requirements. This is followed by a case
study of integrated GPS/Loran-C.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS
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c
COV
DMME
DOP
e

SLeast
erfc
E{ }
FANS
FDI
GNSS
GLONASS
GPS
If
IIDOP
I
ICAO
ILoran
1AJ
11M
m
m,
n
1!
PA
PD

PIM(
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Baseline between two stations
Measurement bias vector
Minimum detectable bias in
measurement space
Speed of light
Covariance
Distance Measuring Equipment
Dilution of Precision
Measurement noise vector
squares residual vector
Complementary error function
Expected value operator
Future Air Navigation Systems
Fault detection and isolation
Global Navigation Satellite System
Global Navigation Satellite System
Global Positioning System
Data matrix
Horizontal Dilution of Precision
Identity matrix
International Civil Aviation
Organization
Long Range Navigation
Bias in parity scalar caused by
measurement i
Minimum required bias in parity space
for detection
Number of elements in x
Vector containing the ith column of Q,
Number of elements in y
Parity vector
Probability of an alarm
Probability of detection
Probability of a missed detection
Transpose of the first row of QO

TD
TACAN
U
VAR
VOR
W
x
Ax
XDOP
y
YDOP

Orthonormal matrix
Matrix which columns span parity space
Matrix containing the first m rows of QT
Norm of the projection of the parity
vector on the ith measurement axis
Upper triangular matrix
Range to station i
Protection Radius
Required Navigation Performance
Measurement noise standard deviation
Distance between the parity vector and
the ith measurement axis
Bearing
Detection threshold in parity space
Time difference
Tactical Air Navigation
Matrix containing the first m rows of R
Variance
Very-Iligh Frequency Omnidirectiona!
Range
Positive definite weighting matrix
User state vector
Horizontal position error vector
X direction DOP
Measurement vector
Y-direction DOP

1. SOLE MEANS OF NAVIGATION
The operational definition of a sole means air navigation
system is provided by the 1990 Federal Radionavigation
Plan (Ref 1):
"An approved navigation system that can be used
for specific phases of air navigation in controlled
airspace without the need for any other
navigation system."
This general definition can be translated into specific
requirements for a set of parameters, which includes system
accuracy, reliability, availability, integrity, coverage. etc.
Recently, it has become apparent that the interpretation of
these parameters is not clear, especially if these parameters
are to represent a global sole means system. For example.
GPS coverage is a function of both location and time. The
impact of a single-satellite failure cannot be readily
compared with the failure of. for instance, a VOR station.
This matter is further complicated by the need to integrate
different navigation systems in order to satisfy candidate
availability and continuity of service requirements. lhese
requirements are not anticipated to be met by for instance

a single satellite navigation system. To accommodate the
idea of a navigation function rather than emphasizing a
single system, ICAO FANS' GNSS Sub-Group recently
defined sole means as follows (Ref 2):
"A means of navigation
position determination is
which
satisfies
the
performance (RNP) for
flight."

of the aircraft where
provided by a system
required
navigation
a particular phase of

The required navigation performance in this definition is
given by:
"RNP is a measure of the navigation system
performance within a defined airspace including
the operating parameters of the navigation
systems used within that airspace."
RNP can be defined using four main parameters: accuracy,
availability, integrity, and continuity of service. At this
time, only tentative values arc available for each of these
parameters.
For example, the current horizontal
positioning accuracy requirements for the nonprecision
approach is on the order of 556 meters (95%). while the
GNSS Sub-Group cecently proposed 150 meters (Pef 2).
For the purpose of this paper, it is only necessary to have
a general understanding of the requirements. The design
of the integrated navigation solution is such that the actual
requirement is an input to the solution algorithm.
Once the accuracy requirement is satisfied, two risks exist:
I.) Continuity of navigation function risk. which is
directly related to the probability of an outage;
2.) Navigation integrity risk, which results from an
undetected navigation system error.

present.the detection algorithm cannot distinguish hetwe:e:n
"normal" measurement errorsand measurement errors tha,
would cause the horizontal radial position error to exceed
the alarm threshold. All one can do to satisfy the integrity
requirement at all time and space points is to define a
protection radius RP such that statistically, the probability
of exceeding RP is less than approximately 10 . [bus, Rp
is solely a function of the position fixing statistics of the
navigation systems.
Scenario (2) has a much smaller probability of occurrence
than scenario (1). If the signal malfunction would cause
the horizontal position error to exceed the alarm threshold,
then, the detection algorithm should detect this malfunction
with a detection probability of PD = I - (109 / P.). where
P. is the probability of a signal malfunction per flight hour.
Fquivalently. the probability of a missed detection, P.D.
should be less than (I-PD). Typical values for PMD lie in
the range of 10r to 10s. Note that the detection
probability is on a per sample basis, where each sample
consists of a set of measurements taken at a specific time.
Currently, integrity for a global sole means system must be
accomplished by the airborne system, with little help from
external sources. Therefore. it is imperative that a
complete understanding of receiver autonomous integrity
techniques exists, such that the availability and continuity
ofservice penormances can be evaluated. The next section
shows that measurements front dcfferent radionavigation
systems can be integrated into a generic navigation
solution, which will then be used to develop the Fl)l
algorithm.
2. INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SOLUTION
Radionavigation system measurements can be expressed in
ternts of range and bearing observations:
Range:

R, = j(X-X)1 ÷(Y-Yd)2 -(Z-Z 1 )9
Beartng:

x

0e =tant

"x-

(1)

sole means navigation system. bxothrisks
-.
For -' 1,hal
should tu on the rd., -f a small multiple of 109 per flight
hour. Ibis results in an unavailability requirement of less
than one minute per year, and a probability of loss of
integrity ')f approximately 109 per flight hour in the
absence of radar surveillance (Refs. 2, 3). The probabiiity
of loss of integrity could be increased if radar surveillance
is availablt.. It is important to realize that these type of
requirements must be satisfied through design rather than
through simulation. For example, if one simulation would
take one second, then it would require more than 3000
years of computer time to perform 10"l simulations to

where (X.Y.Z) is the three-dimensional user position and
(XIY,,Z1) is the position of transmitting station i. R, is the
geometric range between the user and station i. and the
bearing is the angle between the user and station i with
respect to North. Using the basic range and bearing
observations, measurements from other navigation systems
can be expressed as well. For instance, a hyperbolic lineof-position is obtained by measuring the time difference
(TD) between the times of arrival of signals from two

verify with some confidence the 10' probability,

different transmitting stations

For radionavigation systems, loss of integrity occurs when
the horizontal radial position error exceeds a specified
alarm threshold for the phase of flight in progress without
the integrity alarm being annunciated. Two loss of integrity
scenarios must be considered; scenario (1): the horizontal
radial position error is exceeded, but no signal malfunction
occurred and no fault was detected; and scenario (2): the
horizontal radial position error is exceeded because of a
signal malfunction, but no fault was detected,
Consider scenario (1). since no signal malfunction is

{,-

TID:

TDui = b-R ÷R.
c

where TD, is the time difference observation for stations i
and j; b is the geometric distance between the two stations;
c is the speed of propagation of the radiowaves; and R, &
R, are given by equation (1). Note that for terrestrial
systems such as Loran-C and Omega. the signals travel
great-circle paths. To compensate for this, the transmitter
locations are projected onto a locally-level plane with
respect to the user estimate at distances equal to the great-

circle distance to the transmitters.
Next, the measurement equations are linearized to arrive
at a generic navigation solution. An aprori estimate of the
user position is used to form a Taylor series expansion, of
which only the first order terms are kept.

Ral

÷

.lt

R
9, - -X
4x •

(3)

If an unknown clock offset exists in for instance the range
measurement, then another state is included in x. The
measurement is then called a pseudorange:
PR

=t

(9)

* cB

where B is the unknown clock offset, and c is the speed of
propagation of the signal. Linearizing equation (9) results
in a slightly different measurement equation:

*'jI(It.t.26Y + ll~t~tl8Z
ay

(6X
a

I IX,
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"The a priori position estimate is used to calculate the
estimate of the distance to the station (11). Equation (1)
can now be linearized as follows
ax
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(4)

A similar procedure is used to linearize the bearing and
tminidiffctuncu equations;
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Equations (4) through (6) relate a change in the user
position to changes in range, bearing, or time difference
measurements. In general, equations (4) - (6) can be
written as:
8X}
aY, = hI 6Y
8Z

(7)

where y, is a measurement, and hi is a row vector
corresponding to that measurement.
If all the
measurements are included, equation (7) becomes
ly = H AA

A6

A•

J

(10)
6Z

caB)
More state variables can be added as necessary to solve for
other unknowns, such as velocity or acceleration. Hybrid
GPS!Loran-CorGPS/GLONASS. for instance, require that
two clock offsets be solved for. Thus. five measureiients
are required to solve for the user position.
3. FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION (FDI)
The concept of FDI is identical to well-known fault
detection and isolation techniques for redundant inertial
navigation systems and multisensor navigation systems
(Refs. 4-8). Recently. these techniques have been applied
to GPS by several authors (see for instance Refs. 9. 10).
For sole means navigation, two estimators should
be used
in parallel to achieve FDI:
1. A recursive estimator, typically a Kalman fdter,
which uses the history of the measurement data
to ssess the reasonableness of new measurement
data. This estimator does not require redundant

measurements.
2. A least squ'res batch estimator which does
not
rely on the measurement history, but it requires
at least one redundant measurement.

)R

f-Yt-zl115yI

(8)

where y is a vector containing the measurements and x is
the user state vector. 11 is a matrix containing data related
to the geometry of the transmitting stations with respect to
the user. as given by the row vectors hi. Equation (8) can
be used to iteratively solve for the user state vector,

The recursive estimator is used to detect and isolate rapidly
growing measurement errors by inspecting the estimator
residuals, which are the differences between the actual
measurements and the predicted measurements based on
the history of the measurements.
If for instance a
measurement residual would be outside the residual
interval [-6 .1o. 6.1I], where a is the standard deviation of
normally distributed measurement noise, then the
probability of this event would be less than 10" for a static
user. This event would be extremely unlikely and the
integrity alarm would be raised. In the presence of user
dynamics, the residual interval would be increased
consistent with the user dynamics. Note that isolation of
the faulty measurement is achieved as well.
A least squares batch estimator is used to detect slowly
growing measurement errors which go undetected by the
recursive estimator. The use of the least squares estimator
for this purpose is justified, because:
independent of the type of estimator used. the
position bias error caused by measurement bias
errors will always converge to the position bias
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error of the least squares estimator (Ref 11).
Generally, the time constant of convergence is
short compared to the slow error growth of a
difficult to detect measurement error.

Equation (14) relates the change in the measurements to
the change in the user state vector, forming the least
squares solution. The rows of Q, and L are orthogonal;
therefore, the columns of QP span the parity space of If.

All information about the inconsistencies in the
measurement data is contained in the residuals of the least
squares estimator. These residuals are the differences
between the actual pseudorange measurements and those
predicted based on the least squares position solution and
the known transmitter coordinates. The least squares
residual vector, e_,, is obtained by projecting the
pseudorange measurement vector onto a space
perpendicular to the estimation space spanned by the
columns of the data matrix. Thus. e_ is orthogonal to the
estimation space. The space in which e, lies is also referred
to as the parity space. At this point, it is imperative to
realize that the least squares residual vector used for FDI
lies in parity space and not in the horizontal positioning
plane. Therefore, to have a meaningful fault detection
statistic, the residual vector must be related to the
horizontal radial position error. This is discussed in detail
in the next section.

If the measurements are corrupted by errors, then by is
replaced by §y + e + b, where e is a n-by-I vector
representingzero-mean,normallydistnibutedmeasurement
noise, and b is a n-by-i vector containing bias errors.
Normally. e and b are unknown, but their components in
parity spce are known from equation (15):

4. GENERIC FDI ALGORITHM
This section presents a least squares fault detection
algorithm which extends the concepts presented in
references 6. 7, and 12, which were also employed in
reference 13, independently.
The linearized relation between changes in the
measurements and the corresponding change in the user
state vector is given by
(11)
H "
where Ly is a n-by-i vector containing the changes in the
urenv"nts t, n sources. bx is the change in the m-by-:
user state vector, and 11 is a n-by-m data matrix, see
equation (8).
The data matrix 1i can be decomposed into the product of
a real orthonormal matrix Q and an upper triangular
matrix R using a "QR" factorization (Ref 14),
H =Q R

(12)

Substituting (12) into (11) and pre-multiplying both sides
by QT yields (QTQ = I)
T

R/i = Q AX

or

AX = U-1 Q. A

Q,F

* Q, b

The expected value of the parity vector. 2. is
E IDI

Q, b

(17)

The covariance matrix of 2 is
COV IV) - E IV gV} = Q, COV (C) QT

(18)

If the measurement noise is uncorrelated and normally
distributed with equal variances, then the covariance matrix
of the measurement noise is
COV

= a2 1

(09)

where I is a n-by-n identity matrix. It then follows that the
covariance matrix of 1 is
COV I

(2v)

= oI

since Q9Qr = I (the rows of QP are orthnomral vectors).
In the absence of bias errors, the parity vector 1! is a
function of measurement noise only. In the presence of
bias errors, 2 alo depends on the bias errors.
4.1 One Redundant Measurement
Assume that only one redundant measurement is available,
or n = m + 1. In this case, the parity space is onedimensional and QP is reduced to a row vector (the vector
q is used to denote the transpose of the first row of QO),
and the parity vector 2 is reduced to a parity scalar p. In
the absence of bias errors. p has a zero-mean normal
probability density function given by
f,(x) ----

(21)

(14)_

Assume that the failure detection is based on exceeding a
detection threshold T.. then the probability of an alarm is
given by
>T,) =
P. = P ( PIp

t"

2 -Je \•ý
-feav
T,

S= Q

(16)

(13)

The rank of R is equal to the rank of H; therefore, the
lower n-m rows of R consist of zeros only. Equation (13)
can be divided into two equations

U Ax = Q,.AX

9 =

X(15)
which can also be written as

where U consists of the first m rows of R, Q, consists of
the first m rows ofQT, and QP consists of the last n-m rows
of QT.

dx

x

(22
( 2
(2

the parity scalar is obtained from equation (28)

'

P"

=

TIf . o(3

€-' (2P)

(30)

where eric is the complementary error function
2

zfc(z) .

(24)

f
-dbias

In the presence of a bias error in measurement i. the
absolute value of the parity scalar has a normal distribution
with a mean value of

Since p, = [qbI.equation (30) implies that the probability
of a missed detection is only satisfied if the measurement
error gives rise to a bias in the absolute value of the
parity scalar greater than or equal to j~m. The vector q is
known from the measurement geometry; therefore, for
each measurement i (i = 1 through n). the minimum bias
error bl required to satisfy the probability of a missed
detection is calculated from equation (25).

b,(25)
= *1M
Only the ith elements of _ and b will contribute to the
mean. The probability density function of p is then given
by
f

(26)

f

Given the detection threshold TD. the probability of a
missed detection is given by
e .2Ts .

27

fe.-I)

(27)

I

= P (IPITD)
PM.

= (To
The contribution of the integral between -= and -TD can be
neglected, such that equation (27) can be approximated by
P

)

(28)

Fquaticns (23) and (28) provide the performance of the
fault detection algorithm in terms of probability of an
alarm and probability of a missed detection as a function
of:

(31)

In other words, given the probability of an alarm. the
probability of a missed detection, and the measurement
noise standard deviation, it follows that the minimum
detectable measurement bias error is a function of the
measurement geometry.
Horizontal Radial Position Error
From the probability of an alarm, the probability of a
missed detection, the measurement noise standard
deviation, and the minimum required measurement bias
error it is possible to discuss the horizontal radial position
error.
Consider the user state error vector resulting from both
measurement noise and bias errors. From equation (14)
the user state error vector is
= U-NQ( (8)
(32)
The expected value of the user state error vector is
1
E fAil = U Q, h

(33)

and the error covariance matrix of Ax is
-

Detection threshold TO;
Measurement noise standard deviation a;

- Expected value p of the absolute value of the
parity scalar p resulting from a measurement bias
error in measurement i.
Obviously, the detection algorithm cannot detect a
measurement bias error smaller than the level of
measurement noise, since the detection threshold TD must
be set high enough to satisfy the requirement for the alarm
probability, see equation (23).

As shown by equations (32) through (34). the effects of the
noise and bias errors can be examined separately.
Assume that the matrices U and Q, are expressed in a
locally-level reference frame, then the horizontal
components of the expected value and the variance of the
user state error vector are given by

(X)

Given the required probability of an alarm and the

measurement noise standard deviation, the detection

(3)

COV lAx} = o2 (U"-Y

E IAx

"

(35)

1

threshold is obtained from equation (23)
TD = aof2 efc-' (PA)

(29)

Next, given the probability of a missed detection, the
measurement noise standard deviation and the detection
threshold, the minimum required expected value, p., of

(36)

XDP
VAR (lA 9

I = I2

02y
2)

0YI7P

145-6
where xy are the first two components ofE-{..Lx); XDOP:
and YDOI)Oare the first and second diagonal elements of
(U'U) '. respectively,

detection algorithm must use the largest of the two
protection radii given for the to scenarios. In general, the
protection radius is driven by equation (39).

First consider the horizontal position bias error resulting
front measurement bias errors. Each satellite has a
minimum bias error necessary for detection with
probabilities PA and Pm., as given by equation (31). Each
of these measurement bias errors can be converted into a
horizontal position error using equation (33). Next, the
worst case measurement error is the b, which maximizes the
norm of, the horizontal radial position error

4.2 Two or More Redundant Nleasurements
If more than one redundant measurement is available, the
parity vector will contain more than onc element. Both
fault detection and isolation is now possible. -ach element
of the parity vector has a normal probability density
function as given by equation (21). lo maintain the
Gaussian statistics, each element should be examined
separately. Recall that a bias error in measurement i has
components along the axes in parity space. given by column
i of Q•, Each column of Qdefines a nmeasurement axis in
parity
space: an error in measurement i will lie along
the
ith measurement axis in parity' space. To maximize the
visibility of a bias eiror. the parity vector is projected onto
each of the measurement axes. l'h- norm of the projection
is:

= ma ( •

(37)

[he detection algorithm now guarantees that a
measurement bias will be detected with the required
probabilities PA and PD if it contributes to a horizontal
radial p,'. aon error of R u.or greater.
Next, consider the horizontal position error resulting from
nicasurement noise only. The components x and y of the
horizontal position error have a bivariate normal
probability density function (Refs. 15, 16). Although
possible using numerical integration techniques, the
calculation of the radius of a circle which contains a certain
percentage of the position solutions is rather complicated.
To develop a minimum algorithm. only an upper tx)ui, tor
the protected area is determined as follows. Assume that
x and y are independent, then a circle with radius R,,
protects the estimated horizontal position with a probability
P, of exceeding R.,..
eC-'T)

ý

HD

(38)

1m,
r

(4")

_______

%%here m is the ith column of QP. Fach r, given b,
equation (40) is gaussianly distributed, since the atove
operation is equivalent to a parity space rotation (Ref Ii)).
Instead of one detection statistic, n detection statistics are
obtained. Therefore. the detection threshold is given by
T,= o /2erfc 'i(P)

(41)

The minimum bias error. b, required to satisfy the
probability of a missed detection is calculated from
bi-

(42)

2

where lIDOP" = XDOP2 + YDOP , and a is the standard
deviation of ue measurement noise. For example, if
"PT= 10)" then R_.a = 6.1 a ttDOP.
To calculate the protection radius, two scenarios are
considered. Scenario (1): in the absence of measurement
bias errors, the protection radius is approximated by
equation (18). using a value on the order of I0' for Pr.
Scenario (2): in the presence of both measurement noise
and a measurement bias error, the vector sum of the bias
protection radius and the noise protection radius is used.
Thus, the protection radius is approximated by
R, =

t
+ oNF2erfc- OP,.)HDOP
4

Similar to the case with one redundant measurement, the
protection radius. R, is calculated from equations (37)
through (39).
4.3 Fault Isolation
Isolation of the faulty measurement is performed as
follows. Calculate the distance of the panty vector to each
of the measurement axes:
Si = IP - (M,'P)Ml

(43)

(39)

where R,., is calculated from the maximum possible
horizontal radial position error due to a measurement bias
errorwhich cannot be deteeted with the required detection
probability. Pm is the probability of a missed detection for
the fault detection algorithm. Note that the probability of
loss of integrity is the product of the probability that a fault
exists and the probability of a missed detection given that
a faulh exists.
Because it is not known which scenario exists, the fault

If only one measurement contains a bias, then the smallest
sý corresponds to the faulty measurement (maximum
likelihood approach). The probability of a wrong isolation
can be calculated by determining the probability that the
parity vector is at a distance -, with respect to a
measurement axis.
Furthermore. the history of the
distances s, can also be used to determine the faulty
measurenient For example, if measurement number one
has a ramp error of 5 m/s, then the panty vector %%ill move
in a direction parallel to measurement axis one. F.xamining
the time history of - allows for early detection and
isolation.

Li

4.4 Additional Considerations
So far, all measurement, were assumed to have the same
statistics. If this is not the case, then the FDI algorithm
should be modified to incorporate a weighting matrix. For
instance, to accommodate d itie rent me asure ment variances.
equation (11) is lefl multiplied by a weighting matrix W
wiy = WHUx

M

PtE.AM ?thMEI

(Ref 18)
(44)

'

1

"The
"QR" factorization is now performed on WH and
equation (13) is replaced by

GPS RECEIVER
,.CAmnL

RAI~ = Q T Wby

1,

(45)

URER
P-,

TDANOILAtWAL

t-C.NN,

obtained from
and the parity vector is
Q,W(•÷b)

(46)

STOX

-

CRO-OAOOM-

In general, W could be derived from the measurement
noise covariance matrix, but in most applications it is
sufficient to simply use a diagonal matrix, where the
diagonal elements are the inverse of the measurement
noise standard deviation, If W is correctly selected, then
the elements of WL have unit standard deviation.
Exhaustive testing of the integnty algorithm requires a
large amount of calculations; e.g. to verify the statistics of
the horizontal radial position error, a minimum of 10"
simulations are required. Fortunately. because of the
Gaussian statistics of the algorithm described above, it is
possible to test the algorithm using increased measurement
errors. The performance of the FDI algorithm can then be
compared with the predicted performance considering the
effects of the increased measurement errors (see also Ref
17).
5. GPS/I.ORAN-C CASE STUDY
5.1 Prototype GPS/Loran-C Receiver
The block diagram of the hardware configuration of the
prototype hybrid GPS/Loran-C receiver is shown in Figure
1. A four-channel GPS receiver (Motorola, model Eagle)
and an eight-channel Loran-C receiver (Advanced
Navigation, Inc., Model 5300), both e-mploying continuous
tracking, are used to collect GPS and Loran-C data. Only
the raw measurement data from both receivers is used to
determine the position solution. The two receivers are
interfaced to a microcomputer (model AT) through two
serial communication ports. The microcomputer is also
interfaced to a course deviation indicator (CDI. model KI
206). through a parallel port, to display the guidance data
to the pilot. All of the hardware used is commercially
available equipment, except for the interface between the
microcomputer parallel port and the CDI instrument,
which was designed and implemented at Ohio University.
The software modules implemented on the hybrid
GPS/L.oran-C receiver are executed in real time. The
algorithm of the main procedure is given by:

Figure 1. Block diagram of the hardware configuration
of the prototype hybrid GPS/Loran-C receiver.

initialization
WIIILE in operation
DO once per second
check for keyboard input data
IF keyboard input data
process keyboard data
END
check for GPS and Lran-C
measurement data, and request Loran-C
data
IF sufficient data
calculate position and
determine integrity
END
update CDI and status screen
store all relevant data
END
END
system shut-dow,
During system initialization, the GPS receiver is
commanded to send measurement date at a rate of once
per second. As soon as GPS data is received, a Lo~ran-C
measurement trigger command must be send -"ensurethat
the Loran-C data is valid at the same time as the GPS
data. Following the measurement trigger command, loranC data is requested and collected for up to eight receiver
channels. All data is verified for validity as indicated by
the receivers. If at least five measurements are valid.
sufficient data is available for the position calculation. Tlhe
five measurements are used to solve for three-dimensional
position, clock offset with respect to GPS time, and clock
offset with respect to Loran-C time. The number cf
required measurements could be reduced to four if the

Gt'S and Ioran-C receivers measure the time-of-amvals

Although the nicasurenment error reached a value of 2Sd5)
meters. the actual horizontal radial position error did not
exceed 10(X) meters. The trajectories of the panty vectors
over time for all seven simulated measurement errors are
shown in Figure 2. Fach panty trace begins at the same
pofint and extends outward in a direction parallel to the
corresponding measurement axis. Note that the axes in
Figure 2 are only valid for one particular mnoment of time.
For this example, the measurement axes did not change
much during the 5(X)-second run. cxccpt for nieasurement
axis two. which rotated rapidly counter-clock-wise. The
detection threshold in parity space was A.etat 9150 neters.
All measurement errors were correctly detected and
isolated. except for measurement 2. lloscscr. the position
error caused by measurement 2 did not cxceecd 25t) meters.
and therefore, the alarm did not need to !e raised. If the
simulation would have tbeen continacd. the error in
measurement 2 would also have been dcwctcd and isolated
correctly. An example of the isolation procc,s is shown in
Figure 3. where the distance of the parity vectors with
respect to each measurement axis is graphed as a function
of time.
This particular example involves failing
measurement 6. The distance to measurement axis 6 is
shown as a solid line in the figure.

'A i respect to the same clock, and if the hardware delays
ot tx)th receivers are known. A minimum of seven valid
measurements are required to execute the FDI algorithm,
lhe hybrid position solution is based )n a least-squares
estimator. Since the measuren':-nts front GPS and Loran-C
are equally weighMed. the accuracy of the hybnd system will
Ibn mostly detenmined by the loran-C measurements. For
this ef•ort. standard Lran-C propagation mod.els are used
such that the achieved accuracies are representative for
current Loran-C receivers. Because. of this. the accuracy of
th, hi~bnd system will not be as good as that provided by
(;P'S,; hosever. the availability and integrity of the hybrid
,ysticn exceeds that of OPS by several orders ofmagnitude.
At the same time. the hybnd system accuracies are still well
%%itllin the current requirements.
5.2 Flight Test Results
Flight test data collected on August 23, 19•")was used for
evaluating the 1F)1 algonthm.
The flight lasted
apprtxiniatcly 52 minutes and was conducted in the vicinity
of the Ohio University Airport in Albany. Ohio (Ref 19).
.-\ 5 m s error was simulated in each of the s,-ven
measurements during a 54 )-second portion of the flight.
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Figure 3. Distances to Each of the Measurements Axes over Time for a 5 m/s Ramp Error in Measurement 6
Since the distance to measurement axis 6 is fairly constant
compared to the distances to the other axes, it follows that
measurement 6 is malfunctioning.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Global sole means of navigation systems could be obtained
by integrating all available measurement sources and
applying FDI techniques. Key to achieving FDI is an
algorithm that calculates the protection radius with a prespecified confidence level as a function of measurement
geometry and algorithm requirements. The parity space
algorithm outlined in this paper is capable of performing
this task.
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